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Editorial Introduction 

By P. V. Addyman 

Coins have been used in York at least since the 1st century AD, perhaps with an interlude in 
the 5th to 7th centuries. During much of the Anglian, Anglo-Scandinavian and medieval 
periods coins were actually made in the city, and even in the Roman period counterfeiting of 
official issues evidently went on. Coins and other nurnismatica, such as forgeries, moulds, 
dies, trial-pieces, weights and tokens, are therefore regularly found in York excavations, and 
are constantly being turned up in gardens and commercial excavations in and around the city. 

I 



2 The Coins 

Individually they often have an intrinsic interest. As site-finds, especially when their 
stratigraphic position is beyond· doubt, they have a wider archaeological importance, 
especially for dating. Taken together they can reveal general patterns of incidence or absence 
which may reflect political events or economic conditions or monetary policies. Many of 
them, particularly those associated with the process of minting or the products of York mints, 
have an especial interest to numismatists. For these and other reasons coins have been 
recovered from the soils of York for centuries, collected, studied, published and, since the 
beginning of the 19th century, accumulated in the collections of local and national museums. 
They form a body of evidence with considerable potential to enlighten understanding of the 
city's past. 

Much of the numismatic evidence for York's past is now becoming conveniently available 
through the British Academy's Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, from which it will be one 
day possible to make a comprehensive study of the York mints and the distribution of their 
products. An especially valuable volume of the Sylloge, by E. J. E. Pirie, concerns coins in
Yorkshire collections, including that of the Yorkshire Museum (SCBI 21 Yorkshire 
Collections, 1975). This brings together most of the York finds of non-Roman and non-foreign 
coins made up to 1971, the year in which the work of the York Archaeological Trust and its 
predecessor the York Archaeological Working Committee began. It seemed sensible to the 
Trust to continue from the point reached by this volume, and to present systematic catalogues 
of all subsequent numismatic finds made in York more or less in the form which has proved so 
successful in the Sylloge, though with especial attention to the archaeological significance of 
the finds. The Trust's catalogues, produced as Volume 18 of The Archaeology of York, differ 
from those in the Sylloge by including Roman coins, foreign coins and post-medieval coins 
found in York, together with tokens and other numismatica. They also represent a departure 
from conventional practice in archaeological reports of presenting the coins along with other 
site-finds. The modest loss in convenience to those concerned with the excavation reports 
themselves seemed more than outweighed by the coherence gained by presenting the 
numismatic evidence together, the special requirements of numismatic publication, and the 
convenience provided to numismatists, who notoriously often remain unaware of coins 
tucked away in the depths of archaeological publications. 

Coins are intrinsically datable, and this often to the field archaeologist seems at first their 
prime importance. It is, indeed, normally possible to state within more or less precise limits 
the dates between which a particular coin must have been made. This date bracket therefore 
provides a starting point in attempts to date the context in which the coin was found. The 
deposit can hardly have grown up before the date of manufacture of the coin. Coins, however, 
can have a long period of currency and, indeed, may remain around, as souvenirs, ornaments, 
curios or even bullion, long after they cease to be current. It is therefore important to the 
archaeologist to know, first, how long a period of currency each coin might have had; 
whether there are any signs, for instance in terms of wear, that the coin was used for some 
time after its minting; and when it is most likely to have been lost. There can, of course, only 
rarely be certainty about date of loss, and attempts to establish it are fraught with hazard. A 
coin might have avoided wear by being hoarded and never used until shortly before its loss, 
many years after manufacture, in a relatively fresh condition. Equally, under certain 
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circumstances much wear can take place very quickly. Date of loss, therefore, is a matter of 
probability; but the probabilities are narrowed when two or more coins are found together, or 
when there is other archaeological evidence to corroborate a proposed date. When coins are 
found in large hoards the probabilities can often be narrowed considerably, sometimes to 
months, if not weeks. 

As with every other category of archaeological find in a place like York which is built on the 
debris of previous generations of occupants, there is always the possibility that ancient coins 
may themselves have been found or dug up in the past and have eventually become 
incorporated in deposits belonging to a period long after that of the currency of the coin. 
Roman coins, for instance, are quite frequently found in medieval levels in York though it is 
quite certain they were not in any sense used as coins at that time. The date of a coin from an 
archaeological context may, therefore, mean several things: the date of manufacture; the date 
at which it may have been lost, concealed or abandoned; and the date at which it reached its 
eventual find spot. Where possible, therefore, this catalogue includes an estimate of date of 
loss though as often as not the discussion of this important issue has been reserved for the 
archaeological report, where the full circumstances can be set out. 

Between 1971 and 1981 some 420 post-Roman coins, tokens and jettons were found, 
together with five other numismatica. Between them they provide a useful first corpus from 
the York Archaeological Trust's excavations, to be followed by a similar corpus for an 
equivalent body of Roman material. The coins themselves are deposited in the Yorkshire 
Museum, York, under accession numbers quoted in each catalogue entry. The archaeological 
circumstance of each find will eventually be given in the appropriate excavation report in 
various volumes of The Archaeology of York, and in the meantime is recorded in excavation 
archives held by York Archaeological Trust pending eventual transfer to the Yorkshire 
Museum. 

Post-Roman Coinage and the Significance of the Finds in York 

By E. J. E. Pirie

Introduction 

Coins have been made and used for over two thousand years. They have, indeed, been used 
in York for most of this time. Over the centuries enormous numbers have been incorporated 
in the archaeological deposits in and around the city. Many have been accidentally lost and 
others have been hidden in the ground for safety to be found much later as hoards. In York, as 
elsewhere, there has been a long tradition of interest in collecting and studying the coins of 
earlier times. Discoveries of ancient coins have been noted since the 17th century. For York 
itself, the finding of a 'nest of coins' of William I in High Ousegate in 1704 was registered by 
the Leeds historian Ralph Thoresby. It was Thoresby, with Archbishop Sharp of York, who 
had earlier recorded the hoard of 9th century Northumbrian stycas found at Ripon in 1695 
(Pirie, 1982). 



4 The Coins 

Such early coins were made without machinery. Large numbers of hand-cut dies were 
needed for the moneyers striking the coins by hand, often at a large number of mints. The 
variety of styles and a host of other details render such pieces valuable as documents which 
can be read and interpreted to throw light on the history of the period they represent 
especially when there may be little other documentation to tell us of that particular time. 

Modern study of coins in quantity, as they occur in hoards, enables us to establish a 
sequence of issue for the various types and to differentiate the official coins of regular styles 
from contemporary forgeries. Single coins of a particular issue, found during excavation of 
settlement sites, may then be dated and their evidence can help to date the site from which 
they come. The total record of all hoards and site-finds enables students to plot the 
distribution and context of coins in any one series, and to gauge the political and economic 
factors of their time. 

Coins from hoards may be in reasonably good condition, partly because none of them may 
have circulated for very long before being put aside, partly because they have protected each 
other from the effects of corrosion while in the ground. Site-finds, on the other hand, may be 
in extremely poor condition, first because of wear and tear during their original circulation, 
then because of deterioration in the soil. 

Coin-finds in York 
The city of York possesses an unrivalled representation of local coin-finds of most early 

periods. Hoards, single coins or even fragments of coins may be found at any time a hole is 
dug in the ground of York. In the 19th century the members of the Yorkshire Philosophical 
Society were active in obtaining for their museum (now the Yorkshire Museum) part at least 
of each hoard discovered in the city, even though at that time many large finds were dispersed 
among several people soon after they had been recovered. Subsequent donations to the 
museum supplemented the original acquisitions with cabinets of coins which had been in 
private possession. These acquisitions included parcels of coins from finds such as the hoard 
of stycas discovered in 1842 during the development of St Leonard's Place, and that of 
William I unearthed near Monkgate in 1851 during the building of the (former) County 
Hospital. It is to be regretted that very few of the coins discovered in Walmgate in 1856 
reached either private cabinets or the safe-keeping of the museum. Three coins only, of issues 
attributed to the Vikings of Northumbria, reached the museum; the greater part of the hoard 
later described by workmen as 'two shovels' full of coins' was quickly dispersed and few 
specimens were formally recorded. 

Apart from hoards many single finds have been lodged in the museum; these are either 
chance finds, or site-finds from excavations in the city earlier in this century. These have been
catalogued and described as part of a sylloge of coins in Yorkshire collections (SCBI 21
Yorkshire, 1975). For this publication discoveries within the period 800-1279, made up to 
1971, were plotted on a map of the city centre which began to clarify the areas where there 
were particular concentrations of coins of any one series, perhaps reflecting contemporary 
settlement or, at least, survival and relatively recent disturbance of the relevant 
archaeological deposits. 
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Since 1971 the detail of such distribution maps has altered considerably with the addition 
of finds recovered during excavations by York Archaeological Trust (Fig. 1). The coins 
discovered by the Trust are deposited in the Yorkshire Museum, under accession numbers 
relating to the various sites of discovery, and so this evidence of the city's historical 
development can be maintained without separation and further dispersal. Details adding to 
our knowledge of Roman coinage from work by the Trust will be considered in another 
fascicule of AY 18. 

The post-Roman finds, listed in the catalogue which follows, though relatively few in 
number and ranging through a great variety of series, add significant details both to our total 
record of numismatic evidence and to our knowledge of earlier settlement in York. The 
material of some periods is more amply represented now than that of others. This must surely 
be only the chance result of the Trust's opportunities for excavation; the balance may be 
redressed by subsequent work. Of all the sites so far investigated 16-22 Coppergate has 
proved so outstanding, not least in respect of the numismatic material recovered, that such 
finds merit detailed consideration. Initial commentaries on them, and on related matters, are 
presented later (pp. 25-45). 

Here the different categories of find and the developing detail of distribution in the city are 
noted. The Trust has not recovered any post-Roman coin hoards but two groups of coins were 
found at 16-22 Coppergate (four 10th century pennies, 52-5, Pl. IV, and five 13th-14th 
century sterlings, 112-15, 204, Pl. XIII). Even a single fragmentary coin, however, can offer 
evidence of yet another variety in a series already well known from thousands of specimens. 
Other coins afford additional evidence for the record of the Anglo-Scandinavian mint at York. 
The medieval finds confirm how international in circulation were coins and counters. 

From 31-7 Gillygate, 21-33 Aldwark and 16-22 Coppergate come three further 8th 
century sceattas from south of the Humber (1-3); such coins seem to have had a limited 
distribution in the north. Two 9th century Northumbrian stycas (18 and 24) were recovered 
from 9 Blake Street, excavated 1975-76. For the same period two stycas (17, 22) from 21-33 
Aldwark (St Helen's) supplement the record for that area of a single styca (14) discovered in 
Aldwark in 1971, during excavations by L. P. Wenham. The 9th century finds at 58-9 
Skeldergate, Clementhorpe, Paragon Street and 16-22 Coppergate extend the range of the 
area within which have been noted stycas, together with early silver pence of other kingdoms 
(37-9). (See Pls. II-IV for the above.) Previously, in 1961, a 9th century penny of Mercia was 
found at Tanner Row. 

The finding at 16-22 Coppergate of silver pence (40, 42, 44, 51-8, 60-1, Pls. IV, XI) from 
the Anglo-Scandinavian period, and the four post-Reform issues (62-5, Pl. XI) from the York 
mint itself, supplements the discovery of pennies of Eadgar at Pavement in 1951. Other late 
Saxon, Norman and early Plantagenet coins from 37 Bishophill Se,nior and 58-9 Skeldergate 
( 66-7, 69-72, Pl. XI) confirm settlement at those times in an area where, in the 19th century, 
were found the major hoards, of Edward the Confessor and, quite separate, of William I. 

The main series of discoveries at Bedern begins with a coin of the mid 13th century (78, Pl. 
XII). The inclusion in the catalogue of 20th century items underlines the continuity of 
settlement and trade to be found in York at least since the beginning of the 8th century. 



6 The Coins 

Fig. I The city of York showing excavation sites frum where the post-Ruman coins and numismatica were recovered. Key 
on facing page; see site index, p. 7 4, and notes an the sites, p. 45 ,for further details. (Based on the Ordnance Survey 
map with the sanction of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Crown Copyright reserved.) 
Scale I: 12,500 
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The various numismatic series 

Before 1279 

Brief comment follows on the various series of issues and individual coins which represent 
them. Every series is the subject of specialist interest, research and assessment but the 
minutiae of every phase of coinage developing in many areas over hundreds of years cannot be 
covered adequately by one numismatist or even two. It will be found in this catalogue that 
some phases are more fully understood than others. Many of these items which are listed with 
a York provenance will contribute to further studies of their period. 

Post-Roman coinage first developed on the Continent with the introduction of gold issues 
(solidi and their fractions). Late 6th and early 7th century coins from Merovingia and Frisia 
reached England as the result of traffic, across the Channel to the south and perhaps by way of 
the Humber to the north. The earliest southern English coins of fine gold (tremisses or 
thrymsas) appeared before c.640 (Stewart, 1978b). In the north, a separate issue of thrymsas 
can be associated with York; three specimens were found at an unspecified site in the city, 
c. 1849-50. It will be argued elsewhere that this issue could be assigned to the period
c.670--85, in the reign of Ecgfrith of Northumbria. Recent discussion (Pirie, 1984) has
re-attributed to Ecgfrith's successor Aldfrith (c.685-704) coins which may be the earliest
Anglo-Saxon silver issue: they have the king's name on the obverse and an animal on the
reverse. No examples have yet been found in York.

Early in the 8th century, in the middle Anglo-Saxon period, a coinage of small silver 
sceattas was adopted in the south of England: the evidence which might attest the change 
from gold to silver and the introduction of the primary series of sceattas as early as the 670s 
has been reviewed by M. A. S. Blackburn(l984). Most of these coins were anonymous in that 
they recorded no names of rulers. It is, indeed, still somewhat uncertain how many of the 
many varieties are truly English, and how many properly belong to the very similar Frisian 
series on the Continent. Some centres of output for the later phases have been recognized in 
the Southampton area, Kent and East Anglia. The specimen found at 21-33 Aldwark (2, Pl. 
II) may be associated with the most northern group attributed to Lindsey.

Key to sites on Fig. 1; the figures in parentheses refer to Andrews, 1984 

1 31-7 Gillygate (39) 14 All Saints Pavement 
2 St Maurice's/Newbiggin, Lord Mayor's Walk (41) 15 Clementhorpe (52) 
3 Union Terrace (40) 16 16--22 Coppergate (47) 
4 Skeldergate, Pawson's Warehouse (79) 17 Parliament Street ( 14) 
5 Museum Street/Lendal (21) 18 The Bedern NE (82) 
6 21-33 Aldwark (42, 71-2) 19 Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5 (29) 
7 Friends' Burial Ground, Bishophill (54) 20 118-26 Walmgate (70) 
8 Paragon Street, Barbican Baths (45) 21 Aldwark 
9 The Bedem, SW ( 11, 30, 81) 22 Bedern Chapel (82) 

JO 58-9 Skeldergate (56) 23 1-2 Tower Street (90) 
11 37 Bishophill Senior (57) 24 5 Rougier Street (62) 
12 39-41 Coney Street (51) 25 St Mary Bishophill]unior (60) 
13 9 Blake Street (25) 26 Aldwark (8) 
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By the middle of the 8th century the rulers of Northumbria authorized the issue of further 
silver sceattas having their names on the obverses and animals on the reverses. In addition, 
there were some issues made jointly by the kings and the archbishops of York. This was 
certainly so for Eadberht and his brother, Archbishop Ecgberht, c. 735-58. More 
controversial, perhaps, is the attribution of other coins to ltthelred I and Archbishop 
Eanbald I, later in the century; this is suggested in a recent note (Pirie, 1984). The main 
paper on the series is that by Booth (1984). These Northumbrian sceattas seem to have been 
issued spasmodically rather than regularly. The kingdom persisted with coins in this form 
many years after the other kingdoms of England (Mercia, East Anglia, Kent and Wessex) had 
adopted the large silver penny as their standard coin. Such pence, issued for the kings and the 
archbishop of Canterbury, were minted by men authorized to do so - men who put their 
names on the reverse of each coin for which they were responsible. Moneyers' names are a 
special feature of the English coins until as late as 1279. 

Late in the 8th century Northumbria changed its monetary system, so that there, too, 
moneyers' names were recorded on the coins issued for the archbishops of York as well as for 
the kings. The size of these coins, which we now term stycas, remained that of the sceattas. It 
was another hundred years before the silver penny became the currency of Northumbria as 
well as of the other kingdoms. 

Thousands of stycas are known since several hoards, both large and small, have been 
recovered, yet there remains considerable controversy about interpretation of the series. In 
1957, Lyon proposed a general sequence from c.830 to 866/7 : issues in base silver were 
followed, after debasement, by those in copper and, after the official coinage had ceased, 
c.855, by a stream of unofficial, 'derivative' coins. Pagan, in 1969, suggested radical changes
to the chronology, making the reigns involved considerably later in date than convention
accepts. Still far from complete is the long task of preparing for publication the classic
collection of stycas in the Yorkshire Museum. It is hoped that the presentation of that record
of so many different issues will afford an appropriate context for the present author to attempt
clarification of various matters in the accompanying commentary. The need for amending
traditional chronology in some particulars will be raised. The long-held assumption that York
was, from start to finish, the only possible mint in the whole of Northumbria will be queried.
Discussion of the latter point will be based on the relative frequency of certain issues in the
recorded hoards.

The York excavations are only a few among those of the last decade which have produced 
and are producing - stycas as site-finds, which itself renders obsolete a former impression 
that the money may not have been in general circulation. Singletons, such as the fragment 
from Clementhorpe (33, Pl. III), afford evidence of hitherto unrecorded dies. Overall, too, 
the recent York recoveries represent, for the most part, the issues which preponderated in the 
southern region of the kingdom. 

An inventory of finds of Northumbrian sceattas and stycas (Pirie, 1986) may illustrate a 
connection between 'styca-sites' and the recovery of early Carolingian coins. How much or 
how little weight should be attached to such an association is not yet clear. Such a relationship 
does not obtain, however, at Coppergate where the obolus of Charles the Bald ( 46, PI. IV), 
struck after 864, was discovered as a residual piece in a late 10th century context. 
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Examples of many of the issues attributed to the Vikings of Northumbria were discovered 
during 1971-8 1 (Pl. IV). To the years c.895-903 belongs a complex and closely-knit series of 
silver pennies, including the Cnut penny from 16-22 Coppergate (40), associated with the 
mint at York. This is followed by issues of the St Peter coinage and the phase terminates with 
the coinage of Sihtric I (Sihtric Caoch) (921-7). Coins of the St Peter issue and a single 
example of Sihtric I are among those excavated (41-2 and 44). 

In the years between 927 and 939 £thelstan, first king of the united England, was in power 
in York. Several types of his coinage were issued from the city's mint where the bulk of the 
work was controlled by one moneyer or mint-master Regnald. Three pennies of £thelstan 
have been found, including examples bearing an abbreviation of the title REX TOTIVS 
BRITANNI£ 'king of all Britain' (51-3, Pl. IV). Two lead trial-pieces and the cap of an iron 
coin die (48-50, Fig. 6, Pis. VI, VII), found in metalworkers' workshops at 16-22 
Coppergate, demonstrate stages in the production of £thelstan's coinage ; the discovery at 
the same location of a coin die of the earlier St Peter's issue (43, Fig. 6, Pis. I, V) suggests 
continuity of production here (see below, p. 34). £thelstan's successors, his half-brothers 
Eadmund (939-46) and Eadred (946-55), were overshadowed at York by the resurgence of 
Viking kings from the same dynasty as those whom £thelstan had deposed. They include 
Anlaf1 or OlafGuthfrithsson (939-41)  and Sihtric II Sihtricsson (941-2), both represented in 
the excavated coin-finds (54-6). Very few coins of these reigns have a mint-signature at all, 
and there are none with an unequivocal rendering of the name of York. No coins of Eadmund 
have so far been discovered in the Trust's excavations. Eadred, who reincorporated York into 
the English kingdom after the expulsion of the Vikings in 954, is represented by only a 
fragmentary penny (57, Pl. XI). Eadwig (955-9), is also only attested by a single find, which 
is so shattered that it defies restoration and cannot be illustrated (58). A lead trial- or 
record-piece from his reign, again recovered from Coppergate, indicates that coin production 
may still have been associated with the site (59, Fig. 7, Pis. VIII, IX). A discussion of 
techniques and methods of production, as well as reports on the analysis of metals used ( as yet 
incomplete), will appear in AY 17 .  

From 16-22 Coppergate have come two other coins without mint-signature, for the reign of 
Eadgar (959-75). Both (60-1 , Pl. XI) are by the moneyer Fastolf, many of whose coins are 
known. The first is of particular interest in that it gives us a relationship between Fastolf and 
another moneyer, Durand, confirming that they worked in the same place at the same time ; 
both use the same obverse die. 

Towards the end of Eadgar's reign a major reform of the English coinage took place, an 
event assigned to the year 973. Previously, very few coins had borne a royal portrait and 
comparatively few had registered the name of their mint. Henceforth, all coins were to have a 
portrait on the obverse, and a mint-signature as well as the moneyer's name on the reverse ; 
the main types were to be changed periodically. Such changes occurred at six-yearly intervals 
until 1035 and the accession of Harold I ;  between 1038 and 1050, new types were introduced 
every two years and then the interval lengthened to three years. In theory, at least, the coins of 
a particular type remained current only during their period of issue and had then to be 
exchanged for the new money. 
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Once so much detail is rendered on the coins, the numismatist may study the fortunes of 
any of the many mints throughout the country, recognizing continuity or the lack of it 
through the presence or absence of types at each, and determining the size and relative 
importance of a particular mint from the number of moneyers working there. York was one of 
the major mints of the late Anglo-Saxon or Anglo-Scandinavian period. Many thousands of 
coins are known from the York mint, since they and pence from the other English mints have 
been found in hoards both in this country and in northern Europe : Scandinavia, the Baltic 
shores and Russia. The discovery of late 9th and early 10th century English coinage in 
Sweden and Denmark especially reflects the need of that time for the English to buy off 
raiders from the north. Yet two coins discovered at 16-22 Coppergate each add a detail to the 
register of the York mint (Pl. XI). Both issues - the first issue of the reign, the First Small 
Cross (62) and the second, the First Hand (64-, and pp. 30-33) - have been known for 
N.thelrred II (978--1016) at York ; both moneyers, Styr and Outhgrim, have also been known
for the mint ; hitherto, however, Styr had not been recorded for the former type, nor
Outhgrim for the latter.

In the final years of the Anglo-Saxon period mint-organization seems to have been under 
scrutiny and, in a sense, subject to cuts in personnel. A penny of Cnut (1016-35) (65), another 
of Harold (1035-40) (66) and two of Edward the Confessor (1042--66) (67-8) represent this 
period among the excavated material (Pl. XI). Although there was, in effect, continuity in the 
form of the coinage after the Norman Conquest, the number of moneyers was again reduced. 
York, to begin with, was on a par with London in having a complement of twelve moneyers ; 
other mints had fewer, according to size and status. By 1070, it seems that York had no more 
than four. In due course, too, the number of mints was reduced. York, however, was no 
longer the most northern mint in England ; Durham was one of the few new mints opened by 
William I. The various issues, regal and baronial, in the time of Stephen reflect the anarchy of 
the reign and the role of York in the conflict. So far, however, the whole Norman period is 
represented in this assembly of coins by one example only (69, Pl. XI). 

This coin of Henry I from 58--9 Skeldergate is a cut halfpenny, probably from the Lincoln 
mint. Two points can be stressed. First, by no means all the hammered (hand-made) coins 
found in the city are from the local mint, for coins once made at a particular centre circulated 
far and wide. Secondly, the identity of the Skeldergate coin and others of the later Plantagenet 
series (78-85, Pl. XII) as deliberate fractions of the standard penny rather than as broken 
fragments draws attention to the fact that, with few exceptions, the penny was still the only 
denomination struck ; if smaller values were required the penny was cut into halves or into 
'four things'. 

Between 1158 and 1180 Carlisle and Newcastle were added to the register of northern 
mints. The first issue in the Plantagenet series is Henry II's Cross-and-Crosslets type ; this is 
sometimes known as the 'Teal by' coinage, because about 5,700 were found, in 1807, in a 
hoard at Tealby, Lincolnshire. The issue is notorious for the poor quality of its striking at all 
mints and its general appearance. These shortcomings were perhaps occasioned by the 
aftermath of a period of confusion and lack of overall control at the various mints during 
Stephen's reign. In many instances several specimens struck from one die have to be 
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examined in order to piece together the full detail of the single legend. The issue was of long 
duration - 25 years - during which time the only changes were slight modifications to type 
and legend. (See 70-2, Pl. XI.) 

A new coinage was introduced in 1180, with emissions known now as the Short-Cross
issues, because of the reverse design ( see 7 3-7, Pl. XI). It was destined to become even more
immobilized than the previous type and to last not only till the end of Henry H's reign but, 
with the king's name unchanged, through the reigns of Richard I and John and into that of 
Henry III. Numismatists have been able to identify various groups or classes, within the 
whole, characterized by various quirks of style, and to set these groups in a chronological 
sequence. The type came to an end at last in 1247 and was replaced by another having on the 
reverse a long cross whose arms stretch to the outer rim, cutting through the letters of the 
legend. 

Two coins from the Trust's excavations (181-2, Pl. XV) of Alexander III of Scotland are 
contemporary with the Long-Cross coinage of Henry III of England. Scotland made a late 
start in having coinage of its own although the country was used to the coinage of other 
nations. David I (1124--53) was the first to have coins struck in his own name; his first issue, 
in imitation of that of Stephen of England, must have begun after 1135. The organization of 
the coinage was much the same as it still remained in England, in that it was struck at a 
number of mints by a number of moneyers and with the penny as a standard denomination. 

After 1279 

The coins struck in England during the later medieval period after 1279 had a very long 
potential life in circulation. Wear and weight are some guide to the length of time coins have 
been in circulation but in the case of isolated site-finds they can be unreliable since the state of 
preservation of a particular coin may not have been typical of those of its date of issue in 
circulation at the time of deposition. This difficulty is lessened if several coins, although 
found in isolation, can be stratigraphically associated. 

In England the Long-Cross issue continued unchanged in the first few years of the reign of 
Edward I. The first coins in the name of Edward were struck in 1279. Some major changes in 
the content and the form of the coinage occurred. The penny was no longer the sole 
denomination struck; round halfpennies and farthings were made intentionally (none was 
recovered during 1971-81). The groat or fourpence was also coined, although it is rarely 
discovered : an example from Bedern is annotated by M. Archibald (90, Pl. XII). The names 
of individual moneyers were no longer part of the normal reverse legend which did, however, 
continue to record the name of the mint. 

Ecclesiastical coinage was revived; it had been in abeyance at least since the end of the St 
Peter issues at York and the St Martin coins at Lincoln (in the 920s), if not since the death of 
Plegmund, Archbishop of Canterbury, in 914. The right of coining pence was extended as a 
privilege to various ecclesiastical dignitaries - the archbishops of Canterbury and York, the 
bishop of Durham and the abbot of Bury St Edmunds. Episcopal dies were distinguished 
from the regal by special additional marks. 
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During Edward Ill's reign, after 1344, the range of denominations was extended when 
gold was coined in a variety of values, for the first time with regularity since the 7th century. 
After 135 1 the half-groat was added to the range of silver coins. 

Edward I had territorial possessions in France as Lord of Gascony and Duke of Aquitaine. 
Coins for these areas were struck with these titles. They were of the same weight and fineness 
as the English pence. This period was a time of wars with France and Edward III asserted his 
claim to that kingdom by including on his coins the title of King of France. An English mint 
was opened at Calais in 1363. 

The high standard of the English penny had made it the subject of imitation elsewhere 
since Anglo-Saxon times. The coins of £thelrred II were copied in Ireland and throughout 
Scandinavia. The Short-Cross and Long-Cross coinages were copied in Germany, principally 
Westphalia. The Edwardian penny was the prototype for many continental imitations, 
emanating particularly from Flanders and its neighbours. Many reached this country- eight 
were found at Bedern (195-200, 202, 205), two at Union Terrace (201, 203) (Pl. XVI) and one 
with a group of Edwardian sterlings at 16-22 Coppergate (204) - and efforts were made to 
curb their importation. 

At the end of the 13th century jettons or reckoning counters of base metal appear. They 
were to play a vital part in the commercial world of medieval Europe since they were 
necessary for accounting when arithmetical calculations involved the use of complex Roman 
numerals. Much has been written about the forms of counting-board with which the pieces 
were used, and about the various ways in which they were employed (Barnard, 1916 ; Berry, 
197 4). The jettons themselves are of many varieties and are of great numismatic interest. The 
English group, introduced in the time of Edward I (see 138-55 and Pl. XIV), continued well 
into the reign of Richard II until they were superseded by the more prolific series 
manufactured at various centres in France. Many of the English jettons, indeed, bear portrait 
heads on the obverses ; these can be related in style to the various issues of coins and so be 
dated fairly closely. Many others are, like the continental counters, more heraldic in design. 
The French issues, and the smaller series from the Low Countries, in turn gave way to those 
of German manufacture. Latterly, the range of designs on the German pieces became more 
limited ; manufacturers of stock types added their names on the reverses, and once again their 
issues can be fairly closely dated. 

It has long been accepted that continental jettons were imported into England. The 
comparatively large groups of French and German issues found in York, particularly at 
Bedern and Union Terrace, bear this out (210-43, 247-304, Pis. XVI-XVIII). 

The issues of the Lancastrian, Yorkist and early Tudor monarchs largely followed the style 
of the earlier kings (156-68, Pl. XV). Apart from London, a few other mints operated in the 
provinces until the reign of Edward VI. At York there were royal and episcopal mints . 
Richard II's coinage had introduced the feature of small motifs or marks as part of the 
legends ; by the time of Henry VII the mint-signature was no longer included on the reverse of 
any coin and it is mostly by the privy marks that a coin is attributed to a particular mint. 
Edward Vi's coinage began to register dates ; not all the issues of Elizabeth Tudor are dated, 
and it is identification of the marks which assigns the individual undated coin to a year of 
issue. 
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During Elizabeth's reign experiments took place with machinery for the production of 
coins. So-called 'milled' coinage, machine-made rather than hammered out by hand, did not 
become regular until the end of Charles II's reign. 

Trust excavations have not yet recovered any examples of coinage of the 17th century Civil 
War. From 1642-44 York was one of the regal mints operating in the provinces. Towards the 
end of the decade other northern towns under siege struck emergency money from silver 
plate. None of these coins has been found and neither has any from the Commonwealth. 

By the end of the 17th century Ireland, too, had had a long monetary history. The first 
silver pennies were produced at Dublin just before the end of the 10th century in imitation of 
the Anglo-Saxon coinage of England. This first phase is now known as Hiberno-Norse. An 
Anglo-Irish coinage followed after the Anglo-Norman conquest ; the first issues were for John 
as Lord of Ireland in 1 172. Subsequent monarchs authorized issues of denominations similar 
to those in England and of the same form and style. The coins are, however, distinctly Irish in 
the choice of motifs for the types. In the Scottish series there are not only distinct monarchs 
for the period up to James VIII, each with their own coinage, but the motifs are national there 
too, and many of the denominations are peculiarly Scottish. The appearance in a city like 
York of Irish, Scottish and continental issues as well as English reflects the international 
circulation of coin until late in the 1 7th century (179-85, Pl. XV). 

By the end of the 17th century, the coins in this country were machine-made and are 
described here as 'Modern British' issues, although it is not wholly correct to use the term 
until after the Act ofU nion in 1707. York was one of the few provincial mints in England open 
for the last time during the reign of William III. Coinage from the 1 8th century and later 
belongs to a period which is well documented from many sources, and to whose history the 
coins add little that is otherwise unknown. Interest passes from coins to tokens and medals. 

The single example of a 17th century token has been included in the modern category. This 
token from Bedern (384, PI. XX) represents a period in the 1660s when official coinage in 
small denominations was scarce, and merchants throughout the country were forced into the 
position of using their own tokens when trading with their customers. There were other such 
items to follow, first at the end of the 18th century and again early in the 19th. The 18th 
century series was also mainly the concern of individual merchants ; these commercial coins 
are pictorial in type and illustrate a wide variety of local landmarks and industries. The 19th 
century tokens were more commonly issued by larger firms and are plainer in appearance. 
None of these has been recovered in the Trust's excavations. Advertising tokens of the late 
19th and early 20th century must have been the forerunners of the printed hand-outs and 
posters of today. 

Relatively modern medals are not normally recovered from excavations but one (385, 
Pl. XX) was found at Clementhorpe. Such, when dropped, are usually looked for and found. 

Conclusion 
It would be remarkable if the sovereign of 1822 (340), recovered at the Museum 

Street/Lendal site, were ever given up for lost at all. This, however, with a half-crown (341)  
and a shilling (339), formed part of the foundation stone of the Festival Concert Rooms of 
1 824 (Pl. XIX). Of the other specimens post-dating 1272, most must have been of 
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comparatively small contemporary value : their loss could be tolerated. That the earlier silver 
coins were worth more in their time probably explains why so few were allowed to remain 
lost. Very few of the items when found have been in good condition, partly because they have 
been worn in circulation, partly because of deterioration in the ground. This largely explains 
why there must inevitably be sections in the register of current finds where complete 
identification detail cannot be recorded. Nevertheless, in spite of their condition and in spite 
of their number being limited, the coins and other numismatica have proved to be a 
significant element of all the material recovered in the Trust's excavations within the urban 
area of York. The international flavour of the record provides its own testimony for the 
character of the city at different periods. 

The material does have its limitations for the archaeologist for not all the specimens can be 
given the same weight as evidence for dating. In that respect, the early material is potentially 
more crucial ; even then the emphasis must vary. The specimens from overseas, together with 
later medieval English issues, which may have had a considerable time in circulation, must be 
accorded some degree of latitude in their indication of date. The earlier specimens are, by 
contrast, capable of providing, within fairly precise limits, chronological data for the 
structure with which they are clearly associated in a primary context. There is a sense in 
which coins cannot be considered in isolation from the rest of the material recovered at the 
particular site from which they came, for a further distinction should be made between those 
which reflect times and extent of settlement and those which may do no more than register 
traffic passing at the time of their use or, indeed, their secondary deposit long after the coins 
themselves were obsolete. There is no doubt that at 16-22 Coppergate, for instance, the 
various Anglo-Scandinavian issues mirror contemporary settlement ; the situation is less 
certain in the case of the 8th and mid 9th century coins. It must be recognized that, in urban 
areas such as York when the area covered by a single excavation - particularly that of a 
preliminary trial - may be limited, the full nature of the context might be unconfirmed. The 
identity of structure may be uncertain ; clear identification of primary or secondary status for 
the position of the coin may not be possible. How far, indeed, will it be practical to 
demonstrate these distinctions on distribution maps eventually intended not just for local use 
but for comparison by both archaeologist and numismatist with similar data from other 
areas ? 

For the numismatist, some of the recent finds are specimens which contribute new and 
even extraordinary detail to the monetary records. Their intrinsic importance can be 
appreciated far beyond the immediate locality of York. Yet even as their existence is 
acknowledged two points can be appreciated. In the first place, such discoveries supplement 
the evidence of hoards in no small measure ; in the second, context of recovery is an 
interesting, if not vital, element of the record of provenance. The growing body of 
numismatic material, from before 1 100, excavated at a variety of sites, both urban as, for 
example, at York, Lincoln and Dublin, and rural, is providing numismatists with a particular 
calibre of evidence. Site-finds may perhaps be described as having been more mobile or active 
than the coins which, in a sense, became static in hoards. Such pieces are affording, and will 
continue to afford, for current and future work in the numismatic field, an extra dimension, 
the implications of which we may not yet fully appreciate. 
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Numismatic Finds from 16--22 Coppergate 

Individual catalogue entries for the Coppergate finds offer only brief comment on 
particular points of identification. Some discussion follows on the relevant specimens in 
relation to their importance for the site and to their significance as additions to the records 
available for the study of Anglo-Saxon numismatics. 

Archaeological aspects 

By R. A. Hall 

The Coppergate excavation site, approximately 1000m2
, lies on the spur of land between 

the Rivers Ouse and Foss, and is bounded to the west by Coppergate, a street leading to the 
only bridge across the Ouse in the medieval period, and to the east by the banks of the Foss. 
The Coppergate excavations will be published in AY 6, 7, 8, 10; environmental evidence and 
animal bones in AY 14 and 15 ; pottery in AY 16 ; and small finds including metalworking in 
AY 17. 

Period 1 :  Roman 
The earliest occupation here was in the Roman period ; at that time the legionary fortress 

lay 160m to the north-west, and the vicinity was certainly occupied by temples and probably 
also contained a variety of commercial estHblishments. Evidence for Roman buildings 
constructed of both timber and stone was recovered, but the functions of these structures 
could not be deduced. The site also contained a small late Roman cemetery. Over one 
hundred Roman coins were recovered during the excavation. Many of these came from layers 
of the Anglo-Scandinavian period, with a smaller number residual in Norman and later 
medieval contexts. The majority of the residual Roman coins had presumably been displaced 
unobserved from their original context by later pit digging and other disturbances of the 
ground, but some at least had apparently reached their find spots through deliberate human 
action. The most notable of these latter was a group of six 3rd century bronzes, discovered in a 
pile within a mid 10th century structure. The value or interest that Roman coins had for the 
Anglo-Scandinavian populace is not clear, but it is most likely that they were gathered either 
as curiosities, or perhaps for use as counters or playing pieces. There is no indication that any 
of them were used as pendants or adapted as other pieces of jewellery. The Roman coins will 
be discussed by Dr P. J . Casey in a further fascicule of AY 18. 

Period 2 : 5th-mid 9th century 
At the present stage of research there seems no reason to suppose that Romano-British 

activity continued on this site beyond the conventional date of c.400 or shortly after, and from 
then until the mid 9th century the site seems to have been unoccupied. This period was 
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Fig. 2 16-22 Coppergate. Plan of north-western area of excavation, at Period 3, c.850-c.900, showing position of coin 
finds, numbered as in catalogue. Key for Figs. 2-5 is above. Scale I :  250 

marked stratigraphically by the accumulation of up to 1 m of grey silty clay loam soils, 
interpreted as the result of natural agencies. At various horizons in this build-up occasional 
cuts were noted, some of them apparently pits, and others of unexplained purpose. The great 
majority of the pottery in these layers and cuts was Roman, although sporadic hand-made 
sherds, thought to belong to this Anglian period, were also present. There was no evidence 
for structures, domestic or otherwise, to complement the discovery of an 8th century helmet 
and spearhead, found in a wood-lined shaft only 9 m beyond the excavation's perimeter, 
during construction work in 1982 (AY 17, in prep.). The only 8th century coin from the site, a 
porcupine sceat of c. 720-40 (3), was also found at the riverward end of the site, some 23.5 m
north of the helmet pit, but the coin was in a context securely dated by dendrochronology to 
the 11th century and cannot therefore be associated with the helmet. 

Period 3 :  c .850-c. 900 (Fig. 2) 

Above the clean grey soils which mark the four and a half centuries interpreted as Anglian 
desertion of the site, a band of dirtier grey silty clay loams was recognized. Into these was cut a 
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series of features, including a sequence of hearth/oven/kiln bases believed to have been used 
in glass making, as well as several pits containing domestic debris. The latest features of this 
period were a series of post-holes, some apparently forming alignments at an angle to the later 
tenement lines, and an accompanying cobble spread at the south-west of the area. 

A pit containing a human skeleton was cut into the surrounds of the fired surfaces, and a 
layer above both yielded a styca of £thelred II of Northumbria (841-8) (25). A later context 
in this vicinity contained an irregular issue temp. Eanred of Northumbria (808-41)  (19), and
another relatively late context in this period held an irregular issue temp . .ltthelred II (30) . 
Taken at face value, the three coins might suggest that Period 3 spanned the early and mid 9th 
century, but another form of evidence combines with inference to indicate that in this period 
activity may not have been initiated until the middle of that century. The fired surfaces, 
which were among the earliest features in this phase and underlay all the stycas, produced an 
archaeomagnetic determination of 860 ± 20. If the irregular disposal of a human corpse in a 
pit marginally later than the fired surfaces and other irregular human burials at this level, 
which also suggest a hasty 'tidying-up' after violent disturbances, are equated with the 
massacre in York recorded in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle's entry for 867, this would support 
the date of 860 for the fired surfaces. There may, however, have been other, unrecorded 
circumstances which resulted in such operations in the mid 9th century apart from the events 
of 867. Nonetheless, the archaeomagnetic determination suggests that all three coins were 
eventually deposited in contexts which apparently accumulated appreciably later than their 
striking. This would not be surprising, since the other nine stycas from the site are clearly 
residual in even later contexts, at times when the silver penny coinage had superseded the 
styca and made it redundant. It is, however, at least possible that the stycas found in Period 3 
levels represent the loss of coins which were still in circulation in the later 9th century. This 
difficulty in interpretation at the 16--22 Coppergate site represents in microcosm the problem 
of discussing generally whether stycas continued in circulation until c.895, for most 
categories of non-numismatic archaeological evidence cannot be so finely dated as the coins 
themselves. Nonetheless, unless no trading took place in York for a generation after the 
Viking conquest, or bartering became the inviolable practice, or hacksilver took over the role 
of coinage, the possibility that the styca coinage retained its local currency deserves 
recognition. 

Period 4A : c . 900-c. 930/5 (Fig. 3) 

Sealing the post-holes, cobble spread and other features of Period 3 were layers of soil into 
which were inserted wattle alignments which anticipated the alignment of the subsequent 
tenements and structures, but which apparently do not themselves form coherent stuctures. 
These alignments and both their underlying and associated layers and features are assigned to 
Period 4A. Two coins are attributed to this period. A penny of Cnut (c.895-903) (40) was 
found in the backfill of a pit immediately below an alignment of wattle assigned to the 
subsequent period of occupation ( 4B), and a counterfeit Samarkand dirham of Isma'il ibn 
Ahmad (903-7/8) (47) was found in an early 10th century cess-pit. Stratigraphically, the pit
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Fig. 3 16-ZZ Coppergate. Plan of site at Period 4A, c.900-c.93015, showing position of the two coin finds, and of the 
trial-piece, numbered as in catalogue. Scale I :  ZSO 

containing the Cnut penny had been dug approximately in the middle of Period 4A, but the 
coin may have been in circulation for some years, and the evidence can only be used in general 
terms to suggest that Period 4A may have commenced within a decade or so of c .900. A
fragmentary trial-piece of ..£thelstan ( 48), perhaps an episcopal issue of 927-31 ,  was found
near the site's northern edge, suggesting that activities related to coin-production were 
carried on in these ill-defined structures, which crystallized into the more recognizable 
buildings of Period 4B. 

Period 4B : post and wattle structures c. 930/5-c. 975 (Fig. 4)

The next phase on the site is marked by the division of the area into four tenements, and if 
Coppergate was not in being before it must have been laid out then. The tenements were 
defined by wattle fences, whose lines fluctuated only very slightly over the succeeding 
millennium ; each tenement contained buildings of post and wattle construction, positioned 
with their gable-ends facing the street. The buildings frequently had to be repaired or 
replaced, for they were vulnerable to fire as well as to natural decay, but successive structures 
varied little in their dimensions and position. Only one rank of buildings stood in each 
tenement and the lengthy back-yards were not built up but used for rubbish disposal and 
other ancillary functions. Occupation was evidently intensive, generating organic-rich 
occupation deposits which rapidly accumulated and accounted for the continual rise in 
ground level. A certain amount of residual material, including a number of stycas (20, 28, 31, 
35), was incorporated in this build-up.
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Fig. 4 16-22 Coppergate. Plan of site al Period 4B, c.930/5-c.975, showing location of coins and numismatic material, 
numbered as in catalogue. Scale I :  250 
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Although sometimes difficult to unravel, the sequence of superimposed floor levels built 
up by gradual accumulation within each building, and their accompanying artefacts, allow 
the activities within each tenement to be followed with varying degrees of assurance. For the 
numismatist the two tenements at the northern end of the site (Tenements C and D) are of 
particular importance, for from within and around the series of post and wattle buildings on 
each came a variety of discoveries unparalleled in pre-Conquest England. In one of the 
earliest floor levels in the first building on Tenement C was found a die for a sword St Peter 
penny (43), the minting of which is conventionally dated c.921-7 (see B .  H. I .  H.  Stewart,
below, pp. 42-3), although it might perhaps have continued marginally longer. 
Dendrochronology indicates that the initial construction of these buildings took place 
between c.914 and 953, and the £thelstan trial-piece, found below them, suggests a date 
c.930-40. The St Peter die could have reached its find spot at any date after its manufac_!!lre
(sinking), but since the tenement seems to have housed official moneyers or die-cutters who
would have had no use for it after it ceased to be current (unless perhaps to keep it as a
stop-gap in case of future political instability ?) a date c. 930/5 seems more appropriate than a
later one for the erection of the building, the deposition of this layer, and the inception of this
phase of occupation. This date also tallies with the range of dendrochronological information.

The Regnald trial-piece of £thelstan (50), current in York c.928-39, came from another,
later layer within the same building. Also associated with this tenement were the fragment of 
a Hedeby penning minted c.850 (45) and the fragmentary penny of Eadred (946-55) (57) 
recovered from a late context of Period 4B. From the riverward end of this tenement came a 
penny of Sihtric II Sihtricsson (941-2) (56). 

The adjacent Tenement D also produced evidence for minting/die-cutting and coins of th�s 
phase. A damaged coin die for £thelstan ( 49) was found immediately outside one of the post 
and wattle buildings, and a group of four coins which included two of £thelstan and two of 
Olaf1 Guthfrithsson (939-41 )  (52-5) was associated with the earliest Period 4B structure here.
Associated with the latest rebuilding of this structure was a swordless St Peter penny 
(c.905-15) (42) .  A penny of £thelstan (51) was found nearby, ostensibly in a context
associated with the later Period SB buildings. The stratification of the find spot is ambiguous, 
however, and the coin was almost certainly lost during this phase of occupation rather than in 
the late 10th century. 

The dies and trial-pieces, including that for Eadwig (955-7/9) (59) found residually in a 
Period SB context, clearly suggest that the post and wattle buildings on both tenements 
housed some process or processes in the production of coins. Their adjacent location 
superficially suggests that they may have been twin parts of a single establishment, but the 
apparent perpetuation of fences between them may indicate otherwise. Nothing structural 
was recognized which would suggest that the buildings in each tenement were used for 
differing purposes ; each building had a large rectangular hearth, averaging 1 . 8  m x 1 .2 m, 
positioned on its central longitudinal axis. 

In addition to the numismatic material and domestic debris, these two tenements also 
produced substantial quantities of artefacts related to metallurgy. Most numerous in this 
category are fragments of pottery crucibles, many with traces of metallic waste still adhering. 
These are being studied by Miss Justine Bayley of the Ancient Monuments Laboratory, 
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Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission, whose preliminary analysis has 
demonstrated that gold, silver and copper-alloy were all worked, the evidence for 
copper-alloy and silver working being most common. 

Miss Bayley has also identified a considerable quantity of iron slag from both smithing and 
smelting, including at least one piece with a hemispherical base which appears to have 
solidified in a shallow bowl furnace, although no furnaces were identified during the 
excavation. Fragments of the lead ore galena were also found. A full report of the 
metalworking debris from the site will be included in AY 17. 

Other relevant discoveries include a number of complete and fragmentary square
sectioned stone moulds used for casting ingots of varying size and shape, and a single 
fragment of a copper-alloy ingot. There was also at least one piece of unfinished lead-alloy 
jewellery, with its casting-flash still in place. Significantly, however, no fragments of stone or 
clay moulds for casting jewellery were found in these two tenements, although an iron mould 
for casting a zoomorphic terminal was discovered in the back-yard area of Tenement B. 

This range of finds suggests that during the period of minting-related activity here the 
tenements were occupied by craftsmen who had a wide expertise in metal-working. What 
part did they play in the production of coins ? 

A case can be made for die-production or engraving being the sole coin-related activity in 
the workshops. The ironworking debris supports the possibility that dies could have been 
manufactured here. The discovery of the dies in such a workshop is readily explicable - the 
St Peter penny die may either not have been issued or have been returned for repairs to its 
tang, and the .ltthelstan die-cap, which is known to have been used, may have been returned 
when broken from its shank. In this interpretation the lead trial-pieces would represent test 
strikings of newly engraved dies to check their quality; if these were satisfactory, the 
trial-pieces may have been retained to serve as a record of dies which were issued. Only one 
(49) of the six dies represented by these finds has been matched with surviving coins,
however, and, while this may reflect only the chance nature of coin discoveries, it may be that
the other dies were never issued. Possible reasons why this could be true of the dies attested
by the Regnald and Eadwig trial-pieces are discussed below (pp. 34--40). There would
presumably be no point in keeping records of unissued dies, and this may suggest that the
lead strikings are not necessarily to be viewed as official records, but simply as craftsmen's
trial-pieces.

Alternatively, these finds may represent a minting place where coins were struck. 
Although it is assumed that moneyers had to account for the dies they held, the dies may not 
have been surrendered for a variety of reasons, including political or administrative changes, 
official laxity or corruption, or even accidental loss. The trial-pieces, in this context, are the 
result of the moneyers testing their dies before use, but it is difficul� to explain the presence of 
the Eadwig trial-piece, which is by the Chester moneyer Frothric; although this piece 
presents problems of interpretation in any context in York, it is more likely that the dies were 
produced in York (see pp. 39-40) than that they were used there. 

On a consideration of the dies and trial-pieces alone, it seems more likely that 
die-production was carried on in these Coppergate workshops than that they were used for 
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minting. Miss Bayley's demonstration that silver was worked on the site does however 
strengthen the possibility that coins were struck there, and that all stages in coin-production 
were carried on within the two tenements, despite the apparent insecurity of these vulnerable 
buildings. It may be hypothesized that the fragmentary Hedeby penning (45) and a 
Carolingian obolus (46, from Period SA), the only two foreign silver coins found on the site, 
owed their presence on Tenements C and D to the fact that they had been handed in to a 
moneyer for re-coining in accordance with contemporary English law ( cf. II £thelstan, §14, 
in Whitelock, 1955, 384) but this is speculative. 

The only other Viking Age coin recovered in layers of Period 4B was a penny of Sihtric I 
(Sihtric Caoch) (92 1-7) (44) found overlying the remains of a Roman wall in the back-yard 
area of Tenement B.  

Period SA : c .97S 
In the later 10th century the remains of the latest phase of post and wattle structures at the 

street frontage were covered by up to 1 m of soil. This horizon, which was not traced in the 
yard areas behind the buildings, is interpreted as resulting in part from the soil upcast in 
digging out the sunken structures of Period SB, and partly, perhaps, as a deliberate dump of 
make-up or levelling material. It thus accumulated very quickly, probably within a period of 
weeks or months, and contained a mixture of material of c.975 and before. 

An obolus (half-denier) of Charles the Bald, King of the West Franks (843-77) (46), was 
found on Tenement D, just behind the rear wall line of the Period 4B building. 

Period SB : c .97S-early/mid 11th century (Fig. 5) 

At a date which dendrochronology suggests was c.975, plank-built semi-basement 
structures began being erected. Five pennies associated with structures of this phase were 
recovered, all from Tenement B .  From the building at the street frontage came two pennies of 
Eadgar (959-75) issued before his reform of the coinage in 973 (60-1) ;  and from a structure 
just behind this came, in ascending stratigraphical sequence, a First Small Cross penny of 
1£.thelrred II issued 978/9 (62), a fragmentary penny of Eadwig (955-7/9) (58), clearly in a 
residual context, and a First Hand penny of 1£.thelrred II, issued 979-85/91 (64 and pp.
30-33). The stratigraphical position of the First Small Cross coin is ambiguous : the layer from 
which it came may have been either among the latest surviving from Period SA or among the 
earliest of Period SB. A pit in the centre of the tenement yielded another of 1£.thelrred's First 
Hand pennies ( 63). The Frothric double trial-piece of Eadwig (955-7 /9) (59), was found on 
Tenement C, in a residual context, just behind the rear wall line of the Period 4B building. 
Three stycas (13 , I 5, 36) were also recovered in layers of this Period. 

At the River Foss end of the site a Short Cross penny of Cnut, issued 1029-35 (65), was 
found in 12th century levels in Tenement C. 

Period SC : mid 11th century 
On Tenement D the latest of the Period SB sunken buildings was eventually replaced by 

structures built at ground level. The chronology of these buildings is imprecise : they can be
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Fig. 5 16-22 Coppergate. Plan of site at Period SB, c.975- earlylmid 1 1th century, showing location of the coins and the 
trial-piece, numbered as in catalogue. Toned areas represent the earlier buildings of this phase. Scale I :  250 
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assigned only approximately to the mid 1 1th century. No contemporary coins were found in 
association with them. A series of approximately contemporary mid 1 1th century levels at the 
rear of the site contained the porcupine sceat of c. 720-40 (3), and a styca of lfahelred II,
c.841-8 (21).

Period 6 :  Norman and later 
Few coins post-dating the Norman take-over in York were recovered. This is clearly in part 

related to the extent of modern disturbance, which had removed all layers of this period at the 
street frontage and substantial areas of later medieval stratigraphy elsewhere ; and as can be 
seen from the distribution plans of the preceding periods, a large number of coins recovered 
came from within and immediately around the street-front buildings. The earliest coin of this 
period, a Short-Cross penny of Henry II minted 1 180-89 (73), was excavated from a soil 
build-up at the rear of Tenement A.  A group of five sterlings (112-15, 204), two of which were 
one above the other, was found within a radius of O . 1  m in an open area near the south-eastern 
(riverward) limit of the excavation. The group was probably deposited c. 1325-50, and 
provides a particularly useful dating horizon, since there are fewer independent chronological 
indications in this period. The only other hammered coin recovered was a Scots twopence 
minted 1642--49 (187), found at the base of a stone-lined well-shaft, which provided an 
indication of when the well was in use. 

The numismatic significance of these discoveries is discussed below by Miss E. J. E. Pirie, 
but two archaeological points should be made. Firstly, the stratified sequence of coin-finds 
includes several pieces which appear in contexts dated notably later than the coins 
themselves. This is detectable because both the comparatively large number of coins and the 
availability of precise dendrochronological information provide an absolute dating sequence 
in which anomalies stand out. Among the coins associated with the post and wattle structures 
of Period 4B were the Hedeby penning of c. 850 (45), 75-100 years older than the layer where
it was found, and the swordless St Peter penny (42) minted c. 905-15 ,  which was perhaps 25
years older than its context. About a century older than its Period SA context was the obolus 
of Charles the Bald, struck 864-77 (46) . Associated with the Period SB sunken buildings 
which were first erected c. 975 was the fragmentary penny of Eadwig (58) some 20-30 years 
older than its context. It is impossible to say whether these coins had a long lifespan, either 
hoarded or in circulation, or whether they had been displaced from earlier places of loss by 
soil disturbances such as pit digging and redeposited in the later contexts where they were 
found ; unlike the stycas referred to above under Period 3, the bullion content of these later 
coins ensured that they retained a value. Their discovery in recognizably later contexts is, 
however, a further warning against over-ready acceptance of isolated coin-finds at face value 
for dating purposes. 

Secondly, the appearance of three foreign coins deserves comment. Both the Hedeby 
penning and the Carolingian obolus might have entered York as liquidated booty of 
continental raiding rather than ;s a result of trade ; the Arab dirham most probably reached 
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York through Scandinavian middlemen and via Scandinavia. Trade is not the sole reason for 
the widespread distribution of coins ; diplomatic reasons have, for example, been suggested 
to explain a Hungarian coin found recently at Exeter (Archibald, 1984, 251), and such 
alternative explanations of exotic coin-finds should be borne in mind. It is not certain if the 
Viking kings of York followed the vigorous policy of their English adversaries in forbidding 
the circulation of foreign coins within their kingdom ; but the survival of these three provides 
welcome confirmation of the range of contacts potentially available to Viking Age York. They 
may be compared with the two 1 1th century coins, one Danish and one Norwegian, 
discovered in Lincoln which indicate continuing Danelaw contact with the Scandinavian 
homeland at that later date (Blackburn et al. ,  1983, 24, 32). 

The coins 

By E. J .  E. Pirie 

The evidence may well be small in amount, yet it has a potential significance out of all 
proportion to the number of pieces involved. One may justifiably speak of York-made coins 
being normal discoveries at York, yet little if any of the York material recovered at 16-22 
Coppergate takes an unremarked place in the numismatic record, either because of identity or 
because of provenance. 

Although the site has produced no examples of the 8th century Northumbrian sceattas, it 
has produced the single 'Porcupine' (3, of c. 720--40, Pl. II). While its prototype was almost
certainly Frisian in origin, rather than English, there can perhaps be no such assurance about 
its own place of manufacture. Nevertheless, the York find spot is one of a small but growing 
number of provenances for examples of the series recorded in the north-east of England, 
particularly north of the Humber. Metcalf's survey of English finds noted 'Porcupines' from 
Crosby, near Scunthorpe, and from Whitby (Metcalf, 1966, 194-6). About the same time as 
the Coppergate specimen was excavated another '(Pirie, 1984, 208) was recovered from the 
North Ferriby foreshore, on the Humber. 

A specimen in the Northumbrian styca series (the irregular, 35, Pl. III) might have been
claimed as the first record of its dies in combination (that is, paired), hitherto unknown from 
the large number of official issues in the hoards of York and Bolton Percy. Since this coin was 
excavated and the Antedi die registered for the first time, another has been recognized in the 
Sharp collection, where the stycas are believed to be from the Ripon hoard of 1695 (Pirie, 
1982, Sharp 39). The distinction of being the first known example of the issue should 
therefore fall on the Sharp specimen and the Coppergate find ranked as the second. The 
Wernuth die had already been identified on two coins from the excavations at Bamburgh in 
1971 (as yet unpublished) ; it can be described as the dominant element in a small group to 
which the Bamburgh specimens contribute the evidence of two further dies. One of these is 
still not read with certainty ; the other may be compared with that on a worn specimen 
excavated at Annetwell Street, Carlisle, in 198 1 ,  where the beginning of the legend suggests 
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that the name involved is Vilheah. This factor - which relates the group to the others 
imitating in copper the work of early moneyers who struck in silver - together with the 
knobby style of lettering, suggests that the group as a whole may belong to the latter part of 
Eanred's reign and the beginning of £thelred's (c.837-44). It is certainly distinct from the 
massive chain of imitative pieces which is invariably represented in the York hoards and to 
which the specimens of £thelred in the name of Eardvvlf (22-3, 30-1 , Pl. III) may now be 
assigned. 

It must be just chance that three of the six later Anglo-Saxon pennies are by the moneyer 
Fastolf ( or Fastulf ) (Pl. XI). The two without mint-signature, from the reign of Eadgar, are 
of the style attributed to a mint in the north-east of England; one ( 60) demonstrates a link 
with the moneyer Durand, since the obverse is known for the latter moneyer on coins in the 
Iona hoard of 1950 (SCBI 6 Edinburgh 523-4). Evidence of inter-moneyer links is not 
common at this period. 

The two moneyers, Styr and Outhgrim, had been known (besides Fastolf ) in the later 
mint-signed issues. The specimens 62 and 64 now afford evidence of their striking in earlier 
types at York. The late Michael Dolley's contribution (pp. 30-33) notes the significance of 
continuity between the First Hand and Crux types for the moneyers of whom Outhgrim is 
now one. Continuity is also seen with satisfaction as Styr is now known to proceed from the 
relatively rare First Small Cross to First Hand. 

There is perhaps nothing in the issue of Eadred's Two-line type to justify a suggestion of 
northern mintage for the coin represented only by a fragment (57). If, however, attribution of 
a portion of a cut halfpenny to the moneyer Werstan is correct, the sliver provides the first 
known instance of this man having struck in the main type as well as in one of its subsidiary 
varieties. 

The English pennies of £thelstan must be considered with those of the Vikings of 
Northumbria, the Danes of York and the Norse Kings of York. 

The first of the Viking pieces is the Cunnetti penny (40, Pl. IV), which represents the
prolific series of issues attributed to the Vikings of Northumbria in the years 895-905. Since 
the discovery in 1840 of the massive hoard buried at Cuerdale in Lancashire such coins are 
relatively common. Yet the Coppergate provenance is one of few known for single finds, most 
of which have been recovered by chance rather than in controlled excavation. 

The example of a St Peter penny (42, Pl. IV) from the first issue (without a sword as an 
element of the design) is undoubtedly from the group of light-weight coins which forms part 
of an anonymous ecclesiastical series. At present the reduction in weight is seen as signalling 
the end of the sword-less type and is taken to reflect a time when coin production at York had 
reached a low ebb for a while before higher standards were revived with the second issue 
which included the portrayal of the sword (Dolley and Moore, 1973, 55). 

Provenance for the coin of Sihtric I-known as Sihtric Caoch ( 44, Pl. IV), too, is of special
interest, since the piece is the first of the reign certainly to have been found in York ; indeed, 
as the tenth known specimen struck in the name of Sihtric it is, with the exception of the 
example discovered in 1794 at Threekingham in Lincolnshire, the only such find from 
Britain not associated with other issues in hoards (Dolley and Moore, 1973, 45-8). 
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Although so few examples of Sihtric's coins are known it is possible to discern two series 
fragmented between the three types : that with the names of moneyers and that with what 
appears an attempt at a mint-signature. The traditional assumption has been that the single 
mint involved for this secular issue is York, yet Dolley and Stewart both recognize that two of 
the known signatures may be related to Lincoln (Dolley and Moore, 1973, 52-6; Stewart, 
1967 and 1982). If the inferior worksmanship of the other recorded coins is that which may be 
attributed to an inexperienced die-cutter, such might at this period be more convincingly 
found at Lincoln than at York since there the process of coin-production was in its infancy. 
The very range of detail, and the alternatives of mint or moneyer's name, within Sihtric's total 
coinage, demonstrate experiments at a fairly new mint where the relative merits of different 
records were being assessed. 

In view of the fact that so few coins of the reign are known and there is little on which to 
base a judgement relating to official and unofficial styles, it may be rash to suggest that the 
Coppergate specimen is a contemporary imitation which may have been struck locally. Yet 
the obverse is retrograde, not only in the rendering of the mis-spelt royal name, but in the 
position of the sword which points left. The reverse legend cannot be read as a personal name, 
even though the IIO element might be taken as the moneyer's designation (the contraction of 
monetarius) ; as a mint-signature it does not compare with those attributed to Lincoln, nor is it 
only a caricature of the Ebraice as rendered on the St Peter issues of York. The letters seem to 
be a random selection, derived perhaps from a number of official issues. 

A distinction between lack of expertise in official production and a certain finesse in the 
execution of unofficial imitation must be extremely fine yet the character of the Coppergate 
specimen may justify such a nice shading of identification and attribution. 

Again, pence of the Raven type of the Hiberno-Norse king Anlaf Guthfrithsson are rare 
enough ; to recover two of them (54-5) and those in conjunction with English issues of 
£thelstan, the one (52) from the north-western mint in Chester, the other (53) struck in 
Blunt's NE I style (Blunt, 1974, 81-4), is remarkable in itself (Pl. IV). Yet, it is the detail of 
the coins themselves that is of the first importance. There is no little interest in the fact that 
Willuf, whose work is purely English, should appear in the same context as Odeler, since 
both men are known to strike in the same style for Eadmund whose reign was concurrent with 
those of later Norse kings. A coin of Eadmund, by Odeler, was in the small hoard found in 
1929, at Smarmore, Co. Louth, Eire (Blunt, 1954a, 9). They may be said to belong to a 
particular college of moneyers some of whom are known to have struck Norse issues as well as 
English. It may not, therefore, be totally surprising that Odeler should now be found among 
those who worked in the Norse context. What is significant is that Odeler should strike in the 
Raven type. This is not so much because questions should be raised of the Norse mint at York 
having two officials rather than one, as had been the case under £thelstan. Odeler could have 
succeeded £thelfrith as sole moneyer rather than worked alongside him. It is rather because 
the coin can be accepted as evidence that the Raven type was struck both at York and at a mint 
south of the Humber. The discovery at 16-22 Coppergate has come at a time when there is 
being canvassed the concept of another mint having operated for Anlaf after his power 
extended south in 940 (Blunt, pers. comm.). For the English series of £thelstan and 
Eadmund, the NE I group has already been attributed to the Lincoln area, and it has seemed 
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likely that coins of Anlafs Two-line issue, with the king's name reading ONLAF or ONLOF, 
were struck there. There is as yet no evidence of Odeler having struck in Two-line. The 
Coppergate Raven, however, with the king's name ONLAF, was struck by a moneyer who, 
after a brief career in the Norse camp, went on to English work in the style of the Lincoln 
area; it must, in spite of the York provenance, serve not only to strengthen the southern 
attribution but to demonstrate that the Norse coinage there paralleled that from York, though 
on a smaller scale. Odeler himself may be seen to join the English college of moneyers once 
Eadmund regained control of the area in 942. 

That the Triquetra/Standard type was issued for Anlaf Sihtricsson and Sihtric II jointly by 
two moneyers, Ascolu and Farman, is now confirmed by the discovery of the Coppergate 
specimen (56, Pl. IV); this is the fourth coin known for Sihtric (Dolley, 1965) and the first 
evidence of Farman having struck for this king as well as for Anlaf. Once again, a site-find has 
provided evidence missing from the composition of hoards. 

With so many additional crucial and highly satisfactory pieces of evidence already recorded 
it would be greedily unreasonable to lament the lack of any coinage from the site which 
represents the last stages of the Norse kingdom of York; the only major item of numismatic 
evidence from the final years of this phase of excavation and activity is the lead plate bearing 
dies in the names of Eadwig and his moneyer Frothric (59). 

Before discussing the dies and so-called trial-pieces brief comment follows on the interest 
of the three foreign coins - the fragment of a proto-penny issued at Hedeby in Jutland (45), 
the Carolingian obolus (46) and the false Arabic dirham (47) (Pl. IV).

The first, identified not as from the main type introduced c.824-50 but as a variety 
beginning to be struck c.850 or later, is certainly from an emission which itself had a long life 
(Bendixen, 1967; Malmer, 1966). Yet in its mid 10th century context at Coppergate, the 
fragment is certainly residual. It must be suggested that it may have survived so long because 
it was latterly in the form of jewellery (cf. Graham-Campbell, 1980, no. 391 (3)); there is no 
surviving indication of a loop for suspension so its active use probably ceased when the 
pendant disintegrated in old age. Two comparable fragments of the same issue have only 
recently been recorded from the Cuerdale hoard of coins and bullion, including jewellery 
fragments (Dolley and Talvio, 1974). The deposit of the hoard occurred considerably earlier 
than the mid 10th century loss at Coppergate. One, at least, of those fragments was almost 
certainly added to the accumulation in its own right as money, since it seems to be the broken 
survivor of a deliberately cut halfpenny. Whether or not the larger fragment was at one time a 
pendant is completely uncertain. The specimen discovered at Lavenham, Suffolk, about 
1979 (Dolley, 1981, 537) completes the register of coins from Hedeby with an English 
provenance. This last is without datable context and may have been lost at an earlier stage. 
The type may well have passed in England as currency while it was still legal tender in its 
homeland, and yet it is quite possible that by the 10th century survivors were acknowledged 
antiques. 

Carolingian coins are known to have been included in a small number of coin-hoards found 
in Great Britain and Ireland. About a hundred coins found in Coney Street, York, shortly 
before 1760, are acknowledged as having such continental issues among them, when the 
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hoard was deposited, c.870 ; identification of individual issues is, however, tenuous and this 
element of the find remains obscure. Analysis of all hoards (Dolley and Morrison, 1963) 
distinguishes those finds which can be accounted Viking treasure and those which have come 
from territory indisputably under the control of the English king. Among the latter, the 
proportion of Carolingian coins is so small as to attest the normal exclusion of continental 
money from circulation south of the Thames. Only one single Carolingian find has been made 
in that area : an obolus of Lothaire II (855-69) discovered in 1963 during excavations at Pin's 
Knoll in the parish of Litton Cheney, Dorset (ibid. ,  75-6). The Coppergate obolus of Charles 
the Bald ( 46) stands now as the only such single recovery from Viking territory in the north of 
England. 

Oriental dirhams, either complete or fragmented, are known in some numbers in the 
Scandinavian Viking Age hoards, in Cuerdale and, nearer home, in the Goldsborough deposit 
(Graham-Campbell, 1980, 98-9). The Coppergate example, which certainly reached York 
from Scandinavia via Russia and the Baltic, may be cited as the second single specimen found 
in Britain -and that with an occupation-site provenance- for although in Gotland, at least, 
such coins are known as stray finds (Metcalf, 198 1 ,  333), there is only limited evidence of 
comparable discoveries in this country. 

A silver dirham of the Samanid ruler Isma'il ibn Ahmad, issued about 898, was recovered 
from the lowest of five street levels at the Assize Court site in Winchester, during the 
excavations of 1964 (Biddle, 1965 , 242). It may not be unreasonable to make, for these coins, 
such distinction as has already been observed for the Carolingian series : to identify the 
Winchester specimen as exceptional in that area, and to recognize the Coppergate example as 
the first singleton of its kind from the north of England under Viking domination. 

The series as a whole is notorious for the number of its forgeries : that a high proportion of 
the coins found at Goldsborough are false serves to heighten the interest of the Coppergate 
specimen. Was it accepted in a transaction at York for the value it purported to have or was the 
circumstance of its discard in a cess-pit one of disgust at recognition of a worthless coin ? 

It is no part of the present exercise to relate the site as a whole to those of other urban 
excavations dealing with the same period, e.g. in Dublin (High Street and Winetavern Street) 
and Lincoln (Flaxengate), although there, too, the relatively small number of coin-finds has 
afforded vital dating evidence (SCBI 27 Lincolnshire, pl. lxviii ; Blackburn et al. ,  1 983). In 
each instance the time-span covered by the coins may be essentially the same, although 
representation of peaks in particular phases may differ. The content, too, of the numismatic 
evidence from each site is different : at the York site, more noticeably perhaps in comparison 
with that at Lincoln than with those at Dublin, the coins are principally those of the issues 
produced locally. 

In this respect, the coins from Coppergate reflect a characteristic observable in the record 
of later Saxon finds elsewhere in the city : the majority are attributed to the mint at York. It is 
only after the Conquest that coins from other mints in England are found in York in 
appreciable numbers. At Coppergate the exceptions to the normal, such as the Hedeby 
fragment, the Carolingian obolus and the false Arabic dirham, are of especial interest ; they 
extend with geographical precision the range of York's international contacts demonstrated 
by other non-numismatic finds. 
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The !Ethelrced penny from the York mint (64, PL XI)

The following contribution was written in 1977 by the late Michael Dolley, M.R.I.A. 

An important discovery in the summer of 1977 was one of the so-called First Hand 
pennies of ltthelrred II (978-1016) best known today by his pejorative nickname of 'the 
unready'. Struck actually at York, this thin silver coin bears the name of one of the later 
10th century moneyers of the city not previously recorded for the issue. At that period 
production of coin took place at as many as SO or 60 different mints up and down the 
country. At each mint a number of private individuals, men of substance in the 
community, took responsibility for the coinage, each setting his name on a proportion of 
the coins. The number of these moneyers would vary according to the importance of the 
mint, but it was only at a handful of the more important towns in the kingdom that we 
find more than a dozen putting out coin at any one time. London, of course, was always 
the chief mint of England, at least from the 10th century onwards, but York is usually 
found competing for if not taking the second place. 

Under ltthelrred II silver pennies were the only coins struck for general currency.
First Hand was the first of the six substantive issues of the reign, and is believed to have
been current between the autumn of 979 and the winter of 985-6. It was then the practice 
for coins with a distinctive design to be legal tender for a fixed number of years after 
which they were called in and replaced by a new issue. There is a strong presumption, 
then, that a coin found by archaeologists in the ground was lost before a given date as well 
as struck after one or at most a few years earlier. Only coins of the type authorized could 
be used in official transactions, and the bullion value of a current coin was considerably 
less than its face value, so any hoarding of obsolete money was positively discouraged. It
is reasonable to suppose, then, that this new First Hand penny was both struck and lost
in the early 980s. It is not in a very good state of preservation - much of the alloy has 
leached out into the soil in which it lay so that it now weighs only 0.82 gm (12. 7 gr. )  or 
little more than half the original figure - but sufficient can be seen of the types and 
legends for the identification to be certain. Incidentally, the attribution to York is 
corroborated by the 285° die-axis, the alignment of one face to the other, York coins 
being exceptional in eschewing the regular O°, 90°, 180° and 270° found in the case of 
coins of all other mints of this period. 

The obverse of the new coin has the legend +ltDELRltD REX ANGLORX 
('ltthelrred, King of the English') surrounding a simple, diademed bust facing to the 
right. Recently a certain amount of research has been carried out into the engraving of 
the dies for this particular issue, and this suggests that the obverse die was cut actually at 
York and early rather than late within the issue. The reverse legend reads +OVD-GRIM 
M-OEEF. Outhgrim is the name of the moneyer, M-o a conventional symbol for
'moneyer at', and EEF a blundered rendering of the first three letters of Eferwic
( = York). The design on the reverse is a stylized Hand of Providence (Manus Dei)
descending from heaven and flanked by an alpha and omega, and again the treatment of
the type points to a date relatively early within the bracket indicated. These stylistic
considerations are reinforced by the spelling of the contracted mint-signature.

Where coins are concerned, the Latin EBORACE CIV(itas) had given way before 980 
to a vernacular EFERWIC which goes back to the British name. Mr Kenneth Jonsson of 
Stockholm has been kind enough to make available his notes on the surviving York coins 
from the 970s, and these show that after 973 there begins to be a very occasional die with 
a spelling EOF(E)R- instead of EFER-, a reflection of folk etymology. As Dr Gillian 
Fellows Jensen of the Institut for Navneforskning at Copenhagen writes (pers. comm.) 
'it is rather odd that so many moneyers with Scandinavian names should not have used a 
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Scandinavian form (e.g. J6rvfk) of the name of the city', and we may surmise that the 
York engravers in fact were Englishmen, something that would fit in rather well, as it 
happens, with £thelned's apparent ability to impose an embargo on the striking of coin 
at the York mint in the later 980s. Before that, however, the changeover from EFERWIC 
to EOFRWIC - after 1030 EOFERWIC - was virtually accomplished, and after 991 it 
is only the quite exceptional die which retains the older spelling EFER-. 

Numismatically a chronological sequence EFER-, EFOR-, EOF(E)R- is more than 
borne out by analysis of the surviving First Hand coins. The pattern is not absolute, but 
the coins with the names of moneyers not known as striking after c. 990 exhibit a marked 
tendency to employ spellings of the mint-signature EFER-, whereas forms EOFR- are 
preferred on the coins of moneyers who later strike the so-called Crux and Long Cross 
issues which take us on well past the millennium. EFER- forms, moreover, tend to be 
associated with the generally heavier coins of the style proper to the early phase of the 
First Hand issue, and spellings EOF(E)R- with those that are lighter and later. As it 
happens, one of these later coins with the name of Outhgrim has still to be discovered, 
but one doubtless exists as he is one of ten First Hand moneyers who are known from 
Crux coins of the 990s. It is curious - and significant - that, whereas York coins of the 
Crux type are relatively common (cf. the very large number of different varieties just of 
legend in the Royal Coin Cabinet at Stockholm listed in the second edition of B. E. 
Hildebrand's classic Anglosachsiska mynt (Stockholm, 1881)), so few of the First Hand 
moneyers went on to strike it. In marked contrast, the Small Cross coins which 
immediately preceded First Hand are relatively rare, but even so Mr Jonsson has been 
able to find continuity between the two types in the case of thirteen of the names. This is, 
of course, another nail in the coffin of the superficial hypothesis that Second Hand was 
not a substantive issue, though in fairness to the English parlour numismatists it should 
be observed that the picture presented by their standard textbooks is more than a little 
misleading. Hildebrand's classic gives the Stockholm collection 22 coins (recte 21) by 
thirteen moneyers (recte twelve), but the 1977 figures are 29 and thirteen respectively. In
the same way the 1893 BMC lists a mere six coins by six moneyers when the 1977 totals
are fifteen and thirteen with a marked absence of overlap with Stockholm. A more 
reliable picture of the operation of the York mint in the 980s may be thought to emerge 
from the table which has been drawn up on the basis of 88 coins in sixteen of the public 
cabinets of northern Europe (Table 1 ). Even when allowance is made for the hapax coin 
attributed to 'Arngrim' in fact being a blundered and misread coin of Wineman, and for 
the names Styr and Ulf perhaps being hypocorisms for Styrcar and Ulfstan, the number 
of York moneyers striking in the First Hand issue stands at 29. 

Mrs Veronica Smart, Honorary Lecturer in Numismatics, University of St Andrews, 
in a special study of the York moneyers found striking for Cnut (1016-35) writes: 

To see the overwhelmingly Scandinavian character of York, as appears from the 
personal names of its moneyers, in its context, the three-quarters Norse-derived 
names at York may be compared with Lincoln, where only half are Norse, with 
London, .where perhaps three out of more than 60 may be Norse, and with the 
south-west of England where Norse names before the Conquest are exceptionally 
rare. The proportion of Norse to English names at York under Cnut shows very 
little variance from the state of the mint under £thelra:d. There is no progressive 
decline owing to the elapse of time since the formal incorporation of the borough 
into the English kingdom, nor has the Scandinavian rule of Cnut appreciably 
reduced the proportion of moneyers bearing old English names. Rather fewer 
Celtic-Scandinavian names are found than under £thelra:d, only the Olrish 
Crinan, the problematical Crucan, and /ri, a Scandinavian name which is probably 
descriptive of career rather than birth (Smart, 1973, 221-31). 
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Table 1 First Hand coins of the York mint in the principal public collections visited by the 
late R. H.  M. Dolley 
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The earlier 10th century, of course, provides another striking illustration of the fact 
that moneyers were a continuing corporation largely immune to political change, 
difficult though it may be for us to divest ourselves from post-Tudor concepts of treason. 
Kings might come and kings might go, but commercial life continued with the coins 
mirroring change only by appropriate changes of the royal name. 

Dr Fellows Jensen has kindly commented (pers. comm.) on the list of 32 (recte 29 ?) 
names of the York moneyers in First Hand. Only three, £lfstan, Scadwine and 
Wulfstan, seem certainly OE. Wineman may go with them, but is probably a loan from 
ContGerm. In the York context, on the other hand, Herulf, Oda and Tumme, which 
could be OE, are more likely to be anglicizations of Scandinavian names, while Farman 
is almost certainly Scandinavian Parmann and not ContGerm Faraman. Anglicization 
(by the die-cutter ?) is certainly attested in the case of four of the Scandinavian names, 
OE -cytel replacing -ketill in Ascytel and Thorcytel, -bi<Jrn giving way to -beorn in 
Asbeorn, and -steinn being replaced by -stiin in Thorstan. If not a hypocorism, too, Ulf 
could well represent monothematic Scandinavian Ulfr. Ohan presents problems, and it 
has not yet been possible to iiµprove on Mrs Smart's tentative suggestion of a partial 
anglicization of Scandinavian Obeinn, a name more regularly found on English coins in 
the form Unbeinn. Three names, two certainly (Beolan and Fa:llan) and one probably 
(Geole), are Irish in origin (cf. Oirish Beollan, Faelan and Goll). On the worst 
construction, then, only a third of the names of the York moneyers of this issue are 
English, Gaelic or ContGerm, and the true proportion is likely to be no more than a 
quarter. 

In all other cases the names are Scandinavian with minor adjustments to conform to 
English numismatic orthography. Despite these last, moreover, Dr Fellows Jensen is 
able to suggest that a few of these names are associated with more restricted areas within 
Greater Scandinavia. 'Hundulfr is typically West Scandinavian, while Kolgrimr points 
to Iceland and Sna:kollr to the Scottish Isles. Eilafr, Fastulfr, Skaningr and Tummi, on 
the other hand, are typically East Scandinavian, while Frostulfr would seem to have 
been coined in the English Danelaw. '  There could be no better commentary on the 
ethnic origins and contacts of the York commercial class, and an Irish student perhaps 
may stress the continuing involvement, a generation after the final expulsion of Anlaf 
Sihtricsson, of the Hiberno-Norsemen of Dublin. J6rvik was indeed a cosmopolitan 
emporium, and the new coin of Outhgrim (Scandinavian Au8grimr) recovered by the 
York Archaeological Trust fits neatly into the wider pattern and helps to vindicate Mrs 
Smart's claim that the proportion of Norse to English names among the York moneyers 
exhibits little or no variation as between the reigns of £thelra:d and Cnut. 

The minting evidence (Figs. 6, 7 ;  Pis. I, V-IX)

By E. J .  E. Pirie 

The pieces discussed below consist of an iron coin die for the obverse of a St Peter penny 
with sword ( 43) ; a fragment of a lead trial-piece with part of the reverse die ( 48), an iron coin 
die for the obverse of a penny ( 49), and a lead trial-piece with the reverse die for Regnald regal 
moneyer of York (50), all for £thelstan (924--39) ; and a lead trial-piece for a penny recording 
the obverse and reverse dies for Eadwig (955-9) (59). 
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However great a degree of satisfaction is felt in response to the evidence of the coins alone, 
it is unquestionably true that the recovery of these trial-pieces and coin dies is of the greatest 
interest since they afford an unprecedented glimpse behind the scenes of coin-production. 

A few other lead trial-pieces, representing different periods of production at York and 
elsewhere, have been found in Britain (Roach-Smith, 1854, 107 ; Dolley, 1954a, 175-8 ; 
Stewart, 1978a, 185-7) and a single die of the Carolingian period was found during early 
excavations at Melle (below, pp. 44-5 and Pl. X ;  Fournial, 1970, 9-10) but there is no record 
of their relationship to workshops. It is in having a particular site context that the Coppergate 
material provides so much evidence of contemporary practice. Nonetheless it would be only 
too easy to read too much into the detail of each specimen, severally and together. There are 
various factors to be considered and it is essential to remember that what may apply only to a 
single studio in York in the early 10th century must be distinguished from elements that may 
be recognized as requirements common to all such workshops in whatever area. The 
establishment of regional die-cutting centres under Eadgar must have ensured a considerable 
degree of central control, but the situation may earlier have varied from place to place. There 
is perhaps no means of telling how many different practitioners would be working for a mint 
at any one time while local die-cutting was still the rule. It is tempting to suggest that at York 
these small premises in Coppergate, which probably housed the production of dies (above 
pp. 20--2), need not have been the only such workshops ; some die-cutters might have been 
working elsewhere. 

Yet at a time when the last anonymous issues of the St Peter coinage must have had the 
oversight of one official, as Regnald was effectively master-moneyer for the coinage of 
ltthelstan, there need not have been more than one efficient establishment or group of 
workshops run under the aegis of a master cutter. Other site evidence suggests rather that the 
activity of die-cutting may be related to that of a working jeweller - a not unreasonable 
situation ; it implies a conjunction of skills not without modern parallel since instances could 
be cited of jeweller and medallist being one and the same craftsman. Examination of the dies 
for the St Peter issue with sword (as they appear on illustrated coins) - a  scrutiny which takes 
account of the punches used and the deployment of decorative elements - leads to the 
conclusion they must have come from the same shop if not from the same hand. Possible 
exceptions to the uniformity of style may be seen first in the St Peter issue (SCBI 4
Copenhagen 584) and second in the coinage of ltthelstan's Regnald (Blunt, 1974, no. 236). 
Variations seem to be those of expertise rather than of punch founts (no punches have at 
present been recognized in the surviving metalwork from Coppergate) and they may be 
accounted for by different degrees of experience, either in one man, or in master and 
apprentice. In the time of ltthelstan, the Coppergate workshops are more likely to be the sole 
source of dies for Regnald and his minor associates who struck in the so-called Church issue, 
as well as for Regnald alone in the Circumscription issues. 

The St Peter coin die (43, Fig. 6, Pls. I, V), which may never have gone into use, can be
seen to belong to the final phase of the whole series. Related reverses are remarkable for the 
exuberant and somewhat florid use of annulet ornament which may reflect no more than the 
personal predilection of one cutter - and that the master. Contrast in style, which may 
confirm this attribution to the senior cutter, may be seen in the group of Church coins for 
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£thelstan which is represented in the workshops by the fragment of a trial-piece with the 
impression of a die for the moneyer Adelbert (48, Fig. 6, Pl. VIa). It has been observed by 
Blunt that the little motif of three wedges which appears on all the obverses assigns the dies to 
the same source. One can see, however, that the dies for moneyers other than Regnald are 
relatively plain and simple although they seem reasonably competent in execution. Beside 
them the Regnald dies appear to be the work of a senior craftsman capable of more elaborate 
work; individual identity may be betrayed by an apparent horror vacui in the plentiful use of 
pellets on the reverse and within the obverse legend. 

The £thelstan obverse coin die (49, Fig. 6, Pl. VII), which is certainly one for Regnald 
when he was master-moneyer for the Circumscription issues at York, and the Regnald 
trial-piece (50, Fig. 6, Pl. Vlb) both demonstrate this same trait, by the use of a crescent in 
the obverse legend (between L and S) and by pellets on the trial reverse. It would seem that all 
the dies (a large number) Regnald needed for his coins were the work of one man, since they 
all have the distinctive use of an inverted L for T in the BRIT element and of an inverted T for 
L in the moneyer's name. The die indeed (which was used) has, as an aberration, the omission 
of I in BRIT, as the trial-piece shows the lack of the final C in Eoferwic. Even a master may 
nod, possibly early in a new series. Further aberrations of spelling occur on other known dies. 
It is possible, however, that several men were involved in cutting for not all the recorded work 
is 'pellet-ridden'. 

The detail on the face of the dies, together with that on the trial-pieces, affords some 
evidence of what must have been standard practice in the technique of die-preparation. 
Pellets visible on the marginal collars of the dies on the Eadwig plate (59, Fig. 7, Pl. IX) can 
be identified as the centre points of arcs drawn as guide-lines for the spacing of the legends. 

Pellets had already been noted on some coins struck so much off-centre that there was room 
on the flan for detail from the die-collar, and Miss Archibald of the British Museum has 
produced for comparison an unprovenanced coin of Eadgar (959-75) by the moneyer lgenc 
(Pl. Xg) in the Two-line type (BMC type i); this is struck off-centre to the extent that, on the 
obverse, the same sort of pellet can be seen on the lip of the flan. The pellets and their 
associated arcs are clearly seen on the impressions of the Eadwig and Frothric dies; they 
demonstrate that such initial steps were undertaken for types other than those of the 
Circumscription variety. The recent Lincolnshire Sylloge illustrates a coin of Eadgar's Portrait 
issue by the moneyer Osferth where the reverse clearly shows the arcs cutting across the field 
(SCBI 27 Lincolnshire 1662). 

The marginal pellets are visible on the Regnald trial-piece of Circumscription type and one at 
least shows clearly in its original incuse form on the earlier St Peter die. In each case the pellets 
are sited in the width of the collar; there is no indication of further guide-points on the edges . 

The £thelstan die, however, demonstrates a variation in the placing of the centre points 
which may have been intentional. It would seem that the automatic placing of the first 
guide-point within the collar-band drew attention to the fact that arcs drafted from that and 
corresponding positions at the other quarters would not help adequately in the spacing of a 
particularly long legend. That of the Regnald trial-piece shows that only sixteen units 
(including the initial cross) could be squeezed in when following the usual guide. Correctly, 
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Fig. 6 Dies and mint-proofs from 16-22 Coppergate. 43, coin die of St Peter penny; 48,fragment of reverse coin die of 
money Adelbert; 49, cap of coin die with obverse of penny of £thelstan; 50, lead trial-piece, reverse, for regal 
moneyer Regnald. Scale I: I 

the legend ought to have had seventeen units with a final C for which there was eventually no 
room. Correctly, too, +EDELSTAN REX TO BRIT has eighteen units. To get in even 
seventeen, the die-cutter would need the help of slightly different guide-lines. The centre 
points of the necessary arcs are, in this instance, seen on the extreme edge of the die. 

The dies themselves offer satisfactory evidence of form and the process of their 
manufacture. The shaft of the St Peter die (Fig. 6) is tanged as one would expect for that 
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which required a fixed position on the work-bench. The line differentiating the hard front 
portion from the shank itself can certainly be seen now (Pl. Vb). When the object was first 
recovered there was no more than a hint in the configuration of the surface that it was there: 
the metal had to be cleaned of accretion before the feature was fully revealed. Pace Blunt 
(below, p. 44 and Pl. Xa), it seems that the same hint is offered by the Melle Karolus die: 
were it, too, to receive the same treatment, the presence of a hardened element at the front 
would be clarified. That the St Peter die has a specially hardened front or top portion on 
which the face detail could be cut had, on discovery, given rise to speculation about this part 
having been made separately and subsequently attached to the shaft. The later recovery of 
what is essentially a die-cap ( 49) confirmed that this was so. The crucial element of the whole 
object must regularly have been made of specially hardened metal which would, while it 
lasted, make a good impression on the coin flans. It would be centred on the top of a shaft of 
softer, more flexible metal and the two parts would be hammer-welded into one. The die-cap 
also illustrates the point that the harder element could fracture under strain ; one wonders if, 
in that event, the shaft could be cleared of the broken cap and a replacement fitted. It is this 
initial separation of cap and shaft, rather than the assumed absence of tangs on all shafts, 
which may account for the existence of double-obverse or double-reverse coins, since it is 
possible that a cap was occasionally fitted to the wrong type of shaft and the die used before 
the error was noticed. This point assumes that the die-detail was cut before rather than after 
welding of cap and shaft, as does the suggestion, by Mark Blackburn (pers. comm.), that on 
occasion a cap alone (without its shaft) may have been hammered. If it were more practical to 
cut after the cap and shaft had been joined it is possible that occasionally obverse or reverse 
was cut on an inappropriate base. 

That the dies were not square in section at that period is demonstrated by the evidence from 
Melle and the Eadwig plate, and from the period of the St Peters and the subsequent York 
coinage of 1£.thelstan. There is no indication that a square frame, designed to ensure 
regularity of striking position, was customarily an integral part of early die-form before 
Eadgar's reform of the coinage. Dolley does, however, record that an examination of 160 
pre-reform coins with more irregular axes had shown that all die-duplicates had identical 
axes, as if the dies from which they were struck were deliberately set in the same relation to 
each other. At a later stage, when comparative regularity of position was achieved at most 
mints, the York moneyers seem to have eschewed at first the use of any framing device 
(Dolley, 1954b, 169). If the existence of such a unit is to be inferred from the records of 
die-axis it may, to begin with, have been a separate attachment fitted at the mint before 
practical considerations led to the development of an implement that was square in section. 
The use of square-sectioned dies as a means of achieving regularity is also discussed by David 
Sellwood who has experimented with the re-creation of medieval minting techniques 
(Sellwood, 1962, 57-65). 

The two Coppergate finds (48 and SO) which bear impressions, in whole or in part, of 
reverse dies for the moneyers Regnald and Adelbert, have here been referred to as 
trial-pieces. They may be added to a small but growing number of specimens in a particular 
class of material. Other lead items found in Britain and published as trial-pieces (Lyon, 1969, 
20�22) include one from the time of Alfred (Roach-Smith, 1854, 107 ; Dolley, 1954a, 175-8 ; 
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Stewart, 1978a, 185-7), one from the Viking mint at York (Allen, 1934--37, 175-86 ; Dolley, 
1954a), one of Edward the Confessor (Dolley, 1954a), and two of William II (Stewart, 
1978a). Another, possibly of pewter, is of William I (ibid.). Although there has been much 
discussion concerning the purpose of such items, no unequivocal terminology has been 
adopted. The known forms vary considerably; examples have been called everything from 
proofs to record-pieces, even coin or mint weights. The variety is such that it seems 
appropriate now to attempt the definition of distinction in purpose and the consequent 
terminology for various groups within the whole class of impressions on lead. 

The ingot from the reign of Alfred, which was found in 1840 at St Paul's Churchyard in 
London, is larger than required for the impression of the dies alone. Stewart (1978a, 186) has 
suggested that it was intended as a weight, representing half a Roman pound, but while a 
weight might reasonably have the equivalent of an obverse die-impression as a mark of 
authority and authenticity, it seems superfluous that it should also carry a reverse-type 
impression apparently giving an official's name. Perhaps the presence of two impressions on 
the Alfred piece may signify that the official named on it used the measure as a mint weight to 
confirm quantities of silver being used for a batch of coins. Yet the square section of the 
impressions and the complete absence of marginal guide-points for the central detail seem so 
much at variance with the evidence from Melle and from York that, however like 
contemporary coins they may appear to be, the Alfred stamps may have had no fiscal 
connotationsat all. 

The Regnald and Adelbert specimens from the workshops in 16-22 Coppergate are 
irregularly-shaped pieces of lead bearing the impression of a die on one side only. In this 
context and in this form they can only be trial- or test-pieces struck by a die-cutter or moneyer 
to confirm the quality of the die. Another piece, possibly of York provenance and certainly 
associated with the Viking mint of York, is of different form but may also justifiably be 
termed a die-cutting trial-piece. On either side of a circular lead flan are impressed reverse 
dies for the Viking moneyers Avra and Rathulf (Allen, 1934--37, 181). That the shape is more 
meticulous and that both sides of metal were used may be no more than signs that a later 
workman had a different habit of die-testing. 

Dolley (1954a, 177-8) suggested that trial-pieces are to be associated with die-cutting 
centres, rather than with mint workshops themselves. A contrast in purpose, however, is seen 
in the lead strikings of Edward the Confessor, from Winchester, and of William II, without 
provenance. In each instance the two dies required for a specific issue have been struck on a 
circular lead flan, so it would seem that these are more clearly final proofs hammered out at the 
mint itself, before striking in silver began. It cannot be known if the moneyers either wished 
to· or were required to provide such specimens of their work, only at this late stage. The 
practice may well have been a regular one, from middle Anglo-Saxon times onward. Dolley's 
recognition of a double role for these items, in that they may have been retained for record 
purposes, implies that there might well have been the equivalent of data-banks in which such 
records were filed against the possibility of there being any question about the authenticity of 
a coin and the authorization of its dies. Should such a dispute arise, there would then be a 
place of reference for settling the matter. 
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The lead plate from Eadwig's reign (955-9) (59, Fig. 7, Pis. VIII, IX) deserves more 
lengthy consideration. A suggestion, voiced during preliminary examination of the find that 
the item - which has a larger area of metal than is necessary for its impressions of both 
obverse and reverse dies - was a weight, may be discounted. Calculations show that it 
approximates to 2/9 of a Roman pound, and it is not easy to envisage a context in which such a
weight could be used. Such an object is more likely to have been used in circumstances of 
coin-production, perhaps not just for a trial or proof of dies to be used but subsequently in 
mint-administration and control of authorized dies in use. Were it not that the Coppergate 
context seems entirely inappropriate for the maintenance of bureaucratic documents, one 
could say without hesitation that the Eadwig plate is primarily an official record-piece. The 
York provenance does indeed present the most acute problem of interpretation. The dies 
impressed on the plate are not for a mint-signed issue but their style is that associated with 
Chester. 

The plate was an enigma when first found, before the earlier dies and small trial-pieces 
were excavated from their workshop, and it remains an enigma. Even now, the identification 
of such a building in the area of its discovery does not resolve the difficulty of attribution. The 
relationship of style and place still cannot be defined with certainty. The item may be of 
Chester workmanship in which case it is divorced from a recognizably normal context. The 
die-cutting could be local since style at York, at just this period, may have been 
indeterminate. Both factors require examination and explanation, however tentative. 

In normal circumstances, the reverse might have been abandoned as aberrant before it was 
used, as the legend is retrograde, and clearly of substandard style. The obverse is apparently 
of better quality die-cutting, although the reading is a departure from the more usual 
EADVVIGRE. It is uncertain whether the G has been omitted entirely or has been badly cut 
as C or E. If the die-cutter intended to record EADVVIGERE, and the G was omitted, the 
rendering relates it to a group of coins of which examples were found in the Chester hoard 
1950 (nos. 291-5, 298) by the moneyers Deorulf, Eadmund, Eoferad, and Freotheric 
(Frothric ), all of which have been attributed to north-western mints (Blunt and Dolley, 1954, 
125--60). All these have this rendering of the king's name and title. Alternatively, if the 
penultimate E is no more than a badly cut G, the aberration is similar to that on the coin of 
Sunulf whose obverse also has a poorly formed R (ibid., no. 352). Of the moneyers cited, 
Eadmund and Frothric are known later at Chester in mint-signed coins ofEadgar. IfDeorulf 
can be equated with Deorlaf, he too must be included in the register of Chester-connected 
moneyers. Sunulf, however, is known at York, but not till early in the reign of ltthelrll;!d 
(978-1016). 

Because Frothric is a moneyer associated in mint-signed issues with Chester which lay 
within the area known as Mercia, the occurrence of this piece at York is unexpected. 
However, Eadwig's reign (955-9) was most unsettled and there may have been some reason, 
if not for producing dies for Mercia, at least for maintaining a record of them at York at a time 
when his power in Mercia was uncertain. 

The reign lasted four years but we are to understand that Eadwig apparently held power in 
Mercia for the first two only. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle recorded that in 957 'the atheling 
Eadgar succeeded to the Kingdom of the Mercians'. There is a charter of Eadgar for 959 
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(Whitelock, 1955, 514--15), which he described as the second year of his reign ; he signed as 
king of the Mercians, Northumbrians and Britons. Florence of Worcester recorded that 'the 
kingdom of the two kings was divided so that the River Thames should form the boundary 
between the two kingdoms'. 

In an attempt to reconcile the York-found plate with Frothric's Chester connections, it was 
a preliminary suggestion of the present writer that for a time during the reign of Eadwig the 
only north of England die-cutting centre was at York and, had these dies been approved after 
trial, they would have been sent to Chester for the use of the moneyer there. As it happens, 
research into the attributes and relationships of 10th century issues of coin, before the reform 
of 973, is currently in progress ; it seems at present that the possibility of York having been the 
centre from which emanated regular dies for use in the north-west cannot be recognized. 
Conscious, however, of the political situation during Eadwig's reign, the late Michael Dolley, 
in a short conversation with the writer, urged that the explanation of the York context is the 
circumstance that it was at York that the records were maintained of all authorized dies for the 
north, 'even those for the trans-Pennine mints' . 

Both these suggestions have been made on the assumption that the dies, which seem to be 
essentially of Mercian style, were intended for use at Chester, and could not have had any 
connection with production at the mint in York. 

In the course of considering the intriguing implications of the York context, however, C. E. 
Blunt has drawn attention to evidence which shows a numismatic relationship between 
Northumbria and Mercia in the mid 10th century, which is not normally found at other 
periods. His major paper (Blunt, 1974, 35-158) demonstrates that the former kingdoms of 
the heptarchy maintained a distinct measure of independence so far as their issue of coins was 
concerned. The Norse occupations of Northumbria between 939 and 954 must, however, 
have disrupted the system in the north, during the years when York was in the hands of the 
invader. Mr Blunt (pers. comm.) cites two York moneyers, Hunred and Ingelgar, who each 
struck coins for Eadred with typical Mercian features. 

The unique coin of Hunred (SCBI 6 Edinburgh 277) is of Derby style. Two specimens are 
known of the lngelgar coin which was found in the Killyon Manor Hoard, 1876 (Evans, 1885, 
128-44). All three pieces have the Mercian rosettes on the reverse. Mr Blunt assigns them to
Eadred's recovery of Northumbria in 954, within a year of Eadwig's accession.

Although it is more than satisfactory to have such a break in the normal pattern of 
independence identified, the evidence from Eadred's reign is rather different from that of the 
Frothric trial-piece discovered in York for, unlike Hunred and Ingelgar, Frothric is not a 
normal York moneyer using a Mercian style. To make a better parallel with the circumstances 
in Eadred's reign, one would have to postulate a further break in normality by suggesting that 
for some reason, perhaps to be associated with Eadwig's loss of Mercia in 957, normal 
Mercian moneyers, of whom Frothric was one, were striking at York for a short time. 
Nonetheless, Mr Blunt's evidence does emphasize that, in this politically unstable period, 
unusual measures were sometimes taken in coin-production, and the possibility that 
Frothric's dies and perhaps others for Mercia were made in York for a brief period should not, 
after all, be overlooked. The lead plate is certainly unusual in form and content. The 
circumstances of its manufacture are far less certain and must remain open to debate. 
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Fig. 7 Lead strip, 59, with obverse (top) and reverse dies of Eadwig, from 16-22 Coppergate. Scale 1 :  1 
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The date of the St Peter coin die 

The following contribution is by B. H. I. H. Stewart. 

The St Peter die (43, Fig. 6, Pls. I, V) is the earliest of the various items relating to 
mint activity found in the Coppergate excavations. Its date is therefore of importance for 
the archaeology of the site as well as being a matter of considerable interest to 
numismatists. 

In the ·exhibition catalogue, The Vikings in England (Roesdahl et al., 198 1, 130), the 
date given for the St Peter die is c .910--19 and a passage about the chronology of the St 
Peter coinage adopted in the catalogue occurs on p. 134 (cf. Archibald, 1980). In a 
previous publication of the die R. A. Hall ( 1980) put it as c.920, but even this seems a 
little too early. 

The dating of the St Peter and related coinages has been the subject of lively debate 
(for references to the literature and relevant hoards see Blunt and Stewart, 1983). It is 
this writer's view that all the Anglo-Viking coinages with the sword type belong to the 
920s. Earlier dates are incompatible with what we know of the sequence and structure of 
the York series in the first quarter of the 10th century and the stratification of it provided 
by the hoards buried between Cuerdale (c.905) and c.930. 

There is no hoard from before the 920s in which sword coins (St Peter or any other) 
were present (see Table 2). Four of the hoards containing sword St Peters (Morley St 
Peter, Glasnevin, Bossall and Dunmore) contained English coins ending with £thelstan 
(924-39). At Bangor the latest English coins were of the last years of Edward (899-924), 
but the hoard also contained a coin of Sihtric I which cannot be dated before 92 1 .  

That the swordless St Peter coinage predates that with sword is not a matter of 
dispute. It began soon after the York coinage, mostly in the name of Cnut, that was 
concentrated in the Cuerdale hoard, and its progress can be charted through the ensuing 
period by reference to the hoards (Table 2). The earliest varieties were present in the 
first part of the Morley St Peter hoard ; then there is a group associated with the Harkirke 
hoard, and a further stage is represented by the coin in the Dean find. Late varieties were 
present in the Chester St John's hoard. 

The last of the swordless St Peters have a Karolus monogram on the reverse. None of 
the swordless St Peter hoards contained a specimen of this type except Geashill, in which 
there was also a coin ofRegnald with the same monogram reverse. The only other hoard 
to contain coins of Regnald and Karol us St Peters was Bossall, buried in the second half 
of the 920s, in which the St Peters with sword were well represented. 

If the sword coinages were to be dated c. 910, then all the hoards ending with swordless 
St Peters, as well as Geashill, would have to be compressed into the preceding years. The 
Chester St John's hoard had a full range of Edward's Mercian coinage of the middle 
period with pictorial types, so it cannot possibly be dated before c.910. Indeed, it is 
difficult to see how the latest English or St Peter coins in the Chester hoard can have been 
struck early enough to allow time for the subsequent Geashill phase of the York coinage 
(the Karolus St Peters and coins of Regnald) before the start of the sword St Peter 
coinage, if this is dated c .915, as was suggested in 1965 (Dolley). 

The structure of the successive coinages points to a similar conclusion. The swordless 
St Peters were introduced not long after the end of the Cuerdale coinage of Cnut. At first 
they were of good weight and fine style, but there was a gradual if uneven decline in 
standard and degradation of the style. During the middle period various symbols were 
added to the design, and blundering of the inscriptions developed. At a late stage a 
one-line type (present in the Chester and Geashill hoards) was struck, and finally the 
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Table 2 Contents of coin hoards dating between c.905 and c.929 
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References : Cuerdale (Thompson, 1956, no. 1 12), Lough Ennal (unpublished, information from Mr M. Kenny), 
Harkirke (Thompson, 1956, no. 1 84 ;  Dolley, 1955b, 5-9), Dean (Strudwick, 1955, 177-80), Chester (Thompson, 
1956, no. 83 ; Mack, 1967, 36---9), Geashill (Dolley, 1957a, 123--32), Bangor (Thompson, 1956, no. 32 ; Blunt, 
1954b, 256---62), Morley St Peter (SCBI 26, East Anglia), Glasnevin (Thompson, 1956, no. 89), Bossall (ibid. no. 
162 ; Dolley, 1955a, 1 1-17 ; Blunt and Stewart, 1983, 146---63), Dunmore (Price, 1977, no. 3 17 ;  Dolley, 1975, 70-9) 

Karolus monogram type. This last was closely followed by the coinage of Regnald. The 
first two types of the Regnald coinage (Head and Hand) also have Karolus monogram 
reverses, while the third has Thor's hammer and a bow-and-arrow. Degeneration of the 
monogram and inscription is progressive from the monogram St Peters through the 
Head and Hand types of Regnald, which supports the view that the Regnald coinage 
replaced that in the name of St Peter. The sword St Peter coinage, which hoards show to 
be later than that of Regnald, consists of two main types, one with the hammer, the other 
(to which the Coppergate die belongs) with a cross on the reverse. But it is a relatively 
compact coinage, and much more limited than the earlier St Peter series without sword, 
a long and plentiful coinage that went through several stages. The Regnald coins, though 
of three types, are very rare and were absent from most of the hoards of the 920s. 
Die-linking suggests that the rate of survival of the sword St Peters, which are still 
uncommon, has been greatly enhanced by the number of hoards from the later 920s. 

Taking into account the circumstances of the two St Peter series and the evidence of 
the Chester hoard, the end of the swordless series might be expected to be nearer 920 
than 915. If, as it appears, the swordless St Peter coinage was replaced by the coins in the 
name of Regnald, this would indicate that the latter are to be attributed to the known 
reign of Regnald I at York in c.919-21, and would accord very well with the hoard 
evidence associating the subsequent sword coinages with the 920s. 

The St Peter die could thus easily be as late as c. 925 and may be much closer in date to 
the 1£thelstan die from Coppergate than has sometimes been supposed. 
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The Carolingian coin die from Melle 
C. E. B1unt2 has contributed the following :

In the course of excavations near the present Palais de Justice at Melle, in the 
Departement des Deux-Sevres, a coin die was found reading +CARL VSREXFR within 
two circles with a cross in the centre (Pl. Xa, b) . M. Emile Breuillac published it (1909, 
359-61)  noting that it had long been kept by the Sicard family, formerly of Melle, and 
that later it came into the possession of Mme Sicard-Meunier who had recently presented 
it to the Archaeological Museum at Niort, the county town of the Departement des 
Deux-Sevres. This museum, where the die still is, is now called the Musee du Pilori. 

The die is a cylindrical piece of iron 70 mm long and 35 mm in diameter. There is no 
indication of a harder piece of metal having been used for its striking face ( cf. above, p. 
37) and there are no signs of the four 'dimples' that are found on both the dies from York.
It is possible that there are two small depressions on the die at the top and bottom, 
between the outer circle and the edge, but this is quite uncertain because the surface is 
much pitted. Nevertheless, the inscription and the type are crisp and sharp and it is clear 
that the die had had little use. This is further confirmed by the small damage done by the 
hammer. A large piece has however broken away from the head of the die and this must 
have caused its premature abandonment. 

The die is clearly the upper, or trussel, but it was prepared nonetheless for what is 
normally described as the obverse of the coin, the side normally associated with the pile 
or lower die. It has been noticed that in the Anglo-Saxon coinage examples are 
occasionally found of coins struck from two reverse dies, e.g. , under ltthelstan at 
Nottingham and York (Blunt, 1974, 96, 1 25 no. 247), and this suggests either that both 
dies may have been of much the same shape so that they could have been used in either 
position, or that it was not always a firm rule that the lower side was the obverse, 
something understandable in the case of the ltthelstan dies referred to as the types were 
the same on both sides. In the case of the Melle die it may be that the more elaborate side, 
with the Karolus monogram, is normally in fact the obverse. 

A later writer (Fournial, 1 970, 9-10) identifies the die as one used for a denier of 
Charles the Bald struck at Melle of the type of Prou 692 (Prou, 1 896) which is the same as 
those in the British Museum (Dolley and Morrison, 1966, nos. 166-72) (Pl. Xe). The 
other side would therefore have read +METVLLO, within two circles, with the 
Karolus monogram in the centre. The type, which became 'immobilise', was produced 
over a substantial period and I am particularly grateful to Mr M. Blackburn, who has 
been making a special study of this series in connection with the projected publication of 
Professor Grierson's remarkable collection of medieval coins, for giving me his views on 
where about in this series this die might lie. He writes : 

The basic design of Charles the Bald's coinage at Melle was unchanged from the 
reform of Charlemagne, with the mint-name METVLLO around a Karolus 
monogram, and immobilizations of the same type, which were so plentiful in the 
Bonnevaux and Cuerdale hoards, were produced during the latter part of the 9th 
and possibly the early 10th centuries. The feudal coinage which followed has the 
same obverse and the mint-name METALO in two lines, but is of very inferior 
worksmanship and fabric. A very few coins of Charles the Bald had a cross added in 
the reverse legend (cf. Chaumoux-Marcilly hoard, dep. c.850) and this was adopted 
consistently on the later immobilizations, probably from c. 880 since Melle coins of 
Carloman also have this cross. The die-cutting becomes progressively cruder 
towards the end of the century, but the neat epigraphy, small inner circle, and fine 
central cross on this die suggest that it belongs to the extensive series of Charles the 
Bald without the cross in the reverse legend or to the earliest coins with the cross. It 
should therefore be dated to Charles the Bald's reign (840-77) or slightly later. 
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This is believed to be the only surviving coin die in the Carolingian series. Melle was, 
of course, one of the most prolific mints at that time, largely because of the nearby lead 
mines that also produced silver. 

Conclusion 

This review of the numismatic evidence from the Coppergate site has ranged in varying 
degrees of depth over a number of different coin-issues; consideration of several factors 
relevant to the production and use of dies, their test-pieces and records has called for the 
introduction of material from elsewhere. There can be no pretence that such discussion is 
either definite or exhaustive. One thing is clear : these Coppergate finds have already been 
and assuredly will be cited again and again elsewhere, ·as each plays a part in the evaluation of 
the series to which it belongs. They have come to light at a time when it is realized that 
site-finds are in their own way as crucial as are hoards. The latter may yield coins in quantity 
so that chronological relationships may be determined. Occupation sites contribute material 
missing from hoards and so round out what we may hope to know and understand of past 
monetary practice. 

Archaeological Aspects of The Bedem and Other Sites 

The following section describes the main archaeological features of The Bedern and of the 
principal other sites from which post-Roman coins have come (see also Andrews, 1984). The 
number and date-range of coins from each site is shown on Table 3. 

The Bedern 

College of the Vicars Choral. Site codes : 197fr.79. 13 (Bedern SW) Area X; 1978-80.14 
(Bedern NE) Areas II and IV; 1980.20 (Bedern Chapel) Areas I and II. 

In 1248 Canon William of Laneham presented to the Vicars Choral of York Minster a plot 
of unoccupied land on which to construct their college buildings. This area eventually 
became known as the Bedern and from this date until the 16th century it was used solely by 
the college. No levels earlier than the college were excavated, except where cellars gave 
immediate access to Roman levels. 

One of the first buildings to be constructed was a large timber-framed aisled building to the 
north-east of a central courtyard. Beside it, and on the opposite side of the courtyard, was a 
series of smaller buildings which probably provided residential quarters for the vicars. These 
were followed by the construction of a chapel, which was consecrated in 1349, and a large 
refectory and meeting hall built c.1370 with its attendant kitchen and buttery. Gardens and 
an orchard were located on the outskirts of the college. The presence of a gatehouse at the 
entrance kept the public out of the college and the finds from the excavation therefore relate 
exclusively to the vicars' occupation of the site. 
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Table 3 Distribution of coins and numismatica found in York, 1971-81 ·E 
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From the 16th century onwards the college declined institutionally and the houses were 
increasingly let out to lay people. By the mid 19th century the area was a noted slum which 
was largely cleared prior to rebuilding in 1873. The hall and chapel still stand. 

Adjacent areas outside the college precinct were also excavated : 

1973-76. 13 Areas I and II. South-west of the college, a series of timber buildings dated to the 
early 13th century housed a bronze-casting workshop or foundry. These structures were 
rebuilt on stone foundations in the 14th and 15th centuries, and there was a sequence of later 
medieval and post-medieval occupation. (EY Int. Rep. 2, 26-7) 

1974-75.13 Areas III and IV. A long trench cut south-west of the college located the south
east defences of the Roman fortress; there was also evidence for pre-Conquest occupation and 
activity. 

1978-80.14 Area III. A site to the north-east of the college, facing the south-west side of 
Aldwark, was occupied from the late 13th to the later 15th century by a large timber-framed 
building. It was then rebuilt on a slightly different alignment and continued in use into the 
18th century; the outbuildings were used for horn working. (AY 1012, forthcoming) 

Other sites (in order of excavation) 

Union Terrace, 1972.18 

Roman and pre-Conquest levels were not excavated; from the 12th century to the early 
14th the site was ecclesiastical, first a chapel then a Carmelite priory; St Mary's hospital then 
occupied the site until the mid 16th century, when it was partly demolished. The remaining 
buildings and some new ones were used as St Peter's School until the mid 17th century; the 
buildings may have been re-occupied after the Restoration. Early 19th century housing was 
built over a sealing layer of black soil. (EY Int. Rep. 1, 227-31) 

21-33 Aldwark, 1973-80.5

Roman roads and a 4th century building were recorded; a 10th century church, built over
the Roman building, remained in use, with alterations and enlargements, until demolished in 
the 16th century. Over 1000 burials from the surrounding graveyard were excavated. Other 
parts of the site produced evidence of Anglo-Scandinavian and Norman activity, a series of 
medieval pits near the Aldwark frontage, a 19th century house, and a 19th century brewery. 
(AY 611, AY 1011, AY 10/2 forthcoming, AY 12/1) 

Paragon Street, 1973.12 

Earliest features were Roman ditches; then an Anglian well and pits with burnt occupation 
debris, including one producing an enamelled cross brooch and copper-alloy pins associated 
with coins of the 8th century (5, 10). Later evidence included medieval pits, ditches and 
occupation levels; two medieval burials; post-medieval agricultural use. (EY Int. Rep. 2, 12, 
28-9)
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58-9 Skeldergate, 1973-75 . 14

Roman riverside roads, a timber-lined well and fragmentary structures did not continue in
use in the Anglian period. A series oflate 9th/early 10th century and later structures, situated 
within boundaries perpetuated into the modern period, marks a resumption of intensive 
occupation, which was continued through the Norman, medieval and post-medieval periods 
with a succession of buildings, alleys and pits. In the 18th century outbuildings covered part 
of the site ; in the 19th century the area was developed for housing. (AY 4/1, AY 8/1 ,  AY 9/1 
and AY 1 3/1 in ,prep., A Y  15/1) 

37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  

Above a Roman apsidal structure, Anglo-Scandinavian occupation was attested by pits, 
and medieval pits also cut into Roman levels, but modern intrusions had removed much of 
the evidence on this shallow site, although there were traces of the 17th century Buckingham 
House. (AY 4/1, A Y  8/1, A Y  9/1 and A Y  1 3/1  in prep.) 

39-41 Coney Street, 1974-75 . 18 

Roman riverside warehouses, with later Roman roads above, and subsequent levels 
truncated by modern cellars were located near Coney Street ; nearer the River Ouse, a 
medieval ?riverside wall was found, with a 17th century slipway beyond. (A Y 6/1) 

9 Blake Street, 1975-76.6 

Above a succession of Roman timber and stone military buildings, including barracks and 
a possible officer's house, there was a small, possibly 9th century, building, and an 
Anglo-Scandinavian pit with metalworking debris. Apart from a timber-lined well of c . 1300 
and a feature containing waste from a late 15th century glazier's workshop, most medieval 
deposits were mechanically removed. 

Clementhorpe, 197fr..77.3 

A Roman suburban house was eventually superseded by a pre-Conquest structure, perhaps 
ecclesiastical . St Clement's Benedictine nunnery, founded in the early 12th century and 
dissolved in 1536, was represented by robbed-out remains and some 250 burials ; 
post-medieval lime-kilns were nearby. (A Y 611, A Y  8/1) 

Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5 , 197fr..79 . 15  

Roman structures and an Anglo-Scandinavian refurbishment of the back of the Roman 
rampart were located. A series of later structures included a robbed-out Norman stone 
building, a substantial 1 3th century 'deep feature' against the medieval rampart, perhaps a 
well, and a succession of medieval buildings and their adjacent yards, wells, pits, etc. 
Occupation continued into the post-medieval period. (A Y 10/2 forthcoming) 

1 1 8-26 Walmgate, 1978-79.8  

Anglo-Scandinavian structures and associated features were seen only in a limited area ; 
subsequently there was a series of 1 1th-15th/16th century timber buildings, some used for 
industrial purposes. 14th/ 15th century pottery wasters and a post-medieval tannery were also 
found. (AY 1 5/1) 
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1-2 Tower Street, 1981-83.3  
The earliest feature discovered was an 11th-12th century ditch, part of  an outer bailey of 

York castle. A 13th century Franciscan friary was represented only by minor traces and a few 
burials. After dissolution in 1538 the site remained open ground until the late 18th century
when the Tower Street and Castlegate frontages were built up. 

S Rougier Street, 1981-82.12 
The sequence began with late 2nd-late 4th century Roman buildings and an adjacent 

street. There was some evidence, principally artefactual, for Anglian and Anglo
Scandinavian activity. 12th-13th century timber buildings and rubbish pits were excavated, 
but all subsequent deposits had been truncated by Victorian intrusions. (Ottaway, 1984) 

St Mary Bishophill Junior, 1961-63, 1967 
10th century burials, including one with a St Peter penny ( 41), were cut into the remains of 

a Roman apsidal building. The adjacent church tower, which incorporates Roman and 
Anglian material, was surveyed in detail 1979-80. (AY 8/1, AY 8/2 forthcoming)
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Catalogue of Post-Roman Coins found 1971-81 

By E. J. E. Pirie 

With M. M. Archibald 

Arrangement of catalogue 

Classification, chronology and dating 

For the Anglo-Saxon and Norman pence, the British Museum (BMC) typology is cited ;
for the earlier sceattas, the series designation proposed by Rigold ( 1960) is used. A deliberate 
exception to precise definition of issue and date is made for the Northumbrian stycas : 
pending publication of the Yorkshire Museum's collection which, it is hoped, will provide 
standard reference numbers for items in the series, little more has been offered here than a 
distinction between the early pieces, of base silver, and the later coins, struck in copper-alloy . 

The standard works followed for identification of the later English hammered coinages are 
not cited in the text by name but are as follows : Cross-and-Crosslets coinage, Allen, 195 1 ; 
Short-Cross coinage, Brand, 1964 ; Long-Cross coinage, Lawrence, 1912-14 ;  coinage of 
Edward I, II and III, Fox, 1910 ; later issues, North, 1960. 

Further authorities are mentioned individually where appropriate both for the series 
named above and for others included in the present assembly of material. 

Entries marked with an asterisk have been contributed by M. M. Archibald. Miss 
Archibald notes that the date-margins cited in these entries are necessarily wide and even then 
must be seen as only the most probable period of deposition for a 'normal' coin with 
sometimes an earlier and, often more likely, a considerably later date a distinct possibility. 
This caution is exercised since the full record of stratigraphic associations was not available 
when those coins were examined. Such problems of dating have been discussed in some detail 
by Miss Archibald (1974, 234-71) .  

Individual entries 

If no identification of the metal is given, it is to be understood that the item is of silver. 
Detail includes, where relevant, the weight (recorded in both grammes and grains) and 
die-axis (represented in degrees). Legends have been transcribed as fully as the condition of 
each item permits, although it is not always possible to demonstrate exactly the peculiarities 
of the letter-forms ; 0-obverse, R-reverse. Comparative material has been cited where 
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appropriate. Since some of the items have already been published elsewhere, the necessary 
references have been given in parentheses. References to other fascicules of The Archaeology 
of York and to other archaeological publications are given under each site in the archaeological 
notes on pp. 44-9. Under each entry of the catalogue the site name, year of excavation and site 
code precede the context number - occasionally referred to by feature (F) or layer (L ) - and 
the small find number (sf). 

Illustrations and dimensions 

Sceattas and stycas are illustrated at a scale of 3 :  2 ;  other coins, tokens, jettons, weights and 
the single medal at I : 1 .  Detail of size for the items representing evidence of minting is given 
individually. The following abbreviations are used for dimensions : D.-diameter, 
H.-height, L.-length, T.-thickness, W.-width. 

Middle Anglo-Saxon 

South of the Humber (all Kingdoms) 
See also 393 

Sceat, Rigold's Primary Sceattas, type B, phase 
II, c. 705-15 (Rigold, 1960) ; BMC type 27b. 
0. 88gm (13.6gr.). 30° .
0 :  Meaningless legend, largely off flan ; head, 
right, diademed, within a stylized serpent. 
R: Meaningless legend ; cross with annulet on 
either side ; above, bird, right, and small cross, 
all within a stylized serpent. 
Cf. SCBI 1 Cambridge 25 1 ; (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 50). 
31-7 Gillygate, 1972 . 14  u/s sf97 (Pl. II) 

2 Sceat, Rigold (1977) series Q, c.720-40. 
0.95gm ( l4.7gr.). 90° . 
0 :  Crude bust, right ; in front, cross ; pellets in 
field. 
R :  Fantastic bird, left ; pellets in field. 
Cf. BMC 163 ; (Pirie, 1984, 207 ; Rigold and 
Metcalf, 1977, SI) .  S. E. Rigold (pers. comm.) 
considered this type northern, probably minted 
in Lindsey. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1973.5  9 sf8423 (Pl. II)

3 'Porcupine' sceat, c.720-40. 
l . l  7gm (18 .  )gr.). D.a. uncertain. 
0 : Porcupine 
R:  Standard 
Contemporary imitation based on Metcalf's 
types F and C: see Metcalf, 1966, 189;  also 
Rigold, 1977, series E ;  (Pirie, 1984, 207). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 19120 sf6081 (Pl. II) 

Kingdom of Northumbria 

Coins 4-12  are base sceattas, BMC type 6, 
Rigold Series Y 

Eadberht, 737-58 

4 0.64gm (9.8gr.). 270° . 
0 :  EA[ JERhTVf.' round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, right. 
Cf. SCBI 2 GlasgO'W 134 ; (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 51) .  
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 u/s sf195 (Pl. II) 

5 I .06gm (l6 .3gr.). 220°. 
0 :  EADBERhTVf.' round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, right. 
Cf. SCBI 2 GlasgO'W 1 34 ;  (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 51) .  
Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12 146 
sf69 (Pl. II) 

6 l .06gm (l6 .3gr.). 270°. 
0 :  EAlJBEREhTVf.' round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, right. 
Cf. SCBI 2 GlasgO'W 135 ; (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 5 1). 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 644 sf1706 (Pl. II) 

7 0.82gm ( l2.7gr.), worn, appears to have been 
struck with rough dies on laminated silver which 
is splitting. 0°. 
0 :  EOTBERhTVI retrograde, round central 
cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, right ; triquetra below. 
(Rigold and Metcalf, 1977, 51) .  
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 494 sf1555 (Pl. II) 
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8 Fragment. Weight not recorded, heavily 
oxidized. ?180°. 
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  Animal to right. 
(Pirie, 1984, 207). 
5 Rougier Street, 198 1 . 12 1093 sf32 

9 0.98gm (15. lgr.). 90° . 
0 :  EDTBEREhTVr- round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, left. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow 138 ; (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 5 1). 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 1 167 sfl221 (Pl. II) 

IO l .02gm (15.7gr.). 1 80°. 
0 :  E[ ]BEREhTVr- round ?triskeles. 
R : Fantastic animal, left. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow 138;  (Rigold and Metcalf, 
1977, 51) .  
Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12  146 
sf79 (Pl. II) 

II 0.70gm (10.8gr.). 270°. 
0 :  EOTBR[E]hTVr- round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, left. 
(Rigold and Metcalf, 1977, 5 1). 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1975 . 14 2099 sfl 124 (Pl. II)

12 l .06gm (16.3gr.), chipped. 270°. 
0 :  EOTBREhTVr- round central cross. 
R :  Fantastic animal, left. 
(Pirie, 1984, 207). 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1980.5 u/s sf2438 (PL II) 

1 3-36 are stycas, of copper-alloy unless 
otherwise stated 

Eanred, c.810-41 

13 Moneyer : Cudhard. Base silver.
0.65gm (10. l gr.). 0°. 
0 :  + EANREDR round central cross. 
R :  +CVDHARD round central cross. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1978.7 14297 sf3849 (Pl. II)

14 Moneyer : Eadvini. Base silver. 
1 . 1  l gm ( 1 7  .25gr.) ; with surface copper 
corrosion. 0°. 
0 :  + EANAEDREX round central rosette of 
pellets. 
R :  + EADVINI round central rosette of pellets. 
Aldwark, 1971 (excavated by L. P. Wenham) 
(PL II) 

15 Moneyer : Eadvini. Base silver. 
0.7Sgm ( 1 1 . Sgr.) ; oxidized and worn. 240°. 
Legends : details unclear ; rosette motifs. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 16881 sf9542 (Pl. II) 

/6 Moneyer : Tidvini. Base silver. 
0.77gm ( 1 1 .85gr. ) ;  oxidized and with surface 
copper corrosion. 0°. 
0 :  +EANREd 
R :  +TIDIVNI 
Similar obverse die known for Herred. 
Bedem Chapel, 1980.20 Area I 9062 sfl33 
(Pl. II) 

17 Moneyer : Vilheah. Base silver. 
0.73 gm ( l l . 2 gr.). 0°. 

The Coins 

0 :  + EANREP REX round pellet in central 
annulet. 
R :  + VILHEAH round pellet in central annulet. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow 169. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 713 sf 2084 (Pl. II) 

18 Moneyer : Fordred. 
0.95 gm (14.7 gr.). 0°. 
0 :  + EAY!RED REX round central cross. 
R :  + FO[RD]RED round central cross. 
9 Blake Street, 1975.6 1219 sf234 (Pl. III) 

19 Irregular, temp. Eanred.
0.68 gm (10.5 gr.). 1 80° . 
0 :  +EV+ DIRE round central cross. 
R :  + EHREVI round central pellet. 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 198 1 .7 30693 sfl2042 
(Pl. III) 

20 Irregular, temp. Eanred.
0.82 gm (12. 7 gr.). ?90°. 
0 :  +EANA round central cross. 
R :  + [PILH]EAf (?) round central pellet-in
annulet. 
Cf. 'Hexham' irregular reverse dies and other 
specimens reflecting attempts at Vilheah (Pirie, 
1981b, SO). 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 24520 sf8289 (Pl. III) 

£thelred, c.841-4 deposed ; 
restored c.844-8 

21 Moneyer : Alghere. 
0.80 gm (12.35 gr.). 2 10°. 
0 :  + AEDILRER round central cross. 
R :  +ALDHERE round central cross. 
(YTC31).  
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 6789 sf6232 (Pl. III)

22 Moneyer : Eardvvlf. 
l .02 gm (15 .7gr.). 180°. 
0 :  + EDILRED REX round pellet in central 
annul et. 
R :  + EARDVVLF round central cross. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow 245 for obverse. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 1442 sfl202 (Pl. III) 

23 Moneyer : Eardvvlf. 
0.78 gm (12. l gr.). 170°. 
0 :  + EDILRED RE round pellet in central 
annulet. 
R :  + EARDVVLF round pellet in central 
annulet. 
Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12  3 sf44 
(Pl. III) 

24 Moneyer : Leofthegn. 
0.99 gm (15 .3 gr.), appears blistered by heat. 
330°. 
0 :  + EDILRED RE round evangelistic cross ? 
R :  [+L]EOFDEG[N] round pellet in circle of 
pellets. 
9 Blake Street, 1975.6 4281 sfl93 (PL III) 
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25 Moneyer : Monne. 
l .03gm (15 .9gr.). 180°. 
O :  + ED ff RED RE round central pellet-in
annulet. 
R :  + MONNE retrograde, round central cross of 
pellets. 
16-22 Coppergate, 198 1 .  7 30882 sfl4287
(Pl. III)

26 Moneyer : Vendelberht. 
0. 78 gm (12 . 1  gr.). 50°.
0 :  + EDILRED RE round central cross.
R :  + VEv1DELBERir round central cross.
Same dies as SCBI 2 Glasgow 227.
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14  1 103 sf208 (Pl. III)

27 Moneyer : Vvlfred. 
l .28 gm (19. 8gr.). 330°. 
O :  + EDlf'RED REX round central cross. 
R :  + VVLFRED round central cross. 
Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12  3 sfl 
(Pl. III) 

28 Moneyer : uncertain (Fordred ?).
0.75 gm ( 1 1 . 5 gr.), chipped and worn. ? 190°. 
0 :  Uncertain legend round central cross. 
R :  . . . .  ]RED round pellet-in-annulet. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 3608 sf5400 (Pl. III)

29 Moneyer : uncertain (aberrant ?). 
1 .06 gm ( 16.3 gr.). D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  + EDE[ JD round pellet m central 
annulet. 
R : Illegible. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1974.S 658 sfl764 (Pl. III) 

30 Irregular, temp. 1£thelred. Moneyer : Eardvvlf. 
0.89gm (13.8 gr.). 0°. 
0 :  + EDILDEDR retrograde, round central 
cross. 
R :  + EARDVVF retrograde, round central 
cross. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 27819 sfl0866
(Pl. III)

31 Irregular, temp. 1£thelred. Moneyer : Eardvvlf.
0.84gm (12.9 gr.). D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  + EV[RDVJVLF retrograde, round central 
cross of pellets . 
The obverse could be one of several of 1£thelred 
in a chain of irregular coins for Eardvvlf and 
other moneyers. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 20470 sf8266 (Pl. III)

Vigmund, Archbishop of York, c.837-54 

32 Moneyer : Edilveard. 
0.95 gm (14.7 gr.). 180° . 
0: + VIGMVND IPFP round central cross. 
R :  +EDI[LVEARJO round central cross. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow 285. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1635 sf825 (Pl. III)

Osberht, c.848--67 

33 Fragment. Moneyer : Viniberht. 
0.64 gm (9.8 gr.). 140° . 
0 :  OS[BEif[JH.LBE (no initial cross) [round 
central cross]. 
R: A[  ]IfH.l round cross in annulet. 
Obverse is from same die as coin in Yorkshire 
Museum, Osberht/Viniberht. Reverse is almost 
certainly Viniberht, although the only Yorkshire 
Museum example with this reverse motif is not 
from the same die. 
Clementhorpe, 1977.3 158 sfl22 (Pl. III) 

Wulfhere, Archbishop of York, c.854-900 

34 Moneyer : Vvlfred. 
1 .03 gm (15 .9 gr.). 180°. 
0 :  + VLFHERE ABED retrograde, round 
cross in circle of pellets. 
R :  + VVLFRED retrograde, round central 
cross. 
Cf. SCBI 2 Glasgow : obverse of 299 and 301 , 
reverse of 300 ; (YTC32). 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1647 sf967 (Pl. III)

Uncertain attribution 
See also 394

35 0.85 gm (13 . 15  gr.). 270°. 
0 :  + ANTED I retrograde, round central cross 
of pellets. 
R :  + PERv!VD- (fictitious moneyer) round 
central pellet-in-annulet. 
(YTC33). 
16-22 Copp�rgate, 1980.7 2 1 143 sf8644 (Pl. III) 

36 Five fragments of styca-sized coin, laminated by 
corrosion and oxidization. Unidentifiable. 
16-22 Coppergate, i980.7 29125 sfl0191 

Kingdom of Mercia 

Burgred, 852-74, deposed 

37 Penny, BMC type a. Moneyer : Eanred. 
Weight unrecorded, chipped. ?180°. 
0 :  + BVRGRED RE 
R :  Aberrant and barbarous, three-line legend, 
moneyer's name inverted. 
Entry prepared from a sketch. Cf. BMC 284. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 5168 sfl342 

38 Penny, BMC type d. Moneyer : Diarwulf. 
0.74gm ( l l .4 gr.). Slightly worn, rim lacks a 
small portion ; flan is paper-thin ; all contribu
tory factors to exceptionally low weight. 340°. 
0 :  BVRGRED REX ; bust, right. 
R :  FMON/DIARVUETA 
Cf. BMC 233 ; (YTC30). 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1682 sfl009 (Pl. IV)
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Kingdom of Wessex 

1£thelwulf, c.838/9-856/8 

39 Penny, BMC type i. Moneyer : Wea/heard. 
106 gm (16.3 gr.). 270°. 
0 : +EDEL+VVLF+REX 
R: + VVEALHffill.RD 
Cf. BMC 14 for obverse, IS for reverse ; 
(YTC29). 
Clementhorpe, 1976.3 I IO sf42 (Pl. IV) 

Late Anglo-Saxon 

The Anglo-Scandinavian Kingdom of 
York (/) 876-927 

Cnut, c.89H.903 

40 Penny c.895-c.903. 
0.89 gm (13 .8 gr.), oxidized and underweight. 
330°. 
0 :  +CVNNETTI ; small cross with pellets in 
two angles, within inner circle. 
R :  +CNVT REX round a patriarchal cross. 
The extensive coinage of the Vikings of 
Northumbria, of which this is representative, is 
largely known from the major hoard found at 
Cuerdale, Lancashire, in 1840. The Coppergate 
provenance is one of the few recorded for single 
finds. In view of the tight die-linking with other 
mint-signed coins the whole coinage is attributed 
to the York mint where it was put out by the 
mainly Christianized Danes who derived the 
range of religious legends and symbols from 
continental prototypes. This coin is in group Ile 
of the series classified by Lyon and Stewart 
( 1961 ,  1964). (YTC34). 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 27440 sf9862 (Pl. IV) 

St Peter coinage of York 

The St Peter coinage of York, whose obverse legends 
abbreviate the Latin Sancti Petri Moneta (St Peter's 
money), was issued in two main phases, of which the 
latter, with sword, is related to the St Martin coinage 
of Lincoln and to the secular coinage of Sihtric. The 
chronology of the series has been much debated. The 
proposal cited in Roesdahl et al. ( I 981 ,  134) that the St 
Peter coinage was over by 919 does not stand up to the 
overwhelming evidence that the sword St Peters 
cannot have appeared before 920 and, at York, were 
concurrent with the marginally later issues at Lincoln, 
during the years 921-26/7 (Dolley and Moore, 1973 
and references therein ; see Stewart, above p. 43). 

The Coins 

41 Penny, c.905-15 ; first issue, without sword. 
Weight unrecorded ; broken and mended. 200° . 
0 :  • /SCIL/ • • • /TPI/ • , the P (recte R) 
reversed. 
R :  + EBORCI round central cross within inner 
circle. 
Cf. BMC I 1 39 and l l40 for reverse. (SCBI 2 1  
Yorkshire Collections, 1975, xxxix, IO). 
St Mary Bishophill Junior, c. 1961 (excavated by 
L. P. Wenham) (Pl. IV)

42 Penny ; first issue, without sword : second 
(light-weight) phase. 
0.65 gm (IO. I gr.). 90° . 
0 :  • /SCIE/+ • +ITRNI • 
R :  +EBOR Cl, round small cross. 
(YTC37). 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 22416 sf7600 (Pl. IV) 

43 Iron die (pile or lower one of a pair) for obverse of 
St Peter penny ; second issue, with sword. 
463 gm. D. of face 28 mm, of die 20mm ; 
L.9l mm.
Face : o+o /SCIPE/ /TR Ilo I o o ;  letters 
retrograde and incuse, above and below a sword, 
to left ; Thor's hammer between lower half of 
legend. 
Collar : only one (the top) of the four control 
points (see trial-pieces, below pp. 56-7) is now 
clearly defined. 
Body : cylindrical, flaring slightly above a 
rectangular tang, which is now broken. 
Only known complete specimen of a die for the 
coinage of the Anglo-Saxon period. No coin 
struck from this one has yet been traced. Coins 
struck from very similar dies are in Leeds City 
Museum (SCBI 2 1  Yorkshire Collections 48), the 
British Museum (Graham-Campbell, 1980, no. 
365) and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow 
(SCBI 2 Glasgow SB-14). (Pirie, 1981a, 1 5-16 ;
YTC26 ; and above pp. 42-3).
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 25630 sf935 1 (Fig. 6,
Pis. I, V)

Sihtric I (Sihtric Caoch), 921-7 

44 Penny, contemporary imitation of the Sword! 
Hammer issue.
1 .07 gm ( 16.5 gr.). 270° . 
0 :  SITEI (retrograde) I ):I CDIX, above and
below sword pointing to left. 
R :  + IIEBI/\.IIOEIX ; inner circle enclosing 
? Thor's hammer with a trefoil of pellets on either 
side. 
This is the first certain record of a coin of Sihtric 
found in York. It can be compared with another 
specimen of the reign from the Skye Hoard, 1891 
(SCBI 6 Edinburgh 70). It is now thought that 
most of Sihtric's regular coins were produced 
south of the River Humber (Blunt, pers. 
comm.) ;  it is possible, however, that the 
imitations were struck in the king's northern 
territory. (YTC39). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 26247 sf9539 (Pl. IV)
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Foreign coins from contemporary contexts 

45 Silver penning (fragment), Danish proto-penny, 
c.850. Mint : attributed to Hedeby, Jutland.
0. 107gm (1 .65 gr.), oxidized. D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  Portion of border surrounding a mask,
showing a tiny male face with moustaches,
flanked by circular snakes ; from either left or 
right of central head.
R: Neck of backward-facing stag (top right-hand 
quaner of design) ; the snake under the belly on 
the full coin is likely to have been the circular 
rather than spiral variety, dating from c.850.
The fragment was found in a 10th century, 
residual, context. The mask/stag (Wodan/
Monster) type is known to have survived in
pendant form once the coin had ceased to be 
current in its homeland. A pendant specimen of 
the earlier spiral-snake issue, c.825, found in a
grave during excavations at Birka, Sweden 
between 1871-95, is now in the Stockholm 
Cabinet (Graham-Campbell, 1980, no. 391 ,  (3)).
The Coppergate fragment possibly came from a
piece similarly looped for suspension.
16-22 Coppergate, 1980. 7 22714 sf10614
(Pl. IV) 

46 Charles the Bald, King of the West Franks, 
843--77. Obolus (half-denier) ; Palace mint 
('Palatium'), 8�77. 
0.45 gm (7.0 gr.), heavily oxidized. 270°. 
0 :  +CRATI[AD-I]RE , round Karolus 
monogram. 
R :  +PALA[T]INAI, round central cross. 
Cf. Morrison (1967) 639 (see also Dolley and 
Morrison, 1966, 97, for the corresponding 
denier). In the context of the coinage of Lothaire 
II (855-69), the location of his Palace mint is 
judged to have been in Aachen (Dolley and 
Morrison, 1963, 76) ; no such correspondence 
has yet been determined for this mint of Charles 
the Bald. 
16-22 Coppergate, 198 1 . 7  22127 sf13574
(Pl. IV) 

47 Copper dirham, contemporary forgery of an 
Islamic silver coin, A.H. 290-95, AD 903--7/8. 
Mint : Samarkand. 3 .534gm. 150° . 
Analysis by X-ray fluorescence (at the Oxford 
University Research Laboratory for Archaeology 
and the History of Art) : copper 77. 7%, zinc 
3.3%, lead 6%, tin 13.2% ; the lead and tin will 
have been deliberate additions ; the zinc is 
probably present unintentionally ; there was no 
trace of silver. 
0 :  Y I  o.)I  Y 

t> _,)JI ..J o.U I 

Inner margin : cJd>"':fa y 

...wr ("",...JI I )J> ..,-'/" o.UI r'°"'
� L.  _, �__, L""Jo.;.....,

Outer margin : intended to be the usual Qur'an 
XXX, 3, 4 ;  lettering bungled and largely 
illegible. 
R :  

[ oJJ J
� 

(iJ!lj y"'JJ 
[�'-! �'] 

.J.%\ J_�, 

The second and third lines are bungled, possibly 
even transposed. The name is that of the 
Samanid prince Isma'il ibn Ahmad. 
Margin : traces of Qur'an IX, 33. 
The coin was intended to pass as a silver dirham, 
not as a copper fals, because of its general 
appearance and broad, thin flan. The four-line 
reverse inscription occurs only on the dirhams of 
Samarkand at this period ; the final 'm' of dirham 
can just be seen. The obverse margin gives the 
date A.H. 29 x. The quality of the engraving is 
not of the normal Samarkand standard at this 
time, so it is not possible that dirham dies were 
used in error on copper blanks. The coin, with its 
York provenance, may be related to the Eastern 
�hams fo_und in 1 859, together with English 
corns and Jewellery at Goldsborough, 14 miles 
west of York. Of the nineteen identified Islamic 
coins, sixteen were oflsma'il ibn Ahmad, several 
from Samarkand from precisely this period. It 
would cenainly seem possible that this coin 
started on its journey from the East along with 
the Goldsborough coins, its lead and tin element 
giving it a silvery tone that became less and less 
convincing as time went on. (YTC25). 
16--22 Coppergate, 1980.7 279 1 5  sf10582 
(Pl. IV) 

£thelstan, King of all England, 924-39 

48 Lead trial-piece (fragment), uniface, bearing 
part of a reverse die, BMC type iv, of the York 
mint. Moneyer : Adelbert. 
3 . l O gm (48.0gr.). W. 2 1  mm at widest point. 
R : ADEL. . . .  , high, above two pellets of trefoil. 
No coin struck from this die is yet known. The 
type, which has the representation of a church or 
shrine above the moneyer's name, was largely an 
episcopal issue. The regal moneyer, Regnald, 
was the only one to record the mint-signature on 
the reverse early in the issue. The episcopal coins 
are probably from the years 927, after 1£thelstan 
occupied York, to 93 1 ,  when Archbishop 
Hrothweard died. Only one specimen of a coin 
by the moneyer Adelbert is recorded and is of 
Blunt's NE II style (Blunt, 1974, no. 439). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 30274sfl 1 133 (Fig. 6, 
Pl. Via) 
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49 Iron die, cylindrical 'cap' of hardened metal 
only, no shank, c.928--39, for the obverse of a 
penny, BMC type v :  presumably from a pile -
the lower element. 
89.05 gm, D. of face 30mm, of die 22 mm, 
T. 16mm.
Face : + E[B-]ELSTAN REX TOBR the letters 
retrograde and incuse, in Circumscription form ;
small cross in centre of field.
Collar : one control point only (see trial-pieces, 
50 and 59 ) in width of collar, to right above the 
initial cross ; four other such points on the edge of 
the collar, at quarter intervals.
Back : uneven broken edge showing where 
hammer-welding to the shaft has come adrift ;
the surface is concave, with a central h-shaped
groove, probably for a tang on the missing shank.
The die seems to have been damaged in use,
rather than deliberately defaced once its official 
use was over. Apart from the missing wedge 
(bearing the original B-) the crack-line can be 
traced over the face, down the sides and across 
the back. Two coins are recorded as struck for 
this obverse. The first (SCBI 29 Merseyside 444)
(Pl. Xd) seems to have been struck when the die 
was new ; the second (SCBI 4 Copenhagen 690) 
shows a weakness at the D, and may have been 
struck just before the die broke (Pl. Xe, f). The 
Merseyside and Copenhagen coins have different 
reverses in the name of Regnald of York. The 
style of the Copenhagen reverse is very similar to 
that of the die on the Regnald trial-piece from 
Coppergate (50) and on the reverse of the penny 
(51).
16-22 Coppergate, 198 1 .  7 35524 sf13993 (Fig. 6,
Pl. VII) 

50 Lead trial-piece, uniface, bearing reverse die for 
the regal moneyer of York Regnald, c.928--39, 
BMC type V. 
6.20gm (%.Ogr.). Average D.30mm. 
R :  +REGNALD MOEFoRPI 
Collar : four pellets, one at each quarter. 
No coin struck from this die has yet been traced. 
The coinage of Regnald, the sole moneyer for 
this type at York, was prolific and 80 specimens 
recorded by C. E. Blunt all have the mint
signature rendered as EFORPIC. It is possible 
that the die with which this trial-piece was struck 
was rejected for further use because the legend 
was not wholly correct. The style can be 
compared with that of the reverse of the penny 
from Coppergate (51). (YTC27). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 25350 sf8563 (Fig. 6, 
Pl. Vlb) 

51 Penny, BMC type v. Moneyer : Regnald of York. 
l . 13 gm ( 17.4gr.). 270°. 
0 :  + E-DEC'ST AN REx ToBRI 
R :  + REGN A "J."D • Mo EFoRPIC 
This coin was not struck from the die ( 49) or from 
that recorded on the trial-piece (SO). The style of 
both obverse and reverse is, however, very 
similar to that of the other dies cut for Regnald. 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 1 98 1 .7 29725 sf14 105 
(Pl. IV) 

The Coins 

52-3 were found together in a pile with 54-5 

52 Penny, BMC type via, c. ?939. Mint : Chester. 
Moneyer : Wulfstan. 
1 .4 1  gm (2 1 . 8  gr.). 270°. 
0 :  +£9-ELSTANRE+ TOBRT rosette in inner 
circle.
R :  + VVLFSTAli1M-o LEGCF small cross in
inner circle. 
The regal title on the obverse is the abbreviation 
of the Latin rex totius Britanniae. ltthelstan 
adopted this term for the coinage after 927, when 
he had recovered York from the Vikings and 
could be styled king of all Britain. (YTC40). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 22803 sf7997 (Pl. IV)

53 Penny, BMC type i, c. ?939. Moneyer : Willuf. 
l . 42 gm (21 .85 gr.). 1 50°. 
0 :  + 'E-DEl:STANREX small cross in inner 

. circle. 
R :  . ·.NVIL+ + +/LVFMJ ·.· 
The coin is of NE I style, which is recognized as 
having distinct links with the coinage of the 
Norse kings of York (Blunt, 1974). (YTC41). 
As 52, sf7996 (Pl. IV) 

Anglo-Scandinavian Kingdom of 
York (/[), 939-54 

Anlaf II Guthfrithsson, 939-41 
54-5 were found with 52- 3

54 Penny, Raven, c.939-40. Mint : York. Moneyer : 
!Ethelferd. 
l .42gm (19. l gr.). 330°. 
0 :  ·+A"Hl.:/,:FCVNVNCX, raven with out
stretched wings, in inner circle. 
R :  + 0A0-DEI:FERDMINETr, small cross in 
inner circle. 
(YTC42). 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 22803 sf7999 (Pl. IV) 

55 Penny, Raven, c .939-40. Mint : Lincoln ? 
Moneyer : Odeler. 
l .22 gm (18 .8gr.). 1 80°. 
0 :  + OHLAFCVNVNC + ,  raven with 
outstretched wings, in inner circle. 
R : +ODELER · MONETA 
Hitherto, ltthelferd, striking at York, has been 
the only moneyer known for the Viking Raven 
issue of Anlaf, in which the king's title is 
rendered as Cununc (ON Konungr). Odeler, 
whose name is Germanic in origin, has been 
recorded as a moneyer for Eadmund (940--6) but 
not previously for Anlaf. As the king's name on 
Odeler's coin is rendered as ONLAF, it is likely 
that the moneyer was striking south of the 
Humber, most probably at Lincoln (Blunt, pers. 
comm.). (YTC43). 
As 54, sf7995 (Pl. IV) 
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Sihtric II (? Sihtricsson), 941-2 

56 Penny, Triquetra/Standard, 941-2. Mint : York ? 
Moneyer : Farman. 
0.60gm (9.2 gr.), oxidized and chipped. 30° . 
0 :  +SITRIC-[VN[V]N["A, triquetra in inner 
circle. 
R :  + FARMA. NH ONE, standard in inner 
circle. 
The coin is only the fourth known for the reign, 
and the second of this type for Sihtric. It is also 
the first evidence of the moneyer Farman 
striking for this king. Hitherto, he was known to 
strike the Triquetra/Standard type only for Anlafl 
Sihtricsson, and the discovery provides a further 
satisfactory link in the coinage of the two rulers. 
16-22 Coppergate, 198 1 .7 197 19  sfl2817
(Pl. IV) 

Kings of England 

Pre-Reform Issues 

Eadred, 946--55 

57 Penny, fragment, BMC type i. Moneyer : 
Werstan ? 
0.32 gm (4.9 gr.). D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  ]==:DR[ 
R :  ] : /RZ/++[  
Werstan i s  the only name in the register for 
Eadmund, Eadred and Eadwig, which includes 
the letters . . . . RS . . .  , but he is so far 
unrecorded in the main type, appearing only in 
the variety BMC type id. (YTC46). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980. 7 22523 sf7755 (PI. XI)

Eadwig, 955-9 

58 Penny, nine fragments, of which three, joining,
are the original penny ; the others form its 
encrustation and show details of the coin in 
incuse form, BMC type i. Most likely moneyer : 
Heriger. Two fragments : 0. 1 549gm (2.4gr.), 
third (encrusted on reverse) not weighed. D.a. 
uncertain. 
0 :  EADPIG (from coin) RE (from encrus
tation). 
R :  ]ERM[ (from coin and reflected in 
encrustation). 
Cf. SCBI 2 GlasgOVJ 671 .  
16-22 Coppergate. 1977.7 8526 sfl927

59 Lead trial-piece for penny, BMC type id,
recording obverse and reverse dies for the 
moneyer Frothric, without mint-signature. 
When found, this leaf-shaped strip of lead was 
folded in two ; on the outside of the fold is the 
almost obliterated obverse, and this is repeated 
on the other side together with the 
reverse .7 1 .953 gm ( 1 077 gr. ) ,  L . 1 5 3 mm,  
W.44mm, T.l-2mm.
0: + EADVVI [ RE, small cross in inner circle.

R :  FROD-/RICM retrograde, in two lines, 
rosettes above and below, o+o between. 
Collars : Four pellets on each, one at each 
quarter ; the arcs inscribed within the dies from 
these centre points can be seen faintly and be 
recognized as the guide lines for the spacing of 
the legends (and see pp. 35----6, above). 
This trial-piece varies from the examples of 
1£.thelstan's reign in its shape. and size and in 
recording both obverse and reverse dies. No 
coins from the dies have been traced. Frothric is 
a moneyer associated in mint-signed issues with 
Chester ; the occurrence of this piece at York is 
not yet fully explicable. Eadwig's reign was most 
unsettled and there may have been some reason 
for maintaining a record of Mercian dies at York 
when his power in Mercia was uncertain. The 
English coinage at York might not then have 
achieved uniformity of regional style, after the 
expulsion of the Norse regime, and some issues 
may have simulated Mercian style. The reverse 
die of the trial-piece is irregular, and it may be 
suggested that the piece belongs to the known 
series of blundered imitations connected with 
this period. (YTC28). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 7743 sf4622 (Fig. 7,
Pis. VIII, IX)

Eadgar, 959-75 

60 Penny, Circumscription Small Cross, BMC type 
iii. Moneyer : Fastolf. No mint-signature. 
l .30 gm (20. l gr.), as new. 90° . 
0 :  +EADGAR· REX), small pellet in field.
R :  + FA. STo' L'FIMoN
Obverse is that used by the moneyer Durand, cf. 
SCBI 6 Edinburgh 523-4. (YTC47). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 15472 sf4349 (Pl. XI) 

61 Penny, Circumscription Small Cross, BMC type 
iii. Moneyer : Fastolf. No mint-signature.
1 . 10 gm (16.9 gr.), as new. Striking is weak at 
end of obverse legend and corresponding end of 
reverse. 0° .
0 :  + EADGAR' REXI '
R :  +FASToLF . Mo�
(YTC48).
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 1 5550 sf4439 (Pl. XI)

Post-Reform Issues 

£thelrred II, 978-1016 

62 Penny, First Small Cross, 978-9. Moneyer : Styr 
of York. 
0.70gm (10.8gr.), exceptionally thin. 1 80° . 
0 :  + E-DELRED REX AN GLOR bust, left. 
R :  + ST[V]RMOY1E[T]AEFORPIC 
First recorded instance of this moneyer striking 
at York in this type ; he is known for the First 
Hand issue, following in 979-85 .  (Metcalf, 1980, 
46 ; YTC49). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1977.7 8801 sf2372 (Pl. XI) 
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63 Penny, First Hand, 979-85. Moneyer : Fastolfof 
York. 
0.98 gm ( IS . I  gr.), heavily oxidized. 330°. 
0 :  + 'EDELREI+DE+AN bust, to right. 
R :  +FASTVLF M-OEFOI, hand between 
Alpha and Omega. 
(Metcalf, 1980, 46 ; YTCSO). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1980.7 26240 sf8715 (Pl. XI) 

64 Penny, First Hand, 979-85. Moneyer : Outhgrim 
of York. 
0.82 gm (12 .7 gr.). 285°. 
0 :  + 'EDELR 'ED REX AN bust, right. 
R: +OVB- GRIMM-OEEF pellet at wrist. 
First recorded instance of Outhgrim striking at 
York in this type ; he is known for the Crux issue, 
following in 985-91 .  (See above, pp. 30-33 ; 
Metcalf, 1980, 46 ; YTCSI). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1977.7 8225 sfl078 (Pl. XI) 

Cnut, 1016--35 

65 Penny, Short Cross, I 029-35 .  Moneyer : 
Thurgrim of York. 
0.64 gm (9.8 gr.). 270° . 
0 :  +CNVffREX 
R :  +DVRGRIM Or£ OFE " 
Dies not in SCBI 21 Yorkshire Collections, cf. 
reverse of SCBI 1 3-15 Copenhagen 864. 
(Metcalf, 1980, 46 ; YTCS2). 
16-22 Coppergate, 1979.7 17103 sf4838 (Pl. XI) 

Harold I, sole king, 1037-40 

66 Penny, large fragment, Fleur-de-Lis, 1038--40. 
Moneyer : Ucede of York ? Rough patination. 
0 .1728 gm ( 1 1 . 0gr.). 210°. 
0 :  Very small obverse lettering is almost 
unreadable. 
R :  ]+VC : JDE · . ·/O ? [  
Moneyer was first thought to be Wadlos, known 
for Lincoln, but not in this type, or Waedel of 
Bath although a Bath coin is unlikely in a York 
context. Dies not in SCBI 21  Yorkshire 
Collections. (Metcalf, 1980, 46 ; YTCS3). 
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5 10428 sf337 
(Pl. XI) 

Edward the Confessor, 1042-66 

67 Penny, Facing Small Cross, 1062-65. Moneyer : 
Outhgrim of York ? 
0. 73 gm ( 1 1 .2 gr.), badly worn, now chipped ;
has been broken and mended. 200°.
0 :  ]RDR[ normal bust for type.
R :  +O[ JMONEOF[ J ?annulet.
Cf. SCBI 21 Yorkshire Collections 549 ; (Metcalf, 
1980, 46).
58---9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 491 sf786 (Pl. XI)

68 Penny, Facing Small Cross, 1062-65. Moneyer : 
Outholf of York. 
0.99 gm (15 .3  gr.), worn. 270_0 • 

0 :  +E/\.DP[/\.R]DRE[XJ 
R : +OV-DOLFONEOFFR 

The Coins 

From same dies as SCBI 21  Yorkshire Collections 
563. (Metcalf, 1980, 46 ; YTCS4.)
Clementhorpe, 1976.3 23 sf2 1 (Pl. XI)

Norman 
Henry I, 1 10�35 

69 Cut halfpenny, fragment, Quadrilateral on Cross 
Fleury, BMCNK type xv, ? 1 1 34/5. Moneyer : 
Aslac of Lincoln ? 
0 . 171  gm (2. 7 gr.), worn. D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  ]E : O[ 
Cf. BMCNK, 231 ,  pl. XLVII IS .  Other 
moneyers recorded in BMCNK with names 
ending in -E are from southern mints. 
58---9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1 574 sf561 (Pl. XI) 

Plantagenet 
Henry II, 1154-89 

70 Penny, Cross-and-Crosslets 'Tealby', ? class B :  
c. 1 161-65 . Most likely moneyer : Ricard. Mint :
Canterbury.
0.972 gm (15.0 gr.), worn, broken and mended.
D.a. uncertain.
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  + [RIC]/\.[RDONJL/\.NT 
58---9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1710 sf565 (Pl. XI) 

71 Cut farthing, Cross-and-Crosslets 'Tealby', class 
uncertain, 1 1 58-80. Moneyer and mint : 
uncertain. 
0 .213 gm (3 . 3  gr.), worn, chipped. D.a. 
uncertain. 
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  Illegible. 
Does not appear to join 72. 
58---9 Skeldergate, 1974.14 1719 sf631 (Pl. XI) 

72 Cut farthing, Cross-and-Crosslets 'Teal by', class 
uncertain, 1 1 58-80. Moneyer and mint : 
uncertain. 
0.259 gm (4 gr.). D.a. uncertain. 
0 : Illegible. 
R :  Illegible. 
58---9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 1732 sf646 (Pl. XI) 

Henry II-Henry III, 118�1272 

Short-Cross coinage, 1 180-1247 
73-7 are all pence 

73 Class Ia, 1 180-89. Moneyer : Hunfrei of York. 
0.75 gm ( 1 1 . S gr.), oxidized, chipped and worn. 
D.a. 270° .
0 :  Illegible.
R :  + [HV]NFRE[IO]N"EVER
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Cf. SCBI 21 Yorkshire Collections 807. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1978.7 12577 sf3350 (Pl. XI) 

74 Class lb, 1 180-89.  Moneyer : Osbern of 
Winchester. 
0.69 gm (10.6 gr.), oxidized, chipped, broken 
and mended. 270° . 
0: Illegible. 
R :  +OSB[ . . . . .  ]WINCE 
118-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2243 sfl36 (Pl. XI) 

75 Class le, 1 180-89. Moneyer : Raul of London. 
0. 72 gm ( 1 1 . 1  gr.), apparently struck from worn
dies, condition good, flan exceptionally thin.
90° .
0 :  HEN[RI]CVS RE/X
R :  + [R]AVL. ON . LVND
Cf. SCBI 21 Yorkshire Collections 1392.
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974.14 1227 sf928 (Pl. XI)

76 Large fragment, class ? Vbii, 1205-8. Moneyer : 
Davi of York. 
0.49 gm (7.6 gr.), worn. 220° . 
0 :  Illegible. 
R :  +D]AVI.ON.EVE[R 
Cf. SCBI 21 Yorkshire Collections 797-9. 
Aldwark, adjacent to J:-5, 1976. 1 5  120 sf72 
(Pl. XI) 

77 Class VII, 1 2 17/18-42. Moneyer : Ledulf of 
London. 
1 . 1 3  gm ( 17.4 gr.), coin well struck but 
eventually worn at centre and to left on both 
sides ; broken and mended. 90°. 
0 :  HENRICVSR/EX 
R :  +LEDULF ON LVND 
Perhaps same dies as SCBI 12 Oxford 583. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974.14 1057 sf624 (Pl. XI) 

Long-Cross coinage, 1247-72 
78 Cut halfpenny, class Ilb, late 1248. Moneyer 

uncertain : either Nicole or Henri. Mint : 
London. 
0.436gm (6.8gr.), oxidized and very worn. 130°. 
0: H[ ]XTERCI 
R: ]OHL I VHD
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area II 1372 sf296 
(Pl. XII) 

79 Cut halfpenny, class Vb, c. 125 1-56. Moneyer : 
Gilbert of Canterbury. 
0.271 gm ( 4.2 gr.), heavily oxidized, very worn 
and fragile. 270° . 
O : HENRI [ 
R: GIL/LEB[ 
A gold and and sapphire ring (sf390) was found 
in association. Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area 
II 1561 sf392 (Pl. XII) 

80 Penny, class Ve, c. 1253-58/60. Moneyer : 
Willem of Canterbury. 
1 .38 gm (21 .3 gr.). 60°. 
0: ]VSREX Ill 
R: WIL/LEM[ONC/A]NT 
Bedern, north-east, 1979.14 Area III 3000 sf733 
(Pl. XII)

81 Cut halfpenny, class Ve, 1256+ .  Moneyer : 
uncertain. Mint : London. 
0.69 gm ( 10.6 gr.). ? 90° . 
0 :  hENUC[ 
R :  ]L/VND 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 1 3  Area X 6363 sf2562 
(Pl. XII) 

82 Penny, class Vf, 1256-60. Moneyer : Robert of 
Canterbury. 
I .OS gm (16.2 gr.). 320°. 
0 :  hEN[RICVS]RE[ 
R :  ROB/ERT/ON[/iNT 
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area IV 4178 sf828 
(Pl. XII) 

83 Cut halfpenny, class V, 125 1-72. Moneyer : 
Nicole of London. 
0.713 gm ( 1 1 .0 gr.), good condition. 270° . 
0 :  ]hEN ICV[ 
R :  ]NICOLE[ 
Cf. SCBI 12 Oxford 878 for style, and 880 for 
obverse ligature. 
Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 1 2  3 sfS 
(Pl. XII) 

84 Cut farthing, class uncertain. Moneyer :
uncertain. Mint : Canterbury. 
1 .  75 gr., highly oxidized and much underweight. 
? 90° . 
0 :  hE[ 
R : ONC 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area II 1673 sf472 
(Pl. XII) 

85 Silver penny and cut halfpenny, fused together ;
fabric of Long-Cross or Short-Cross : ?faint Long
Cross portrait and long cross. Heat probably 
caused the fusing and also obliterated type. 
Original flan surface gone, so weight un
recorded. 
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973. 1 5  10254 sfl89 
(Pl. XII) 

Edward I, 1272-1307 

86* Penny, class Ilk, c. 1280. Mint : York. 
1 .24 gm (19. l gr.). Chipped, but unworn and 
unclipped ; deposited probably before c . 1300. 
North 1018. 
Bedern, north-east, 1980.14 Area IV 4382 sf870 
(Pl. XII) 

87* Penny, class Ille, 1280-81 .  Mint : London. 
1 . 14 gm (17.6 gr.). Chipped ; hardly worn, 
suggesting deposition date before c. 1350, and 
possibly by c . 1300. 
North 1018. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  Fl7 sf681 (Pl. XII) 

88* Penny, class Ille, c. 128 1 .  Mint : York. 
1 . 12 gm ( 17.3 gr.). Corroded, slightly worn, 
unclipped ; probably deposited c . 1320-5 1 .  
1'::,, i:h 1020. 
1 1 8-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 3224 sf2 15  
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89* Penny, fragments, class IIIg, 1281. Mint : 
London. 
0.69 gm ( 10.6 gr.). Unclipped ; probably 
deposited before c. 1330 (likely date around 
1300). 
Bedern, south-west, 1976. 13  Area II 2498 sfl351  

90* Groat, class ' I '  recte class III (see below). Mint : 
London. 
3.95 gm (60.9 gr.). Small chip, corroded and 
cleaned. 150°. 
0 :  + EDWARD VS D'I GRA REX A GL', late 
S with bulbous centre. King's head crowned 
within double-line quatrefoil with trefoil 
ornaments in outer spandrels ; three pellets on 
breast, five-petalled flower at each side of head. 
R :  (Outer) DNS/hBin/EDVX/AQVT, late S 
with bulbous centre ; (Inner) LOn/DOn/IAC/ 
IVI ; long floreate cross breaks double 
inscription, three pellets in each angle. 
The first silver multiple of the penny in England 
since Alfred's offering coins · of the later 9th 
century was ordered by Edward I in 1279. It was 
to weigh exactly four times the contemporary 
silver penny and to be worth four pence. It was 
known as a groat following earlier continental 
precedents where the multiples were designated 
in the local vernacular of grossus denarius. The 
groats were not a commercial success and were 
soon discontinued. Specimens which survived 
were often made into brooches and many extant 
examples are (or were) gilded on the reverse 
(cross side) and show signs of mounts having 
been applied to the obverse. During the cleaning 
and conservation of this coin, carried out by 
K. A. Howes of the British Museum Conser
vation Department, a careful watch was kept for 
any evidence of gilding or mounting but none 
was found. The coin may therefore be treated as a 
normal loss from circulation. 

The Fox brothers (1910) acknowledged the 
difficulty of associating the groats with the 
contemporary issues of pence, but placed this 
class of groats at the head of a series parallel to 
pence of their class I and therefore datable to 
1279. They were influenced by the presence on 
this class of groats of a pellet-barred N ;  this letter 
they had otherwise found exclusively on dies of 
the northern mints in class IIIe which they 
suggested might have been prepared locally for 
Peter de Turnemire while he was acting as the 
king's master moneyer in York. They therefore 
postulated that the London groats with this 
pellet mark must have been produced in London 
before Peter's departure for York in August 
1280. It must be said however that the 
appearance of the bust on these groats is much 
closer to the pennies of later class III than to 
those of classes I or II. This is supported by the 
use of the late form of S with bulbous centre 
which makes its frrst appearance on the pennies 
in class IIIf late in 1280 and is consistently used 
thereafter. Further, the pellet-based N is now 
known on an obverse of class IIIg of London 
(British Museum ex Middridge hoard 1976-1--
3-42) which must have been strUck early in 1281

The Coins 

some months after Peter had left London. The 
wedge contraction mark used on these groats 
was, as the Fox brothers pointed out, that used in 
the classes I and II of the pence but not in class III 
where it was replaced by a crescent. The class 
IIIg penny already mentioned however also has 
wedge contraction marks so this feature is not 
necessarily diagnostic of an early date. It 
therefore seems better to place this group of 
groats in the period of later class III when the 
pellet was added to the penny dies in later 
1280-early 128 1 .  It may be noted that none of the 
extant groats are earlier than class III, and that 
those with the intermediate S should be placed 
earlier in the series than the group to which the 
present  coin belong s .  Earlier groats 
corresponding to classes I and II are potential 
and may yet be discovered. 

Although they were ultimately unsuccessful, 
the groats continued to circulate for a number of 
years. The Dover hoard found in 1955 (Dolley, 
1957b, 147-68) contained two groats and was 
deposited in c. 1295 (or possibly later if the 
conventional dating of the French coins present 
is accepted) so that the likely bracket for the 
deposition of the groat from York is c. 1280-
1300. 
Bedern, north-east 1979. 14 Area III 3041 sf756 
(Pl. XII) 

91* Penny, class III or IV, details illegible. 
0.58 gm (9.0 gr.) .  Corroded ; deposited in early 
15th century. 
Union Terrace, 1972. 18  L i l  sf816 

92* Farthing, fragments, incomplete, ?class IV, late 
1280s. Mint : London. 
0.20 gm (3. 1 gr.). Somewhat worn, suggesting 
deposition in the early 14th century, before 
c. 1350, but conditions of the smaller denomi
nations can be misleading.
21-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 27 sf8427 (Pl. XII)

93* Penny, class IV sub-group uncertain but 
possibly IVd, 1282-c. 1289. Mint : Canterbury. 
0.82 gm (12.7 gr.). Worn, unclipped ; probably 
deposited c. 1320-50. 
Bedern, south-west, 1976. 13  Area II 2 136 sfl4 1 1  
(Pl. XII) 

94* Penny, class IVe, c. 1288-89. Mint : London. 
l .03 gm (15.9gr.). Somewhat worn, clipped. On 
its own the weight suggests survival after 1413 
when weight-standard was reduced to 15 grains 
but its superficial appearance is better than that 
of comparable coins in hoards such as the 
Attenborough (Nott s . )  buried c . 1 42 0  
(Archibald, 1969). More likely to be a coin 
abnormally clipped during previous currency 
period and deposited c. 1351-75. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977. 13 Area X 5236 sf2015 
(Pl. XII) 

95* Penny, class IVe, c. 1288-90. Mint : London. 
1.05 gm (16.2 gr.). Hardly worn, probably 
deposited fairly soon after issue, by c.1300. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977. BArea X 6290 sf2388 
(Pl. XII) 
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96* Penny, class IXb (probably star on breast), 
c.1299-1300. Mint : York.
1 .40 gm (21 .6 gr.). Coin corrosion products still
present ; deposition dates as for 87.
North 1037.
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L23 sf771 (Pl. XII)

97* Penny, class IXb, 1299-1302. Mint : Canterbury. 
North 1037. 
Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5, 1976. 15  379 sfl92 

98* Penny, class IXb, c . 1299-1300. Mint : uncertain 
because coin bent double, only the obverse can 
be seen. 
1 .36 gm (21 .0 gr.). Little worn, unclipped, 
suggesting deposition before 1 350. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1974.S 644 sfl821 (Pl. XII)

99* Penny, class Xa, c. 1300. Mint : London. 
0.98gm(15. l gr.). Deposited early 15th century. 
North 1038. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1973.S unnumbered (Pl. XII)

100* Penny, class Xa, c. 1300. Mint : Canterbury. 
0.97 gm (14.9 gr.) .  Deposition early 15th 
century. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1973.S 1078 sf489 (Pl. XII)

101* Penny, Blunt (1931) class IVc, c. 1 300--10. Mint : 
Berwick. 
1 .33 gm (20.6 gr.). Obverse very corroded, 
reverse slightly worn, unclipped ; probably 
deposited c. 1 320--51 .  
North 1080. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 13 Area X 7229 sf2663 
(Pl. XII) 

102* Penny, class Xc-f (early), 1300--10. Mint : 
London. 
0.63gm (9. 7gr.). Worn and clipped. Contraction 
mark after A/GL'. 
Class X was struck from about 1300--10 but the 
sub-groups cannot yet be securely dated within 
that bracket. This coin is similar in appearance to 
coins of comparable issue-date in the 
Attenborough hoard buried c. 1420. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977. 13  Area X 6143 sf2229 
(Pl. XII) 

103* Penny, class Xc- f, c. 1300--10. Mint : London. 
0.67 gm (10.3 gr.). Chipped, corroded, slightly 
worn ; Probably deposited c . 1320--5 1 .  
North 1040--3. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 1 3  Area X 6000 sf2703 

104* Penny, class Xc-f, c . 1 300- 1 0 .  Mint : 
Canterbury. 'Mayfield' lettering. 
1 . 19 gm (18.3 gr.). Obverse corroded, unworn 
reverse, unclipped; probably deposited c. 1320---
51 .  
Bedern, south-west, 1979. 13  Area X 7620 sf2849 
(Pl. XII) 

105* Penny, class Xc-f, c. 1300--10 Mint : London. 
1 .04 gm (16. 1 gr.). Corroded, slightly worn ; 
probably deposited c. 1320--5 1 ,  perhaps a little 
later. 
North 1040--3. 
39-41 Coney Street, 1974.18 305 1 sf59 (Pl. XII) 

106* Penny, class Xc-f, c. 1300--10. Mint : Canterbury. 
0.98 gm (15 . 1  gr.). Chipped, slightly worn, 
unclipped ; probably deposited c. 1 320--5 1 .  
North 1040--3. 
Bedern, north-east, 1978 . 14 u/s sf240 (Pl. XIII) 

107* Penny, class Xc-f, c. 1300--10. Mint : Durham, 
1 305-7. 
1 .24 gm (19 . 1  gr.). Defaced, slightly worn, 
unclipped ; probably deposited earlier than nos. 
102-6 c. 1320, certainly before 135 1 .  
North 1040--3. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area IV 4080 sf528 
(Pl. XIII) 

108* Penny, class Xc-f, c.1302-10. Mint : Canterbury. 
1 .26 gm (19.4 gr.). Quite worn but not clipped, 
suggesting deposition date of c. 1 375-1400, 
rather than after 141 1 .  
North 1040--43. 
Union Terrace, 197 1 . 1 8  L7 sf676 (Pl. XIII) 

109* Penny, class Xc-f, c. 1302-10. Mint : London. 
0 .81 gm (12.S gr.). Considerably worn and 
clipped, resembling coins of Edward III in 
Attenborough hoard of c. 1420. 
North 1 040-43 (class X currently being 
reclassified). 
Union Terrace, 1972. 1 8  u/s sf314 (Pl. XIII) 

1 10* Penny, class Xc-f, c . 1302-10. Mint : London. 
0.63 gm (9.7 gr.). Corroded; deposition early 
1 5th century. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L69 sf791 (Pl. XIII) 

1 1 1* Penny, class Xc-f, c . 1302-10. Mint : London. 
1 . 1 8  gm (18.2 gr.). Quite worn and clipped, 
suggesting deposition sometime in the latter half 
of the 14th century, rather earlier than 109. 
North 1040--4 3. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LIO sf722 (Pl. XIII) 

*The following four sterling pennies from 16-22
Coppergate (Pl. XIII) were found together as a group 
and were probably an accidental loss. A fifth one found 
with them (204) is an imitation Edward I or II sterling 
penny struck for Gauchier de Chatillon de Porcien 
between 1303--29. The low weight of the coins is due to 
their corroded condition, not to wear or clipping. At 
deposition all appear to have been unclipped and not 
much worn. The latest coin is of Fox class XVc struck 
c. 1325 but thereafter no pennies were struck in any 
quantity until after 1344, when the Florin issue 
appeared. Even then however, the older pennies of 
Edward I and II continued to dominate the currency 
and in a group of only four coins one cannot 
statistically expect one of the later coins to be present.
The group could therefore have been deposited at any
time during the period c. 1 325-50. They were certainly 
lost before the change in the standard weight in 135 1 .
1 12* Penny, class lllg (late S I early S). Mint : 

London. 
0.84 gm (12.9 gr.). 
1 6-22 Coppergate, 1978.7 10501 sf2558 

1 13* Penny, class IVa. Moneyer : Robert de Hadelie. 
Mint : Bury St Edmunds. 
0.69 gm (10.6 gr.). 
As 1 12, sf2557 
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1 14* Penny, class Xc-f. Mint : Canterbury. 
0.92 gm ( 14.2 gr.). 
As 1 12, sf2559 

Edward II, 1307-27 

1 15* Penny, class XVc. Mint : Bury St Edmunds. 
1 .27 gm (19.6 gr.). 
As 1 12, sf2561 

l16* Penny, class Xc-f (late group), 1 300-10. Mint : 
Bury St Edmunds. 
1 .46 gm (22.S  gr.). Corroded and apparently 
unclipped ; most likely deposited c . 1 325-50, but 
a later survival in unusually worn and unclipped 
condition possible. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977. 1 3  Area X 541 1 sf2246 
(Pl. XIII) 

1 17* Penny, class XI, 13 10-14. Mint : Canterbury. 
1 .43 gm (22 gr.) . Somewhat worn, unclipped ; 
deposited probably not long before reduction in 
standard weight in 135 I .  
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 13 Area I I  729 sfl202 
(Pl. XIII) 

1 18* Penny, class XIV, c. 131g...20. Mint : Canterbury. 
0 .81 gm (12 .S  gr.). Slightly worn, clipped ; 
probably deposited late 14th century. 
North 1065. 
Bedern, south-west, 1976. 1 3  Area X 5027 sfl 710 

Edward III, 1327-77 

119* Halfpenny, Florin coinage, type C, 1 344-5 1 .  
0.48 gm (7.4gr.). Chipped ; hardly worn and the 
defacement on the obverse is due to corrosion 
suggesting deposition c. 1 350-75 although a later 
date is possible. 
North 1 1 32.  
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  10127 sf40 
(Pl. XIII) 

120* Halfpenny, fragment, Florin coinage, 1 344-5 1 .  
0.33 gm (5 . 1  gr.) .  Deposition in early 1 5th 
century. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.S 1078 sf490 

121* Half-groat, pre-treaty coinage, series C, 1 35 1-
52. Mint :  London.
2.26gm (34.8gr.) .  Corroded, weight deceptively 
high. Struck off-centre rather than clipped ;
worn little before deposition 1360-80 or later.
Bedern, south-west, 1977. 1 3  Area X 5268 sf2080

122* Penny, pre-treaty coinage, series C, 1 35 1-52. 
Mint : London. 
0.93gm (14.3gr.). Deposited early 1 5th century. 
North 1 149. 
21-33 Aldwark, 1974.S 280 sf2436 (Pl. XIII)

123* Half-groat, pre-treaty coinage, series D, 1352-
53. Mint : London.
2.0gm (30.8gr.). Normal R ;  transversely barred 
N on obverse ; normal N on reverse. Little worn 
but clipped down to a weight consistent with 
deposition after 141 1 .
North 1 154.
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  F431 sf98

The Coins 

124* Penny, pre-treaty coinage, series D, 1 352-6 1 .  
Mint : York. 
0.91 gm (14. 1 gr.). Considerably worn and 
clipped, resembling coins of Edward III in the 
Attenborough hoard c. 1420. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LS sf257 

125* Penny, pre-treaty coinage, series G, 1356-60. 
Mint : Durham. 
I . IS gm (17 .7 gr.). Somewhat worn, but not as 
much as in contemporary coins in Attenborough 
hoard buried c . 1420 so probably deposited 
c. 1370-1400.
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 5314 sfl983
(Pl. XIII)

126* Penny, pre-treaty coinage, series G, 1 356-60. 
Mint : Durham episcopal. 
1 .07 gm (16 .S gr. ) .  Slightly worn ; probably 
deposited late 14th century. 
North ? 1 2 1 6  (uncertain because details 
illegible). 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 1 3  Area X 7260 sf2623 

127* Penny, pre-treaty coinage, series ?G, 1 356-61 ,  
Mint : Durham. 
0.26 gm (4.0 gr.) .  Chipped ; unsure how much 
condition is due to corrosion or to wear and 
clipping but wear is considerable so deposited 
probably early 1 5th century. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area III 3041 sf659 
(Pl. XIII) 

128* Penny, treaty coinage, 1 363-69. Mint : York. 
0.92gm ( 14.2gr.). Quite heavily worn, down to a 
low weight suggesting deposition following the 
reduction in the standard weight in 141 1 ,  similar 
to those current in 1420. 
North 1268. 
Union Terrace, 1972. 1 8  LS sf4 

129* Penny, treaty coinage, 1 363-69. Mint : York. 
0.90 gm (13 .9 gr.). Less worn than others from 
this period ; resembles other Edward III coins in 
the Attenborough hoard of c . 1420. 
North 1268. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  u/s sf488 (Pl. XIII) 

130* Penny, treaty coinage, 1 363-69. Mint : York. 
0.90 gm (13.9 gr.) .  Quatrefoil before E on 
obverse. Deposition in early I 5th century. 
North 1269. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L i l  sf775 (Pl. XIII) 

13l* Penny, fragments. Mint : uncertain, but not 
York. 
0 . 15  gm (2.3 gr.). Severely clipped, worn. No 
letters of either legend legible but size of inner 
circle and pellets suggest period of Edward III. 
Clipping and wear suggest deposited c . 1420. 
1 1g...26 Walmgate, 1978.8 1 102 sf80 

132* Penny, large fragment with few original edges 
intact. Mint : York episcopal . 
0.46gm (7. 1 gr. ) . Corroded, apparently clipped ; 
probably deposited late 14th or early I 5th 
century. 
0 :  Completely illegible but probably Edward III 
or Richard II. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14  Area IV 4277 sf750 
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/33* Penny, large fragment with few original edges 
intact. Currency as previous coin. 
0.46 gm (7.2 gr.). 
Bedem Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9008 sf29 

134* Penny, fragment, uncertain period. Mint : 
?London. 
0.35 gm. (5.4 gr.). Resembles other Edward III 
coins in the Attenborough hoard of c .1420. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L35 sf583 

Uncertain attribution 
135* Penny, fragments, incomplete. Mint : York. 

0.58 gm (9.0 gr.). 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LIO sf678 

Richard II, 1379-99 

136* Penny, cross on breast. Mint: York, London 
dies. 
0.78gm (12. 1 gr.). Somewhat worn and clipped ; 
deposited early 15th century or c. 1413-20. 
North 1329. 
Bedern, north-east, 1978 . 14 Area II 105 1 sfl28 

Uncertain attribution 
137* Penny. Mint : York episcopal. 

0.58gm (8.9gr.). Very worn and clipped ; little of 
types is visible. Appears to be a later 14th century 
coin deposited well into 15th century ; worse 
condition than coins of comparable issue-date in 
Attenborough hoard, buried c.1420. Although 
the importance of later 14th century coins in 
circulation declined sharply thereafter, this coin 
is apparently a survivor deposited c. 1450 or later. 
Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 1 3  Area I 83 sf254 
(Pl. XIII) 

Copper-alloy jettons of Edward I, II, III 
(cf. Barnard, 1916, 93-105 : 'Anglo-Gallic Jettons') 

/38 Edward I, Berry type 1 (Barnard 1). 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 5293 sf2010 

/39 Edward I, Berry type 1 (Barnard 2). 
Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5, 1976 . 15  304 sfl43 

140 Edward I, Berry type 1 (Barnard 2). 
Bedern, south-west, 1977. 1 3  Area X 6271 sf2374 
(Pl. XIV) 

141 Edward I, Berry type 1 .  
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area III 3047 sf795 
(Pl. XIV) 

142 Edward I ?  Fragmentary, detail uncertain. 
Bedem, north-east, 1979.14 Area IV 4268 sf739 

143 Probably late Edward I or early Edward II. Type 
not listed in Berry. 
1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 .3 3108 sfl06 (Pl. XIV) 

144 Edward II, Berry type 1 ,  (cf. Barnard 4). 
Obverse portrait crude. 

Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X u/s sfl971 
(Pl. XIV) 

145 Edward II, Berry type 1 ,  cf. pl.3, 2. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 7130 sf2613 
(Pl. XIV) 

146 Edward II, Berry type 1 ,  variety not listed 
(Barnard 18). 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  F 1 14 sf77 (Pl. XIV) 

147 Edward II, Berry type 1 ,  variety not listed 
(Barnard 18). 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 6262 sf25 l l 
(Pl. XIV) 

148 Edward II, Berry type 1 ,  variety not listed. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 6077 sf2377 
(Pl. XIV) 

149 Edward II ?, Berry type 1, variety not listed. 
Bedern, north-east, 1980. 14 Area IV 4360 sf85 l 
(Pl. XIV) 

150 Edward II, Berry type 5, variety not listed. 
1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 .3 1289 sf618 (Pl. XIV)

151 Edward II, Berry type 8B (Barnard 29). 
3 1-7 Gillygate, 1972 . 14  74 sf37 (Pl. XIV) 

152 Edward II, Berry type 8C, (Barnard 31) .  
0: Fleur-de-lis between two birds regardant. 
R :  Short cross recercellee, cantoned by pellets. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975. 13 Area II 2054 sfl236 
(Pl. XIV) 

153 Edward II, two large fragments, joining, Berry 
type 9 (Barnard 33). Reverse corroded. 
0 :  Medusa head. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14  Area IV 41 12  sf498 

154 Edward II, Berry type ?17, variant (cf. Barnard 
48). 
0 :  Round-based shield. 
R :  Long cross of three strands recercellee. 
Now in form of brooch with clip attached to 
obverse. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14  Area II 1230 sf333 
(Pl. XIV) 

155 Anglo-Gallic, ?temp. Edward II. 
0: Shield with three lions, passant, in field of 
stippled pellets. 
R :  Uncertain motif in field of stippled pellets. 
For shield see Berry, Edward II, type 5 ;  for 
stippled pellets see Barnard, France 5 dated 
1234-95. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 7030 sf2338 
(Pl. XIV) 

Lancastrian 
Henry V, 1413-22 

156* Penny, fragment, class G, sometime between 
1420-22. Mint : York episcopal, local dies. 
0.55 gm (8.5 gr.). Corroded, relatively unworn ; 
deposited before 1464 at latest. 
Bedem, south-west, 1973 . 13  Area I 66 sfl06 
(Pl. XV) 
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157* Penny, class G, late in reign. Mint : York, 
London dies. 
0.91 gm (14. l gr.). The weak areas on this coin 
are due to faulty striking rather than circulation ; 
it is in unworn and unclipped condition which 
suggest deposition shortly after issued, c . 1420, 
and certainly before 1450. 
North 1404. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LS sf359 (Pl. XV) 

158* Penny, class G, late in reign . Mint : York, local 
dies (mullet/lis). 
0.80 gm (12.3 gr.). Hardly worn suggesting 
deposition shortly after issued, c . 1420, and 
certainly before 1450. 
North 1404. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 1 33 sf2433 (Pl. XV) 

159* Penny, class uncertain. Mint : York episcopal. 
0.66 gm (l0. 2gr.). Although very corroded, the 
size and form of lener visible enable it to be 
attributed to Henry V rather than to an earlier 
period. Not much worn, clipped ; had seen more 
circulation than 160 when deposited suggesting 
date of c. 1450. 
Bedern, south-west, 1974 . 13  Area IV 1534 sf681 
(Pl. XV) 

160* Penny, fragments, class G (latest of reign), 
sometime between 1 420-22. Mint : York 
episcopal, local dies. 
0.62 gm (9.5 gr.). Mended ; relatively unworn, 
probably deposited before c. 1440. 
R :  mullet to left, lis to right of crown, annulet in 
one quarter. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 13  Area II 522 sf867 
(Pl. XV) 

161* Penny, fragments, class G, sometime between 
1420-22. Mint : York episcopal, local dies. 
0.42 gm (6.5 gr.). Ill-struck but little worn ; 
deposited nearer to c. 1430 than 1450. 
Annulet on reverse after TAS and in CIVI 
quarter. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 13  Area II 705 sfl l45 

Yorkist 
Edward IV, 1461-83 

162 Penny, first reign, light coinage, 1464/5-67. 
Mint : York episcopal, Archbishop George 
Neville. 
0 :  I. m. (Initial mark) : rose ; G and key by bust. 
R :  Quatrefoil in centre. 
Cf. North 1594. 
58--9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 429 sf68 (Pl. XV) 

163 Penny, first reign, light coinage, 1464/5-67. 
Mint : York episcopal, Archbishop George 
Neville. Worn and clipped. Detail of issue 
unclear. 
Cf. North 1594. 
Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5, 1976. 1 5  276 sfl48 
(Pl. XV) 

The Coins 

/64* Penny, second reign, 1471-83. Mint : Durham, 
local dies. 
0.60 gm (9.2 gr.). Hole at edge, clipped ; typical 
of those deposited c. 1500. 
0 : V on breast, B to left of crown (letter here 
illegible). 
R :  D in centre, reads DERAM. 
North 1663. 
1-2 Tower Street, 1981 .3  1 1 36 sf252 (Pl. XV) 

Coin weight 

165* Brass coin weight for English gold ryal of 
Edward IV. 
7.42 gm (1 14.5 gr.). 
The offical standard issue weight of the ryal was 
120 grains but many of the surviving coin 
weights for this as for other medieval gold coins 
are found to be under-standard. The ryal was 
first struck in 1465 but the denomination 
remained current in quantity until gradually 
superseded by the large issues of angels in the 
reign of Henry VII. Ryals did however remain 
current on the Continent where they had become 
accepted as the standard payment for certain 
commercial tolls, e.g. for ships passing through 
the Baltic straits, and so weights for them were 
required long after they had ceased to be the pre
eminent coin in England. Manufacturers of sets 
of weights were in any case very conservative and 
often included weights for coins no longer widely 
current. Deposition bracket 1465-c. 1600 and 
probably nearer 1465, cannot be more precise 
because research on individual coin weight series 
has not been done. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 6009 sf2 l 92 
(Pl. XV) 

Tudor 
Henry VII, 1485-1509 

166 Groat, first issue (facing bust). Mint : London. 
I.m. : none, cinquefoil.
North 1704.
Clementhorpe, 1976.3 22 sfl7 (Pl. XV)

Edward VI, 1547-53 

167 Base silver penny, third period, 1550-53. Mint : 
London. 
North 1945. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 1 3  Area X 6000 sf2046 

168 Base silver penny, large fragment, third period, 
1 550-53. Mint : York. 
North 1945. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.S LIO sf8012  (Pl. XV) 
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Elizabeth, 1558-1603 

169 Penny, first issue, 1558-61 .  1.m. : martlet, 
1560-61 .  
North 1988. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18 u/s sf33 (Pl. XV) 

170 Sixpence, second issue, 1 5 6 1-82. 1 .m. : 
eglantine, 1576. 
North 1997. 
Skeldergate, Pawson's Warehouse, 1972. 19 8 
sf200l 

171 Sixpence, second issue, 1561-82. 1.m. : sword, 
1582. 
North 1997. 
Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 1 3  Area I 2 12  sf30l 
(Pl. XV) 

172 Twopence (half-groat), third issue, 1583-1603. 
l.m. : hand, 1 589/90-91/92.
North 2016.
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 7013 sf2358
(Pl. XV) 

173 Halfpenny, third issue, 1583-1603. 
North 2018. 
l l8-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2054 sfl47 

174 Shilling. Obverse, worn, illegible. Reverse, no 
date shows. Edge clipped leaving no legends in 
outer circles. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973. 14 410 sf49 

Stuart 
James I, 1603-25 

175 Copper-alloy farthing, type I ,  Harrington, 19 May 
1613-28 June 1614. 
Cf. North 2130-1 and Seaby 4520. 
Union Terrace, 1972. 18  L4 sf42 

Charles I, 1625-49 

176 Copper-alloy farthing, type l ,  Richmond, 1625-34. 
Cf. North 2275-8. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 7000 sf2284 
(Pl. XV) 

177 Copper-alloy farthing, type 3,Maltravers, 1634-36. 
Cf. North 2280-2. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LIO sf476 (Pl. XV) 

Uncertain attribution 
178 Penny ? 

1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2173 sfl33 

Irish Issues 
Edward I, King of England, Lord of 
heland, 1273-1307 

1 79 Penny, c.1279-84. Mint : Waterford. 
Seaby 4254. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 L6 sf8019 (Pl. XV) 

James I, 1603-26 

180 Copper-alloy farthing, type 3, Lennox, 1613-26. 
1.m. : quatrefoil ?
Seaby 4522 ; cf. North 2 1 35.
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 27 sf8424

Scottish Issues 
Alexander Ill, 1249-86 

181 Cut halfpenny, first coinage, 1250-80, Stewart 
( 1955) class Illa. Most probable moneyer : Ion. 
Mint : Aberdeen. 
0.453 gm (7.0 gr.). 130°. 
O : A( ] REX 
R :  ]BE/RD 
Bedern, south-west, 1979. 1 3  Area X 7524 sf2786 
(Pl. XV) 

182 Penny, first coinage, 1250-80, Stewart (1955) 
class Illa. Moneyer : Wilam of Forfar.
0.83 gm (12.8 gr.). 0°. 
0 :  .ALE� [ 
R :  WILJNO [NJ FO 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973. 14 724 sfl5 l  (Pl. XV)

183* Halfpenny, second coinage, 1280-86. Mint : 
uncertain, possibly Berwick. 
0.32 gm (4.9 gr.). Edge chipped, worn by 
corrosion ; unclipped but relatively unworn 
when deposited probably before c . 1330, around 
1 300 most likely. 
At this period Scottish issues were of the same 
weight and fineness as the contemporary English 
issues and circulated widely in England. 
Bedern, south-west, 1976 . 13  Area II 2887 sfl 485 
(PI. XV) 

Robert Ill, 1390-1406 

184 Halfpenny, heavy coinage, second issue, c.1400. 
Mint : Edinburgh. 
Worn, weight not recorded. 
Stewart (1955) 49. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 u/s sf8002 (Pl. XV) 

185* Halfpenny, heavy coinage, second issue, c. 1400. 
Mint : Edinburgh. 
0.47 gm (7.2 gr.). Weakly struck, slightly worn. 
As a result of the small denominations in 
England in the early 15th century, Scottish 
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halfpennies apparently circulated south of the 
border at face value despite being officially 
tariffed in 1390 at half because of their poorer 
metal. There were seven Scottish halfpennies, 
including five of this particular issue, in the 
Attenborough hoard buried c . 1420 (Archibald, 
1969, 58). The large issues of halfpennies 
produced in the early years of Henry VI 
alleviated this problem for a time. Stewart 
( 1955) 49. 
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2236 sfl84 

Charles I, 1625-49 

186-8 Copper-alloy turners (twopences, Scots), third 
issue, 1642-49. 
Stewart (1955) 239. 
186 58-9 Skeldergate, 1973. 14  308 sf31 
187 16-22 Coppergate, 1976.7 4385 sf538 
188 Bedern south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 6007 
sf2191 

Charles II, 1660-85 

189-92 Copper-alloy turners (twopences, Scots), first 
issue, 1663. 
Stewart (1955) 243. 
189 58-9 Skeldergate, 1973. 14 9 sf4 (Pl. XV) 
190 Bedern, south-west, 1977. 1 3  Area X 6000 
sf2253 
191-2 1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 . 3  1046 sf66 and 
sf67 

193 Copper-alloy bawbee (sixpence, Scots), second 
issue, 1677-78. 
Stewart (1955) 244. 
1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 . 3  3 104 sf96 

194 Copper-alloy turner (twopence, Scots), second 
issue, 1677-78. 
Stewart ( 1955) 245. 
1-2 Tower Street, 1981 . 3  1032 sf57

Continental 
Coins : sterlings 

195-206 are imitations of Edward I and II pennies 
195 Guy de Dampierre, Count of Flanders, 

Marquis of Namur, struck c. 1292-98. 
0.93 gm ( 14.3 gr.). 230°. 
0 :  +GMARCHIONAMUR 
R :  MO NETA NAMVR 
Both legends Lombardic letters. Imitation of 
Chautard 47 ; Mayhew 1 36b. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979.14 Area IV 4055 sf461 
(Pl. XVI) 

196* Hainaut, John of Avesnes, 1280-1304, 
fragment. Mint : Valenciennes, struck 1297-99. 
0.34 gm (5.2 gr.). Relatively unworn and 
unclipped when deposited so a date before 
c . 1350 is likely and probably earlier rather than 
late within the 14th century.
Mayhew 32.

The Coins 

Bedern, south-west, 1979. 13  Area X 7478 sf2774 
(Pl. XVI) 

197-8 struck for William I of Namur, 1337-91

197 Mint : Meraude. 
0.75 gm ( 1 1 .5 gr.), broken. D.a. uncertain. 
0 :  + EDWILLEL[MVSCN]MYB 
R :  [MON]ETA MERADE 
*Cf. Chautard 67 : obverse legend clearly reads B
not R.
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 5230 sf2009
(Pl. XVI)

198* Large fragment. 0.69 gm (10.6 gr.). Worn, 
unclipped ; probably deposited soon after 
striking and definitely before 1 35 1 .  
0 :  [+GVIL]LE[LMV]SCOMES crowned bust 
facing. 
R :  [NAM V]RC [ENS] IS+ 
Chautard 68. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 7026 sf2337 

199 Arnold Count of Loos, c.1293-97. 
0.925 gm (14.2 gr.). 0° . 
0 : +COMES ARNOLDVS 
R :  MO NETA COMITIS 
Baerten 1 3 ;  Mayhew 62. 
Bedern, south-west, 1979 . 13  Area X 7478 sf2777 
(Pl. XVI) 

200-2 struck for John the Blind of Luxemburg, 
1309-46 

200* Probably struck fairly early in reign. 
0.29 gm (4.4 gr.). Somewhat worn. 
0 :  . . . . . .  ]BOE[ . . . . .  part ofone ofhis legends with 
Bohemian title. 
R :  . . . . . . .  ]GEN[ . . . . . .  N is reversed, part of 
LVCENBGENSIS or variant. 
Too little survives to reconstruct fully obverse 
and reverse legends, so a reference to Chautard 
cannot be given. Theoretically all foreign coins 
entering England had to be handed in to the 
exchange but hoards of the period demonstrate 
that some escaped the net, especially those whose 
types were deliberately copied from the English 
issues. At this period the continental sterlings 
were generally both lighter and baser than the 
contemporary English coins. Lettering on this 
fragment has certain early features. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 13 Area II 925 sfl 132 

201 c. 1 3 18-22. 
0.735 gm ( 1 1 .3 gr.). 50° . 
0 :  + EIW[ANESDJNSZ REXB double-struck. 
R :LVC[E]NBGENSIS 
Chautard 170 ;  Weiller 46 ; Mayhew 265 . 
Union Terrace, 1972. 18  L73 sf800 (Pl. XVI) 

202 1344-46. 
Weight not recorded. Broken and chipped. D.a. 
uncertain. 
0 :  + [ED]WARES.DS. [REG]ISVB 
R :  [COM]ESL[ ]CEB V[OR] 
Chautard 177 ; Weiller 52 ; Mayhew 274. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 6279 sf2382 
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203-4 struck for Gauchier de Chatillon of Porcien, 
1303-29 

203 1313-22. Mint : Yves near Florennes. 
0.948 gm (14.6 gr.). 210° . 
0 :  +GALCHSC[O]MES[P]O[RC] 
R :  MON ETN OVA VV[EJ 
Chautard 242, 244 ; Mayhew 244. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LIS  sf490 (Pl. XVI) 

204* Mint : Yves near Florennes. Corroded, not much 
worn, unclipped ; probably lost before 135 1 .  
0 :  +GALChS COMES[PORC] crowned bust 
facing. 
R :  MON E[TN] [OV]A YVE mullet stop 
between Y and V. 
Found with four Edwardian sterlings l l2- 15.

Chautard 243. 
16--22 Coppergate, 1978.7 !OSOi sf2560 

Uncertain attribution 

205 Fragment, uncertain continental sterling. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975. 13 Area I 925 sfl l 32 

206 Oxidized fragments of sterling head penny, 
uncertain attribution. 
58--9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 915  sf21 5  

Spanish Issue, County of Barcelona 

207* James II of Aragon, 1291-1327, dinero.
0.52 gm (8. 1 gr.). Chipped. 
0 :  + IACO[BVJS REX 
R :  BA CiflOOA 
There is no record of a coin of this type with an 
English hoard- or site-provenance although coins 
from the Iberian peninsula are, very rarely, 
found in this country. Apart from casual arrivals 
in trade or with visitors, pilgrimages undertaken 
to Compostella might also provide a reason for 
the arrival of such a coin in England. The 
prominent annulets suggest it could not have 
survived Jong in currency in England without 
being detected and rejected as a foreigner so the 
wear it displays was probably the result of 
circulation abroad. Probably deposited late 
14th century. Heiss, pl. 78 no. 4. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 6009 sf2168 
(Pl. XVI) 

French Issues 

208 Louis IX of France, 1226--70, billon denier 
tournois. 
Weight and d.a. not recorded. 
1 18--26 Walmgate, 1978.8 3404 sf271 (Pl. XVI) 

209 c . 1600, reign uncertain, copper-alloy double 
toumois. 
Worn. 
31-7 Gillygate, 1972 . 14 59 sf61

Copper-alloy jettons, and coin weights 

French 
210 c.1226--1325. 

0: Paschal Lamb, legend largely obliterated. 
R :  Cross of three strands fleuronnee within a 
tressure of four arches and four angles ; legend 
unclear. 
Cf. Barnard 16 for obverse, 22 for reverse. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 13  Area X 6235 sf23 IO 
(Pl. XVI) 

211-13 Mid 14th century, derived from late 13th
century piece.
0 :  Moor's head, right. 
R :  Bowed cross. 
Barnard 12 .
2ll-12 Bedern, south-west, 1975. 13 Area II 581
sf940, 1978 . 13  Area X 7036 sf2347
213 1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 . 3  1070 sf89
(Pl. XVI)

214 14th century. 
0 :  Couronne type. 
R :  Bowed cross. 
Cf. Barnard 69 for obverse, 12 for reverse. 
Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 1 3  Area I 90 sf401 
(Pl. XVI) 

215 c . 132S--64, couronne type. 
Barnard 69. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 1 3  Area II 701 sf996 
(Pl. XVI) 

216--17 c . 1 32S--64, couronne type. 
Cf. Barnard 69-70. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L23 sf5 13 ,  L86 sf746 
(Pl. XVI) 

218 c . 1328--64, couronne type. 
Cf. Barnard 69-70. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LS sf355 (Pl. XVI) 

219 c . 1 328--64, couronne type. Eroded in centre. 
Cf. Barnard 70. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975. 13 Area II 538 sf95 1 

220 c.132S--64, couronne type. Much eroded. 
Cf. Barnard 71-3. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 13  Area X 7000 sf2318 

221 Five fragments, c. 1328--64, ? couronne type. 
Much eroded. 
Bedern 1975 . 1 3  Area I 83 sf829 

222-3 c . 1346--83. 
0 :  Heater shield charged with lion rampant; 
legend worn. 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee and 
fleuronnee within a tressure of four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 14 for obverse, 16 for reverse. 
222 Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  u/s sf29 
223 Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 13  Area II 1 13 
sf95 (Pl. XVI) 

224-5 Late 14th-early 1 5th century ? 
0 :  King with sceptre, under canopy, AVE 
MARIA 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee within a 
tressure of four arches. 
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Barnard 2 1 .  
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 5141 sfl830 
(PL XVI) and 6009 sf2 194 

226* Early 15th century. 
D. 32 mm. 4.26gm (65 .7 gr.).
0: Legend corroded but nonsense inscription 
made up of leners RA repeated with an
occasional inverted L, within inner circle, YPS
in Gothic letters with contraction mark above
and a trefoil of pellets at each side of th� P.
R: Legend corroded but appears to be RARV
repeated, within inner circle, lozenge with star in
centre and fleur-de-lis in each angle, a mullet
between two pellets at each side between lozenge 
and inner circle.
This variety of IhS (Sacred Monogram) type not 
in Barnard but a slightly later version paired with
a Nuremberg, Reichsapfel reverse in the British 
Museum (A 643).
l l&-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 3029 sfl41 (Pl. XVII)

227 Tournay, 15th century. 
0 :  Chatel-Tournois. 
R :  Cross pattee. 
Cf. Barnard 28 for obverse, 56 and 65 for reverse. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 6044 sf2132 
(Pl. XVII) 

228 Tournay?, 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern. 
R :  Cross potent, cantoned by !is ; fictitious 
legends. 
Variety not in Barnard. 
Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9008 sf35 
(Pl. XVII) 

229 l 5th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France ancient, fictitious 
legend. 
R :  Cross of three strands within a tressure of 
four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 42-3. 
Union Terrace, 1972. 18 L21 sf701 (Pl. XVII) 

230-1 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France ancient, ensigned 
with an annulet, flanked by pellets, three pellets 
at either side, all within granulated inner circle, 
A VE MARIA GRACIA. 
R : Cross of three strands fleurdelisee within a 
tressure of four arches, annulet and pellets 
within each spandrel. 
Cf. Barnard 4 3. 
Bedern, north-east, 1978. 14 Area II 1 1 13 sfl79 
(Pl. XVII) and 1078 sflSO 

232 As 230-1 ? Extremely worn by encrustation. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13 Area X 6241 sf2360 

233 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern, A VE 
MARIA GRACIA P[LEJ 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee, quatrefoil 
in centre, cantoned by four fleur-de-lis and Ms. 
Cf. Barnard 43-7. 
St Maurice's/Newbiggin, Lord Mayor's Walk, 
1972 . 17  Fl30 sfl335 (Pl. XVII) 

The Coins 

234 1 5th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern, A VE 
MARIA GRACIA PLE 
R : Cross of three strands fleurdelisee cantoned 
by four As, within a tressure of four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 43-7. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 2000 sfl l76 (Pl. XVII) 

235 Five fragments, 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of ? France modern, legend 
unclear. 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee, cantoned 
by four As. 
Cf. Barnard 43-7. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 13 unprovenanced 

236 15th century. Crude style, heavy fabric, one 
segment badly decayed. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern, fictitious 
legend. 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee, cantoned 
by four Os, within a tressure of four arches, 
+ AVE beyond, each flanked by pair of annulets.
Cf. Barnard 43-7.
Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5, 1976 . 15  46 sf39
(Pl. XVII)

237 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern, fictitious 
legend. 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee, within a 
tressure of four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 4 3-7. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  L8 sf694 (PL XVII) 

238 15th century. 
0 :  Heater shield of France modern, A VE 
MARIA GRACIA PL 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee, within a 
tressure of four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 45 for obverse, 74 (couronne type) 
for reverse. 
Aldwark (gas trench), 1978 . 1 7  2 sf2 (Pl. XVII) 

239 15th century. Reverse worn. 
0 :  Lozenge of France ancient, fictitious legend. 
R :  Tressure of four arches. 
Cf. Barnard 52 and 54 for obverse. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  u/s sfl53 (Pl. XVIII) 

240 c. 1 550-74, in German style. 
0 :  Lozenge of France ancient, A VE MARIA 
GRACIA 
R :  Cross of three strands fleurdelisee. 
Cf. Barnard 68. 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 6064 sf2 l 53 
(Pl. XVIII) 

241 15th century. Much corroded. 
0 :  Three circles arranged in triangle, each 
enclosing a flower of four petals, legend illegible. 
R :  Cross pattee within an inner circle, legend 
illegible. Cf. Barnard 32. 
Bedern, north-east, 1978 . 14 Area II 1039 sfl22 

242 1 5th century? 
0 :  Uncertain. 
R :  Long bowed cross, cantoned by crowns, 
legend uncertain. 
Cf. Barnard 29. 
Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9000 sfl54 
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243 15th century ? Worn. 
0: Uncertain. 
R: Cross of three strands fleurdelisee within a 
quatrefoil. 
Cf. Barnard 45. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area III 3100 sf 826. 

244 ? Weight, of copper-alloy ; most probably 
French, date uncertain. 
3 . 13gm (48.3gr.) ; 9mm square at top ; 14 mm x 
10 mm at bottom. 
Upper face stamped with !is in lozenge of pellets. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 1 3  Area X 7127 
sf2580 (Pl. XVIII) 

Low Countries 

245 16th century. 
0 :  Mute; crude shield with fictitious 
quarterings, rosettes and stars around. 
R :  Fictitious legend, motif uncertain - bust ? 
Cf. Barnard, pl. XXIII for shield and bust types. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 L l l  sf8020 (Pl. XVIII) 

246* Netherlands brass coin weight for the Gouden 
Reaal of Philip II of Spain, struck for his 
territories in the Spanish Netherlands, 1 556--98. 
Probably early 17th century. 
Square flan 1 5  mm x 1 5  mm. 5 . 1 2  gm (81 gr.). 
0 :  lncuse stamps with relief head and shoulders 
of Philip II as on coin with G- R at either side of 
head, all within beaded border. 
R :  Blank. 
Houben No. 20a 2 (different stamp). 
Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 90l l  sf72 
(Pl. XVIII) 

German 

247-304 were all made in Nuremberg. Motifs are stock 
unless otherwise stated - obverse : three crowns and 
!is ; reverse : Reichsapfel. Stock pieces either have 
fictitious legends (250-63) and no name of maker, or
maker's name on obverse.
See also 395 

247* Early 16th century. D. 25 mm. 1 . 17 gm 
(18 . I  gr.). 
Uncleaned because too fragile. 
0 :  Illegible, possibly IhS (Sacred Monogram) 
in centre. 
R :  Four keys radiating from single quatrefoil 
handle in centre with a fleur-de-lis in each angle, 
nonsense legend of large mixed letters. 
l l8-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 1064 sf85. 

248 16th century, for circulation in France. 
0 :  Single-masted ship, fictitious legend. 
R :  Lozenge of France ancient. 
Cf. Barnard 8-9. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  F382 sf472 

249 16th century, for circulation in France. 
0 :  Single-masted ship, fictitious legend. 

R :  Lozenge of France ancient, with three 
annulets beyond each edge, ? fictitious legend. 
Cf. Barnard 8-9. 
37 Bishophill Senior, 1 973 . 1 5  254 sf204 
(Pl. XVIII) 

250-63 Early 16th-17th century. 
250-9 Union Terrace, 1972. 18, LS sf20, u/s 
sf27, u/s sf28, LS sf50, u/s sf298, LS sf420, 
F472 sf673 (Pl. XVIII), F203 sf687, L86 sf772, 
LS sflS 
260 21-33 Aldwark, 1973.5 l l65 sf554 
261 Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 7000 
sf2281 
262-3 Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 90l l  
sf71 ,  9018  sfl03 

264 Hans Schultes, c . 1550-74.
0 :  B u s t  o f  M e r c u r y ,  r i g h t ,  
GLIK.KVMPT.VON.GOT.ISTWA (sic) 
R :  Reichsapfel, HANS SCHVLTES [ZV] 
NVRENB 
Not recorded in Barnard. 
Friends' Burial Ground, Bishophill, 1973.6 1 
sf9035 (Pl. XVIII) 

265 Hans Schultes, c . 1550-74. 
0 and R :  both legends HANS SCHVLTES 
NOR 
Cf. Barnard 82. 
Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 1 3  Area X u/s sfl561 
(Pl. XVIII) 

266--80 Hans Schultes, c . 1550-74. 
266 Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12 230 
sf92 
267-72 Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  LS sfl8, L4 sf43
(Pl. XVIII), LS sf49, L45 sf72 1 ,  F l l 4  sf76, LS
sf99
273 58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14  434 sf204
274 37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  10132 sfl85
275 - 7  Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 5 1 11
sfl842, 6000 sf2028, 6000 sf2029
278-9 Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14  Area IV 43l l
sf801 and Area II u/s sf568
280 1-2 Tower Street, 1981 . 3  1060 sf83

281 Georg Schultes ?, c . 1 550-96. 
Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9008 sfl7 

282-94 Hans Krauwinckel, c . 1580-1610. 
282-4 Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  LS sfl80, u/s 
sfl2 1 ,  u/s sfl38 
285 37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  10006 sfl6J 
286 Clementhorpe, 1976.3 24 sfr' 
287 Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 13  Area X 7013 
sf2359 
288-9 l l8-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 1056 sfl3, 
l l54 sfl 1 5  
290-4 Bedern Chapel 1980.20 Area II 9000 sf 6,
9008 sfl6 (Pl. XVIII), 9008 sf30, 9014 sf36,
9000 sfl07

295-9 Wolf Laufer, c.1618-60.
295-7 Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  u/s sf25
(Pl. XVIII), u/s sf38, LS sf267
298 Bedern, south-west, 1977.13  Area X 6000
sf2088
299 Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9008 sf45 
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300-1 Issuer uncertain. Stock type. Mis-struck.
300 Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 13 Area X 7000
sf2281 (Pl. XVIII) 
301 Bedern, north-east, 1979.14 Area IV 4000
sf360 

302 Wolf Laufer, c . 1660. Hermes type, probably 
used as gaming counter. 
Cf. Barnard 93. 
Bedern Chapel, 1980.20 Area II 9014 sf78 
(Pl. XVIII) 

303-4 Conrad Laufer, c. 1660. As 302. 
303 Bedern Chapel ,  1980.20 Area I 9059 sfl35
304 Bedern, north-east, 1978. 14 Area II 1000
sfl3 l (Pl. XVIII) 

Modern British 
Coins 

William and Mary, 1688-94 

305 Farthing, 1694. 
Bedern, south-west, 1973 . 13  Area I 63 sf248 

William III, 1694-1702 

306 Farthing, 1695-99. Worn.
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973. 14 223 sf7 

307 Halfpenny, 1694-1701 .  
16-22 Coppergate, 1978.7 u/s sf2708 

308 Farthing, 1697. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area IV 4000 sf355 

309 Farthing, ?1697.
Bedern, north-east, 1979.14 Area III 3027 sf61 l 

310 Halfpenny, date illegible. 
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2016 sfl9 

George I, 1714-27 

3JJ Penny, ?1716.  
16-22 Coppergate, 1978. 7 uls unnumbered 

George II, 1727-60 

312 Halfpenny, 173 1 .  
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 63  sf57

313 Halfpenny, 1735. 
1 18-26 Walrngate, 1978.8  1082 sf49 

314-5 Farthings, 1739.
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2008 sf26
Bedern, north-east, 1978 . 14 Area III 3002 sfl5 1

316 Halfpenny, ? 17  40-4 5 .  Reverse worn and 
pecked. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 147 sfl7 

317 Irish halfpenny, 1746. 
1-2 Tower Street, 198 1 .3 3016 sfl9

The Coins 

318 Halfpenny, ?1750.
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area IV 4000 sf349 

319 Halfpenny, 175 1 .  
1 18-26 Walrngate, 1978.8 3002 sfl52 

320 Farthing, 1754. 
1 18-26 Walrngate, 1978.8 1056 sf7 

George III, 1760-1820 

321 Halfpenny, 1774. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1978.7 u/s sf2570 (Pl. XIX) 

322 Halfpenny, 1775. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979. 14 Area IV 4000 sf347 

323 'Cartwheel' penny, 1797.
St Maurice's/Newbiggin, Lord Mayor's Walk, 
1972 . 17  L3 sfl3 12 

324-7 Halfpennies, 1799.
324 9 Blake Street, 1975 .6 5000 sf593 
325-6 1 18-26 Walrngate, 1978.8 1049 sf9, 2001
sfl l 
327 Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area IV 4000
sf351 

328 Halfpenny, 1805 reverse. Very worn.
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  10000 sf5 

329- 34 Halfpennies, 1806.
329 58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 207 sfl8 .  Worn 
330 2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 u/s sf2431 
331 39---41 Coney Street, 1974.18 2 sfl . Worn 
332 1 18-26 Walrngate, 1978.8 2016 sf20 
333-4 Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  u/s sfs l2  

335 Halfpenny, c . 1806. Very worn.
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 1 3  Area X 6000 sf2054 

336 Halfpenny, 1807. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  Ll sf5 

337 Sixpence, ?1818 .
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  u/s sf35 

338 Farthing, date illegible.
Bedern, north-east, 1978 . 14 Area I 1025 sfl 15 

George IV, 1820-30 

339-41 were deposited together in 1824

339 Shilling, 182 1 .  Reverse shield garnished. 
Museum Street/Lendal, 1974.4 2 sf5 (Pl. XIX) 

340 Sovereign, 1822. 
Museum Street/Lendal, 1974.4 2 sf6 (Pl. XIX) 

341 Halfcrown, 1823. Reverse shield in garter and 
collar. 
Museum Street/Lendal, 1974.4 2 sf4 (Pl. XIX) 

342 Halfpenny, nearly illegible. Worn.
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 449 sfl l 3
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Forgery 
343 Halfpenny, forgery (crude Britannia), temp. 

George III. Reverse brockage. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl393 
(Pl. XIX) 

Victoria, 1837-1901 

344 Half-farthing, 1844. Pierced. 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 27 sf8425 

345 Penny, 1860. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1976. 7 uls sf240 

346 Halfpenny, c . 1860. 
Bedem, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area II u/s sf562 

347-9 Halfpennies, 1861 .  
347 Bedem, north-east, 1976. 14 Area I 6 sf3 
348-9 Bedem, south-west, 1976.13 Area X u/s 
sfl539, 1977 . 13  Area X u/s sf2177 

350 Halfpenny, ?1861 .  
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl78 1 

351 Penny, 1861 .  
Bedem, south-west, 1976.13 Area X u/s sfl543 

352 Halfpenny, 1862. 
Bedem, south-west, 1977 . 1 3  Area X 6000 sf2053 

353 Penny, 1863. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976 . 13  Area X u/s sfl780 

354 Halfpenny, 1864. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976.13 Area X u/s sfl537 

355 Halfpenny, 1865. 
Bedem, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 6206 sf2257 

356 Sixpence, 1865 . 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 1 3 Area X 7000 sf2296 

357 Sixpence, 1866. 
1-2 Tower Street, 1981 .3  3003 sf21

358 Halfpenny, 186-, exact date uncertain. Flan 
spread by battering. 
Bedem, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 6001 sfl995 

359 Halfpenny, 1870. 
Bedem, south-west, 1973. 13 Area II 1 sf2 

360 Penny, 187 I .  
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl536 

361-2 Pennies, 1872.
361 16-22 Coppergate, 1976.7 u/s sf22
362 Bedern, south-west, 1976.13 Area X u/s 
sfl540

363 Penny, 1874. 
Bedern, south-west, 1976.13 Area X u/s sfl782 

364 Penny, 1875 . 
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl783 

365 Shilling, 1875. 
1-2 Tower Street, 1981 . 3  3003 sf20

366 Penny, 1876. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976 . 13  Area X u/s sfl 534 
(Pl. XIX) 

367 Halfpenny, 1885. 
All Saints, Pavement, 1976.19 43 sf2 (Pl. XIX) 

368 Sixpence, 1895. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  Ll sf8 

369 Penny, 1896. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  Ll sf6 

370 Halfpenny, 1898. 
Bedem, south-west, 1977 . 13  Area X 6001 sfl994 

371 Penny, 1900. 
Bedem, north-east, 1978. 14 Area III 3000 sfl38 

372-4 Pennies, date uncertain. Surface eroded. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl535, 
sfl538 and sfl541 

375 Halfpenny, date uncertain. Surface eroded. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X u/s sfl542 

376 Halfpenny, date illegible. 
1 1 8-26 Walrngate, 1978.8 2025 sf24 

George V, 1910-36 

377 Halfpenny, 1916. 
16-22 Coppergate, 1976.7 u/s sf4

378 Penny, 1920. 
Bedem, south-west, 1973 . 1 3  Area II 1 sfl 

379 Penny, 192 1 .  
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1973.5  108 sf390 (Pl. XIX) 

380 Halfpenny, 1928. 
Bedem, north-east, 1979. 14 Area IV u/s sf5 14 

381 Penny, 1930. 
Parliament Street, sewer trench, 1976. 1 1  u/s 
sf56 

382 Penny, date illegible. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  F407 sf778 

George VI, 1936-52 

383 Halfpenny, 1943. 
Parliament Street, sewer trench, 1976. 1 1  u/s 
sf55 

Tokens and medal 

384 Copper-alloy token farthing, 17th century. 
Yorkshire : Thirsk, William Wilson. 
0 :  WILLIAM.WILSON.OF = The Mercers' 
Arms. 
R :  THIRSKE.MERCER = W.W. 
Williamson, Yorkshire 352. 
Bedem, south-west, 1976. 13  Area X 5059 sfl 706 
(Pl. XX) 

385 Copper-alloy medal, 1789. 
0 :  GEORGIVS III REX bust facing right. 
R :  LOST TO I BRITANNIA'S I HOPE I BUT
TO HER I PRAYERS I RESTOR'D I 1789 in 
seven lines above a floral spray ; ID below. 
Clementhorpe, 1976.3 u/s sf35 (Pl. XX) 
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386 Bank token, 1 8 1 1 ,  three shillings. False, silver
washed copper core. 
Bedern, south-west, 1976 . 1 3  Area X u/s sfl619 
(Pl. XX) 

387 Bank token, 18 1 1 ,  one shilling and sixpence. 
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 2008 sf32 (Pl. XX) 

388 Halfpenny token, 1812, Hull, Pickard's Lead 
Works. 
Bell 8 .  
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 1047 sf2 

389 Halfpenny token, 18 12, Hull, Wellington's 
Battles. 
Bell 10. 
1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 1015 sf6 

390 Copper-alloy token, ?19th century, advertising 
counter, pierced. Extremely worn, segment 
missing. Reverse almost illegible. 
0 :  WHITE BROTHERS & COMP [ANY] 
willow tree in centre : WILLOW C [ below ; 
BOST[ below. 
R :  Horseshoe in centre ? Almost illegible. 
Place of origin not traced in Batty. 
39-41 Coney Street, 1974. 18  I sflS (Pl. XX) 

391 Aluminium shoe token, c. 1919? at time of 
reorganisation of Bostock's, pierced (as price 
tag ?). 
0: Lotus, trade mark of Edwin Bostock and Co. 
Ltd, Stafford ; [LO]TUS I BRI[TISH] MADE 
in two lines below. 
R :  STYLE / 4017 / 18/- / CASH PRICE in four 
lines, the last curved. 
39-41 Coney Street, 1974. 1 8  I sf3 (Pl. XX)

392 Aluminium shoe token, c. 1920-30 ?, pierced as 
price tag. 
0 :  SWAN/A[V]ON/FORM/SHOES in four 
lines. 
R :  3[5]/-
'Swan' has been the trade name of Crockett and 
Jones of Northampton since 1917. 
39-41 Coney Street, 1974. 18  I sfl6 (Pl. XX)

Uncertain attribution 

393 Silver fragment, unidentifiable, possibly sliver 
from sceat ? 
2 1-33 Aldwark, 1974.5 730 sfl831 

394 Impression of styca showing a central cross. Dr 
J. P. C. Kent (pers. comm.) considers it a lump 
moulded from a true styca before it was 
separated. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1974. 14 2100 sf946 

395 Copper-alloy, fragments, laminated, of 
unidentifiable ? jetton. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 1 3  Area II 538 sf954 

The Coins 

396 Copper-alloy fragments, adhering to mould 
fragment, extremely corroded and unidenti
fiable. 
Bedern, south-west, 1975 . 1 3  Area X 539 sfl265 

397 Copper-alloy tablet, possibly a weight ; circular 
stamps on each face are corroded and 
unidentifiable. 
1 3mm x 15 mm. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978 . 1 3  AreaX 6102 sf2373 
(Pl. XX) 

398 Copper-alloy disc, uniface. Reverse scratched. 
0 :  Irregularly stamped with small shield and an 
oak leaf with acorn. 
R :  Blank. 
58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 549 sf76 (Pl. XX)

399 Copper-alloy disc, size of 1 806 halfpenny, 
original detail completely worn ; one face now 
indented with a triangle of three circular 
punches. 
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973. 1 5  10000 sf7 

400-1 Copper-alloy discs, size of 1 806 halfpenny. 
400 Paragon Street, Barbican Baths, 1973 . 12  2 
sf2 1 
401 Bedern, south-west, 1977.13 Area X 6069 
sf2169 

402-3 Copper-alloy discs, size of late Victorian 
halfpenny. 
St Maurice's/Newbiggin, Lord Mayor's Walk, 
1972 . 17  u/s sfl025 
Bedern, south-west, 1977 . 1 3  Area X 6000 sf2032 

404-10 Copper-alloy discs, halfpenny size.
404 58-9 Skeldergate, 1973 . 14 313  sf63
405--6 1 18-26 Walmgate, 1978.8 22 1 1  sfl38,
3002 sfl53
407-9 Bedern, north-east, 1979.14 Area III
3027 sf600 heavily corroded, 3027 sf618,  Area 
IV 4000 sf354
410 1-2 Tower Street, 1981 .3  1059 sf75

411-15 Copper-alloy discs, farthing size. 
Bedern, north-east, 1979 . 14 Area III 3000 sf585 
heavily corroded, 3027 sf603 heavily corroded 
and pierced, 3027 sf607 heavily corroded, 3027 
sf618, 3001 sf735 

416 Silver threepence, uncertain date. 
Bedern, south-west, 1978. 1 3  Area X u/s sf2671 

417 Copper-alloy disc, olive green patination ; both 
faces marred by irregular pecking. 
37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 15  10218  sf48 

418-21 Copper-alloy discs.
418 37 Bishophill Senior, 1973 . 1 5  10132 sf301
419-21 Union Terrace, 1972 . 18  LS sflO, u/s
sf30, F328 sfl 70

422 Pewter disc. 
Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5, 1976 . 15  44 sf97 

423 Copper-alloy fragment. 
St Maurice's/Newbiggin, Lord Mayor's Walk, 
1972 . 17  LS sfl l38 

424-5 Copper-alloy flans, bent and unidentifiable. 
Union Terrace, 1972 . 1 8  u/s sfl03, u/s sfl52 
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Index of mints and moneyers 
With references to the catalogue 

Mints 

Aberdeen : 181 
Berwick : IOI, ?183 
Bury St Edmunds : l l3, I I5 - 16 
Canterbury : 70, 79, 80, 82, 84, 93, 97, JOO, 104, 106, 

108, ll4, ll7-18 
Chester : 52 
Durham: royal, 107, 125, 127, 164 ; episcopal, 126 
Edinburgh : 184-5 
Forfar : 182 
Hedeby : 45 
Lincoln : ?55, ?69 
London : 75, 77-8, 81, 83, 87, 89, 90, 92, 94-5, 99, 

102-3, 105, 109-12, 121-3, ?134, 166-7 
Meraude : 197 
Namur : 195, 198 
'Palatium' : 46 
Samarkand : 47 
Valenciennes : 196 
Waterford : 179 
Winchester : 74 
York: ?4-36, 40-4, 48-51, 54, ?56, 62-5, ?66-7, 68, 

73, 76 ; 
royal,86, 88, 96, 124, l28-30, I35�, l57-8, I68 ; 
episcopal, 132, 137, 156, 159�3 

Yves : 203-4 
Uncertain : 1-3, 71-2, 91, 98, 131, 133 

Moneyers 

Adelbert : 48 
JEthelferd: 54 
Alghere : 21 
Aslac : ?69 
Cudhard : 13 
Davi : 76 
Diarwulf: 38 

Eanred : 37 
Eadvini : 14-15 
Eardvvlf: 22-3, 30-1 
Edilveard : 32 
Farman : 56 
Fastolf: 60-1, 63 
Fordred: 18 
Frothric : 59 
Gilbert : 79 
Heriger: 58 
Hunfrei : 73 
Ion : 181 
Ledulf: 77 
Leofthegn : 24 
Monne : 25 
Nicole : 83 
Odeler: 55 
Osbern : 74 
Outhgrim : 64, ?67 
Outholf: 68 
Raul: 75 
Regnald : 50-1 
Ricard : 70 
Robert : 82 
Robert de H adelie : l l  3 
Styr: 62 
Thurgrim : 65 
Tidvini :  16 
Ucede : ?66 
Vendelberht :  26 
Vilheah : 17  
Viniberht : 33 
Vvlfred : 27, 34 
Wealheard : 39 
Werstan : ?57 
Wilam : 182 
Willem : 80 
Willuf: 53 
Wulfstan : 52 
Uncertain : 71-2, 78, 81, 84 

73 
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Site codes, concordance and 
provenances 
The site name is followed by any former name, in 
square brackets ;  under each site the catalogue 
numbers of the coins are listed first in numerical order, 
and then under the contexts from which they were 
recovered. Catalogue numbers are given in italics, 
context numbers in Roman characters. 

1972.14 31-7 Gillygate 
I, 151, 209 
59 : 209 ; I S  I :  74 ; u/s : I 

1972.17 St Maurice's/Newbiggin, 
Lord Mayor's Walk 
233, 323, 402, 423 
L3 : 323 ; LS : 423 ; Fl30 :  233 ; uls : 402 

1972.18 Union Terrace 
(St Mary's Hospital/St Peter's School) 
87, 91, 96, 108-11, 123-4, 128-30, 134-5, 146, 157, 
169, 175, 177, 201, 203, 216-18, 222, 229, 237, 239, 
248, 250-9, 267-72, 282-4, 295-7, 333-4, 336-7, 
368-9, 382, 419-21, 424-5 
LI : 336, 368-9 ; L4 : 175, 268 ; LS : 124, 128, 157, 
218, 250, 253, 255, 259, 267, 269, 272, 282, 297, 419 ; 
L7 : 108 ; L8 : 237 ; LIO : 111 ,  177, 135 ; Li l :  91, 130 ; 
LIS : 203 ; L2I :  229 ; L23 : 96, 216 ; L35 : 134 ; L45 : 
270 ; L69 : 110;  L73 : 201 ; L86 : 217, 258 ; Fl7 :  87 ; 
F114: 146, 271 ; F203 : 257 ;  F328 : 421 ; F382 : 248 ; 
F407 : 382 ; F431 : 123 ; F472 : 256 ; u/s : 109, 129, 169, 
222, 239, 251-2, 254, 283-4, 295-6, 333-4, 337, 420, 
424-5 

1972.19 Skeldergate, Pawson's 
Warehouse 
170, context 8 

1973--75.4 Museum Street/Lendal 
(Interval Tower SWS) [Museum Chambers] 
339-41, context 2

1973--76.5 21-33 Aldwark 
(St Helen's) [Ebor Brewery] 
2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 17, 22, 29, 37, 92, 98-100, 120, 122, 
158, 168, 179-80, 184, 234, 245, 260, 330, 344, 379, 
393 
9 : 2 ; 27 : 92, 180, 344 ; 108 : 379 ; 133 : 158 ; 280 : 122 ; 
494 : 7 ;  644 : 6, 98; 658 : 29 ; 713 : 1 7 ;  730 : 393 ; 1078 : 
JOO, 120 ; 1 165 : 260 ; 1 167 : 9 ;  1442 : 22 ; 2000 : 234 ; 
5168 : 37 ; L6 : 179 ;  LIO:  168 ; L l l :  245 ; uls : 4, 12, 
184, 330 ; unprovenanced : 22 

1973.6 Friends' Burial 
Ground, Bishophill 
264, context 1 

1973.12 Paragon Street, Barbican Baths 
[Cattle Market] 
5, JO, 23, 27, 83, 266, 400 
2 :  400 ; 3 :  23, 27, 83 ; 146 : 5, JO ;  230 : 260 

The Coins 

1973--81.13 The Bedem, south-west 
[Bedem] 
Areas I and II (Medieval foundry) 89, 93, 1 17, 137, 
152, 156, 160-l, 171, 183, 200, 205, 211, 214-15, 219, 
221, 223, 305, 359, 378, 395, 396 
1 :  359, 378; 63 : 305 ; 66 : 156 ; 83 : 127, 221 ; 90 : 214 ; 
1 12 :  223 ; 212 : 171 ; 522 : 160 ; 538 : 219, 395 ; 539 : 
396 ; 581 : 211 ; 701 :  215 ; 705 : 161 ; 729 : 1 17 ;  925 : 
200, 205 ; 2054 : 152 ; 2136 : 93 ; 2887 : 183 ; 2498 : 89 
Area IV Long Trench (Roman SE defences) 159, 
context 1534 
Area X (Vicars Choral) 8J, 94-5, 101-4, 1 16, 1 18, 121, 
125-6, 138, 140, 144-5, 147-8, 155, 165, 167, 172, 
176, 181, 188, 190, 196-9, 202, 207, 210, 212, 220, 
224-5, 227, 232, 240, 244, 261, 265, 275-7, 287, 298, 
300, 335, 343, 348-56, 358, 360, 362-4, 366, 370, 
372-5, 384, 386, 397, 401, 403, 416 
539 : 396 ; 5027 : 1 18 ;  5059 : 384 ; 5 1 1 1 : 275 ; 5141 : 
224 ; 5230 : 197 ; 5236 : 94 ; 5268 : 121 ; 5293 : 138 ; 
5314 : 125 ; 541 1 :  1 16 ;  6000 : 103, 167, 190, 276-7, 
298, 335, 352, 403 ; 6001 : 358, 370 ; 6007 : 188 ; 6009 : 
165, 207, 225 ; 6044 : 227 ; 6064 : 240 ; 6069 : 401 ; 
6077 : 148 ; 6102 : 397 ; 6143 : 102 ; 6206 : 355 ; 6235 : 
210 ; 6241 : 232 ; 6262 : 147 ; 6271 : 140 ; 6279 : 202 ; 
6290 : 95 ; 6363 : 81 ; 7000 : 176, 220, 261, 300, 356 ; 
701 3 :  172, 287 ; 7026 : 198 ;  7030 : 155 ; 7036 : 212 ; 
7127 : 244 ; 7130 : 145 ; 7229 : JOI ; 7260 : 104 ;  u/s : 
144, 265, 343, 348-51, 353-4, 360, 362-4, 366, 372-5, 
386, 416 
Unprovenanced, 235 

1973--75.14 58--9 Skeldergate 
[Bishophill I] 
II,  26, 32, 34, 38, 67, 69-72, 75, 77, 162, 174, 182, 
186, 189, 206, 273, 306, 312, 316, 329, 342, 394, 398, 
404 
9 :  189 ; 63 : 312 ; 147 : 316 ; 207 : 329 ; 223 : 306 ; 308 : 
186 ; 313 : 404 ; 410 :  174 ;  429 : 162 ; 434 : 273 ; 449 : 
342 ; 491 : 67 ; 549 : 398 ; 724 : 182 ; 915 : 206 ; 1057 : 
77 ;  1 103 : 26 ; 1227 : 75 ; 1574 :  69 ; 1635 : 32 ; 1647 : 
34 ; 1682 : 38 ; 1710:  70 ; 1719:  71 ; 1732 : 72 ; 2099 : 
II ; 2100 :  394 

1973.15 37 Bishophill Senior 
[Bishophill II] 
66, 85, 1 19, 249, 274, 285, 328, 399, 417-18 
10000 : 328, 399 ; 10006 : 161 ; 10127 : 1 19 ;  10132 : 
274, 418 ;· 1021 8 :  417 ;  10254 : 85, 249 ;  10428 : 66 

1974-75.18 39-41 Coney Street 
[W. H. Smith] 
105, 331, 390-2 
1 : 390-2 ; 2 : 331 ; 3051 : 105 

1975-76.6 9 Blake Street 
[City Garage] 
18, 24, 324 
1 103 : 24 ; 1219 :  18 ; 5000 : 254 

1975-76. 19 All Saints, Pavement 
367, context 43 
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1976-77.3 Clementhorpe 
33, 39, 68, 166, 286, 385 
22 : /66 ; 23 : 68 ; 24 : 286 ; 33 : 158; 1 10 :  39 ; u/s : 385 

1976-81. 7 16-22 Coppergate 
3, 13, IS, 19-21, 25, 28, 3fJ-I, 35-6, 40, 42-65, 73, 
ll2-15, 187, 204, 307, 3ll, 321, 345, 361, 377 
3608 : 28 ; 4385 : 187 ; 6789 : 2/ ; 7743 : 59 ; 8225 : 64 ;  
8526 : 58; 8801 : 62 ; 10501 : ll2-15, 204 ; 12577 : 73 ; 
14297 : 13 ; 15472 : 60; 1 5550 : 61 ; 1688 1 : 15 ; 17103 : 
65; 19120 : 3 ;  19719 :  56 ; 20470 : 31 ; 2 1 143 : 35 ; 
22127 : 46 ; 22416 : 42 ; 22523 : 57 ; 22714 : 45 ; 22803 : 
52-5 ; 24520 : 20 ; 25350 : 50 ; 25630 : 43 ; 26240 : 63; 
26247 : 44 ; 27440 : 40 ; 27819 :  30 ; 27915 : 47; 29125 : 
36; 29725 : 51 ; 30274 : 48 ; 30693 : 19 ;  30882 : 25 ; 
35524 : 49 ; u/s : 307, 3JI, 321, 345, 361, 377 

1976-77.11  Parliament Street, sewer 
trench 
381, 383, u/s 

1976-81.14 The Bedem, north-east 
[Bedern, Wrights/Bedern Aldwark] 
106, u/s 
Area I Cellar, Aldwark, SW side 338, 347 
6 : 347 ; 1025 : 338 
Areas II and IV (Vicars Choral) 78-9, 82, 84, 86, 107, 
132, 136, 142, 149, 153-4, 195, 230-1, 241, 278-9, 
301, 304, 308, 318, 322, 327, 346, 380, 409 
1000 : 304 ; 1039 : 241 ;  1 05 1 : 136 ; 1078 : 231 ; 1 1 1 3 :  
230 ; 1230 : 154 ; 1372 : 78 ; 1561 : 79 ; 1673 : 84 ; 4000 : 
301, 308, 318, 322, 327, 409 ; 4055 : 195 ;  4080 : 107 ; 
41 12 :  153 ; 4178 : 82 ; 4268 : 142 ; 4277 : 132 ; 431 1 :  
278 ; 4360 : 149 ; 4382 : 86 ; u/s : 279, 346, 380 
Area III Aldwark, SW side 80, 90, 127, 142, 243, 309, 
315, 371, 407-8, 41l-15 
3000 : 80, 371, 411 ; 3001 : 415 ; 3002 : 315 ; 3027 : 309, 
407-8, 412-14; 3041 : 90, 127 ; 3 100 :  243 ; 4268 : 142 

1976-77.15 Aldwark, adjacent to 1-5 
76, 97, 139, 163, 236, 422 
44 : 422 ; 46 : 236 ; 1 20 :  76 ; 276 : 163 ; 304 : 139 ; 379 : 
97 

1978-79.8 118-26 Walmgate 
74, 88, 131, 173, 178, 185, 208, 216, 247, 288-9, 310, 
313- 14, 319-20, 325-6, 332, 376, 387-9, 405-6 
1015 : 389 ; 1047 : 388 ; 1 049 : 325 ; 1056 : 288, 320 ; 
1064 : 247 ; 1082 : 313 ; 1 102 : 131 ; 1 1 54 : 289 ; 200 1 : 
326 ; 2008 : 314, 387 ; 2016 :  310, 332 ; 2027 : 376 ; 
2054 : 173 ;  2 173 :  178; 221 1 :  405 ; 2236 : 185 ;  2243 : 
74 ; 3002 : 319, 406 ; 3029 : 226 ; 3224 : 88 ; 3404 : 208 

1978.17 Aldwark (gas trench) 
238, context 2 

1980.20 Bedem Chapel 
Area I 16, 303 
Area II 133, 228, 242, 246, 262-3, 281, 290-4, 299, 
302 
Area I 9059 : 303 ; 9062 : 16 
Area II 9000 : 242, 290, 294 ; 9008 : 133, 228, 281, 
291-2, 299 ; 901 1 :  246, 262 ; 9014 :  293, 302 ; 901 8 :
263 

1981-83.3 1-2 Tower Street 
[Castle Garage] 
143, 150, 164, 191-4, 213, 280, 317, 357, 365, 410 
1032 : 194 ;  1 046 : 191-2 ; 1059 : 410 ; 1060 : 280 ; 1070 : 
213 ; 1 136 : 164 ; 1289 : 150 ; 3003 : 357, 365 ; 3 104 : 
193 ;  3016 :  317;  3108 :  143 

1981-82.12 5 Rougier Street 
8, context 1093 

1961-63, 1967 St Mary Bishophill 
Junior 
(exc. L. P. Wenham) 
41, from burial (Skeleton 1 )  

1971 Aldwark 
(exc. L. P. Wenham) 
14, unprovenanced 
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Summary 

The material recorded in this fascicule comes principally from the 25 sites excavated by 
York Archaeological Trust during the decade 1972-81 ; in addition there are coins from two 
sites investigated by L. P. Wenham between 1961  and 1971, before the Trust was established. 
This report complements the author's Sylloge on coins in Yorkshire collections published in
1975 (SCBI 2 1). The coins range from the silver sceattas struck in the early years of the
8th century to those of the 20th century ; they include examples from most of the post-Roman 
series in Britain and others from issues made overseas. Dies and other objects associated with 
minting are registered, as well as coin weights, jettons, tokens and a medal. 

A short survey of coins recovered in York and recorded since the 17th century contrasts the 
evidence of hoards with that of the growing number of site-finds. The former permits study of 
coins in quantity and recognition of sequence of issue ; the latter not only provides dating 
evidence of greater or lesser precision, but furnishes a variety of additional detail for research 
such as specimens not known in hoards, as well as context of circulation and loss. A general 
synopsis of the relevant series is presented, and recent or current research noted. Against this 
background, individual specimens from some of the sites are specially remarked : an 
example, for instance, of a hitherto unrecorded Northumbrian styca, issued in the 9th 
century. Norman issues are as yet poorly represented since only one of the sites explored has 
yielded a (fragmentary) specimen. 

Particular attention is paid to the finds from the Viking settlement in 16-22 Coppergate : 
limited in number, they are outstanding in identity and quality. A brief archaeological 
commentary on the site is followed by appreciation of the coins. Many of these are from the 
mint at York itself; the presence of foreign coins (Scandinavian, Carolingian and Arabic) 
contrasts their acceptance in the north with their contemporary exclusion in the south of 
England. The two I 0th century dies are discussed ; one, for the St Peter coinage, is complete ; 
the other, for 1£thelstan, is no more than the crucial front portion. The cutting of the dies is 
reviewed as well as the making of the implements by joining two separate elements each 
formed from iron of different strengths. So-called trial-pieces from this site and elsewhere are 
examined in an attempt to differentiate the initial tests from subsequent proofs and 
record-pieces. One of these, the enigmatic lead plate from the time of Eadwig (955-9), the 
style and provenance of which conflict, is set against the political turmoil of the reign. 

The initial Coppergate essay is supplemented by three contributions : on one of the coins of 
£thelrred, on the dating of the St Peter die and on a Carolingian die from the mint at Melle. 

The emphasis on Coppergate is balanced by briefer schedules of the other sites, so that the 
relevant coins may be related to their context of discovery. 
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Resume 

Le materiel etudie ici provient principalement des 25 sites fouilles par le York 
Archaeological Trust daris la decennie 1972-81; deux monnaies ont ete ajoutees qui 
proviennent de deux sites fouilles par L. P. Wenham entre 1961 et 1971, avant la creation du 
Trust. Ce travail complete le Sy/loge, Coins in Yorkshire Collections publie par l'auteur en 1975 
(SCBI 21). Cette serie de monnaies s'etend des sceattas d'argent frappees dans les premieres 
annees du Ville siecle aux monnaies du XXe siecle, et comprend des exemples de la plupart 
des series posterieures a la periode romaine en Grande Bretagne et de quelques autres 
frappees sur le continent. Sont egalement inclus des matrices et d'autres objets lies au 
monnayage ainsi que des deneraux, des jetons, des mereaux et une medaille. 

Un inventaire rapide des decouvertes monetaires enregistrees a York depuis le XVIIe siecle 
permet de comparer les informations fournies par Jes tresors monetaires et celles livrees par le 
nombre croissant des sites. Les tresors permettent l'etude de grandes quantites de pieces et la 
determination de leur sequence d'apparition, alors que les monnaies trouvees sur les sites 
fournissent non seulement des elements de datation d'une plus ou moins grande precision 
mais egalement toute une serie de donnees additionelles telles que des specimens ne figurant 
pas dans les tresors ou des informations sur les contextes de circulation et de perte. L'auteur 
fait ici un tableau synoptique des series examinees et expose les recherches recentes ou en 
cours. Dans cette etude globale, un certain nombre de specimens remarquables provenant de 
quelques sites sont individualises comme par exemple une styca encore inedite frappee en 
Northumbrie au IXe siecle. Le monnayage normand est encore tres faiblement represente 
puisqu'un seul site a livre un specimen (fragmente) de cette epoque. 

Les decouvertes de l'etablissement viking du 16-22 Coppergate, malgre le nombre limite 
de pieces, ont fait l'objet d'une attention toute particuliere en raison de leur nature et de leur 
qualite exceptionnelles. Un bref commentaire archeologique sur le site precede la discussion 
de ces monnaies qui proviennent, pour la plupart, du monnayage meme de York. La presence 
dans cet ensemble de monnaies d'origine etrangere (scandinave, carolingienne, ou arabe) met 
en opposition leur acceptation dans le nord et leur exclusion, a la meme epoque, dans le sud de 
l'Angleterre. Les deux matrices du Xe siecle sont etudiees: l'une complete pour le monnayage 
de St Peter, l'autre, pour ltthelstan, ne comprend que la partie anterieure, la plus 
importante. L'auteur examine la taille des matrices ainsi que la fabrication des instruments 
par jointure de deux elements separes constitues de metaux de differentes resistances; ainsi 
que les pretendues pieces d'essai provenant de ce site et de quelques autres, pour tenter de 
differencier les essais initiaux des epreuves ou etalons tires par la suite. L'une de ces pieces, 
l'enigmatique plaque de plomb de l'epoque d'Eadwig (955-9), dont le style et la provenance 
ne s'accordent pas, est rattachee a l'agitation politique du regne. 

L'article primitif sur le site de Coppergate est enrichi de trois contributions, sur les 
monnaies d' ltthelrred, sur la datation de la matrice de St Peter, et sur une ma trice 
carolingienne du monnayage de Melle. 

D'autre breves annexes sur divers sites viennent completer celle sur le site de Coppergate 
pour permettre de relier les ·differentes monnaies a leur contexte de decouverte. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Das Material, das in diesem Bericht aufgezeichnet ist, stammt hauptsiichlich von 25 
Fundstellen, die der York Archaeological Trust wiihrend der zehn Jahre von 1972-81 
ausgegraben hat ; hinzukommen Miinzen von zwei Fundstellen, die L. P. Wenham zwischen 
1961-71, vor der Griindung des Trusts, untersucht hatte. Der vorliegende Bericht 
vervollstiindigt die Ausfiihrungen des Authors iiber Miinzen in den Sammlungen in 
Yorkshire, die in 1975 (SCBI 21) veroffentlicht wurden. Die Miinzen reichen von den
Silbersceattas, die in den friihen J ahren des 8. J ahrhunderts gepriigt wurden bis zu denen des 
20. Jahrhunderts. Sie enthalten Beispiele der meisten nachromischen Serien in
GroBbritannien, sowie Beispiele von Ausgaben, die im Ausland gemacht wurden.
Miinzstempel und andere Gegenstiinde, die mit der Miinze in Verbindung stehen sind
aufgefiihrt, wie etwa Miinzgewichte, Jetons, Scheidemiinzen und eine Medaille.

Ein kurzer Uberblick iiber die Miinzen, die in York gefunden worden und seit dem 17. 
Jahrhundert aufgezeichnet worden sind, vergleicht den Befund der Schatzfunde mit der 
wachsenden Zahl der Einzelfunde. Die Schatzfunde erlauben das Studium einer groBen 
Anzahl von Miinzen, sowie das Erkennen von Folgen von Ausgaben. Die Einzelfunde 
hingegen bieten nicht nur mehr oder weniger genaue Datierung, sondern auch eine Reihe 
weiterer Forschungsdetails, wie etwa Miinzbeispiele, die nicht aus Schatzfunden bekannt 
sind oder Informationen, die sich im Zusammenhang von Umlauf und Verlust ergeben. Eine 
allgemeine Synopsis iiber die einschliigigen Serien wird vorgelegt und jiingste und laufende 
Forschungen werden notiert. Auf diesem Hintergrund werden individuelle Miinzen aus 
einigen Fundstellen besonders betrachtet, zum Beispiel ein Exemplar einer bisher nicht 
beschriebenen Styca aus Northumbria, die im 9. Jahrhundert gepriigt wurde. 
Normannische Miinzen sind bisher spiirlich vertreten, da nur eine der untersuchten 
Fundstiitten ein fragmentarisches Exemplar erbracht hat.

Besondere Beachtung wird den Funden aus der Wikingersiedlung in 16--22 Coppergate 
gewidmet obwohl beschriinkt in Anzahl, sind die Miinzen jedoch von auBergewohnlicher 
Identitat und Qualitat. Dem kurzen archiiologischen Kommentar die Fundstelle betreffend, 
folgt eine Besprechung der Miinzen. Das Vorhandensein ausliindischer Miinzen 
(skandinavische, karolingische, arabische) stellt ihre Giiltigkeit im Norden gegen ihren 
gleichzeitigen AusschluB im Siiden Englands. Zwei Miinzstempel des 10. Jahrhunderts 
werden diskutiert, der eine fiir die St Peter Miinze ist komplett ; von dem anderen fiir 
ltthelstan, ist nur der wichtige vordere Teil erhalten. Die Gravierung der Miinzstempel, so 
wie ihre Herstellung aus zwei individuellen Elementen, jedes aus Eisen von unterschiedlicher 
Harte bestehend, werden diskutiert. Die sogenannten Probestiicke aus dieser Fundstelle und 
anderen Fundstellen werden einer genauen Untersuchung unterzogen, mit der Absicht 
zwischen den urspriinglichen Versuchen, den folgenden Priifungsstiicken und den Miinzen 
selbst zu unterscheiden. Eines von diesen, die riitselhafte Bleiplatte aus der Zeit Eadwigs 
(955-9), deren Stil und Herkunft widersprechend sind, erscheint gegen den Hintergrund der 
politischen Unruhen dieser Regierungszeit. 
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Der urspriingliche Bericht iiber Coppergate wird <lurch drei Beitrage vervollstandigt : iiber 
die Miinzen ltthelrreds, iiber die Datierung des Miinzstempels von St Peter und iiber den 
karolingischen Miinzstempel aus der Miinze in Melle. 

Das Schwergewicht auf Coppergate wird ausgeglichen <lurch kiirzere Beitrage iiber 
Miinzen aus anderen Fundstellen, so dafi die jeweiligen Miinzen im Kontext ihrer 
Auffindung betrachtet werden konnen. 

Notes 

I The form Anlaf, familiar to numismatists, appears on most of the king's coins and also in 
the Parker Chronicle (fo 27) - Manuscript A of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (Flower and 
Smith, 1941) ; the form Onlaf also occurs on some of the king's coins. Modern historians, 
however, tend to use the Scandinavian (Norse) form Olaf. 

2 I am much indebted to three French scholars who have helped me in my enquiries about 
this die : Madame Dumas, of the Bibliotheque Nationale, to whom I originally wrote ; 
Monsieur Jean Hiernard of Poi tiers with whom she put me in touch ; and Monsieur Christian 
Gendron, Curator of the Musee du Pilori, who most kindly gave me every facility to examine 
and photograph the die and permission to record it here. 
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Abbreviations 

Other abbreviations used in bibliographical references are explained in the bibliography 
below. 

British Museum Catalogue BMC 

BMCNK 

SCBI 

YTC 

British Museum Catalogue : Coins of the Norman Kings 

Sy/loge of Coins of the British Isles 

York Trade and Coinage (see Roesdahl et al. ,  198 1, 126-37) 
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a Face. Diameter 28mm b Side view. Length 91mm 

Plate I Iron coin die (43) for St Peter penny, from 16-22 Coppergate 



a Face. Diameter 28mm b Side view. Length 91mm 

Plate I Iron coin die (43) for St Peter penny, from 16-22 Coppergate 



Plate II Middle Anglo-Saxon sceauas (1-7, 9-12) and silver stycas, (13-17). Scale 3 : 2  



Plate III Middle Anglo-Saxon copper stycas (18-35). Scale 3 :  2 



Plate IV Middle Anglo-Saxon (38-9) and Late Anglo-Saxon ( 40-2, 44, 5 1 -6) issues ;/�reign coins ( 45-7). Scale I :  I 



a Sideways view 

b Detail of side, showing join between cap and shank 

Plate V Iron coin die (43) for St Peter penny, from 16-22 Coppergate. Length 91 mm 



a Fragment ( 48) recording part of reverse die far the moneyer Adelbert, 2nd quarter 10th century. Width 21 mm 

b Reverse die (SO) for Regnald, regal moneyer of York, c.928-39. Average diameter 30 mm 

Plate VI Lead trial-pieces from 16-22 Coppergate 



a Face. Diameter of die 22 mm 

b Back. Diameter 30 mm 

Plate VII Iron die cap (49) for obverse of penny of /Ethelstan, c. 928-39, from 16-22 Coppergate 



a The strip folded, as found 

b Front of strip c Detail of obverse on back of strip 

Plate VIII Lead trial-piece (59),from 16-22 Coppergate, recording obverse and reverse dies of a penny of King Eadwig (955-9) for the moneyer Frothric. Length 153 mm 



a Obverse b Reverse 

Plate IX Lead trial-piece (59) details 



a-b Carolingian die from Niort. Length 70 mm
a, side view; b, face with detail of obverse, diameter 35 mm. Photos. by kind permission of the Musee du 
Pilori, Niort 

c Coin of the same type (BMC 1 72) in the British Museum. Scale I :  I

d-f Pence struck from the /Ethelstan die ( 49). Scale I :  I
d, Liverpool (SCBI 29 Merseyside 444) ; e, Copenhagen (SCBI 4 Copenhagen 690), showing obverse 
legend weak at point of break; and f, the same obverse printed back-to-front 

g Penny of Eadgar (955-75) in the British Museum (BMC type 1) : Pre-Reform issue, showing pellets on edge 
of obverse. Scale I :  I 

Plate X Comparative material (c and g reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum) 



Plate XI Late Anglo-Saxon (57, 60-8), Norman (69) and Plantagenet (70-7) coins. Scale I :  I 



Plate XII Plantagenet issues. Scale 1 :  1 





Plate XIV English jeuons. Scale I :  I 



Plate XV Lancastrian coins (156--60) ; Yorkist coins ( 162-4) and coin weight (165) ; Tudor ( 166-9, 17 1-2) ; Stuart 
(176-7) ; Irish and Scottish issues ( 179, 18 1-4, 189). Scale 1 :  1 



Plate XVI Continental coins (to 208) ; French jettons (remaining). Scale I: I 



Plate XVII French jettons. Scale I :  I 



Plate XVIII Jeuons and weights: French (to 244) ; Low Countries (245---6) ; German (remaining). Scale I :  I 



Plate XIX Modern British coins : 366 shows the condition of some pieces when found. Scale 1 :  1 



Plate XX Modern tokens, and medal (385) ; uncertain attribution (397-8). Scale 1 :  1 
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